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EASTER RECESS begins, 12 m. 
RECESS ends, 8 a. m. 
Last day for making room deposits. 
Last day for filing schedules for 1929-30. 
Last day for submitting honor papers. 
Last day, registration for Department Honors. 
Second Semester Examinations begin. 
Examinations for Admission. 
Class Day Exercises, 2 p. m. 
Junior Oratorical Contests, 8 p. m. 
Annual Meeting of the Directors, 10 a. m . 
Alumni Meeting, 1 p. m. 
Alumni Banquet, 5.30 p. m. 
President's Reception, 8 p. m. 
Baccalaureate Service, 10.30 a. m. 
Oratorio, 8 p. m. 
Commencement, 10 a. m. 
Examinations for Admission. 
Registration and Matriculation of Students. 
Registration and Matriculation of Students. 
Instruction begins, 9 a. m. 
Opening Address, 8 p. m. 
Examinations for College standing. 
THANKSGIVING RECESS begins,S p . m. 
RECESS ends, 8 a. m. 
CHRISTMAS RECESS begins, 12 m. 
RECESS ends, 8 a. m. 
First Semester Examinations begin. 
SECOND SEMESTER begins, 8 a. m. 
Founders' Day.-
EASTER RECESS begins, 12 m. 
RECESS ends, 8 a. m. 
Commencement Exercises begin. 
Commencement Exercises end. 
ACADEMIC YEAR begins. 
• Date subject to cbange. 
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HISTORICAL STATEMENT 
The beginning of educational work on the grounds occu-
pied by Ursinus College was in Todd's School, opened in 1832 
"for the use of the neighborhood and its vicinity," the tract 011 
which the school was located having been donated by Andrew 
Todd. 
In the year 18+8, a school for the higher education of 
young men was established on the tract adjoining that of Todd's 
School, now central in the campus. The school was named 
"Freeland Seminary ." Within a period of twenty years, more 
than three thousand young men from Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 
Maryland and Delaware received their education at this school. 
In 1868, a body of men, actuated by a desire to serve the 
interests of higher education and evangelical Christian religion, 
met in the city of Philadelphia and resolved to found "an insti-
tution where the youth of the land can be liberally educated 
under the benign influence of Christianity." Ruled by this 
desire, they chose as the name of their institution that of one 
of the most distinguished reformers and scholars of the 
Reformation period, Ursinlls, of the University of Heidelberg. 
The Act of Incorporation under which U rsinus College is 
conducted was granted by the Legislature of Pennsylvania, 
February 5, 1869, and is as follows: 
AN ACT 
TO INCORPORATE URSIN US COLLEGE 
SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and HOllse of Representa-
tives of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvama in General Assembly 
met, and it is hereby enacted by the authority of the same, that there 
shall be and hereby is erected, establi hed and incorporated in Upper 
Providence Township, in the County of Montgomery, in this Common-
wea lth, an institution of learning, for the purpose of imparting 
instruction in Science, Literature, the Liberal Arts and Learned 
Plofessions by the name, style and title of URSINUS COLLEGE. 
S 
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SECTION 2. Said College shall be under the care and manage-
ment of a Board of Directors not exceeding twenty-one in number, who, 
with their successors in office, shall be and are hereby declared to 
be one body politic and corporate in deed and in law, to be known 
by the name, style and title of Ursinus College, and by the same 
shall have perpetual succession, and shall be able to sue and be 
sued, plead and be impleaded in all courts of law and equity, and 
shall be capable in law and equity to take, hold and purcbase for the 
use and benefit of said College any estate in any messuages, lands, 
tenements, goods, chattels, moneys and other effects of any kind 
whatever, by gift, grant, bargain, sale, conveyance, assurance, will, 
devise or bequest from any person or persons, body politic or cor-
porate, either municipal or otherwise whatsoever capable of lawfully 
making the same, and the same from time to time to grant, bargain, 
sell, convey, mortgage, farm, let, place out at interest, or otherwise 
dispose of for the use and benefit of said College; Pro'lJided, ho'We'lJer, 
That no bequest or donation made to and accepted by said Board 
for specific educational objects shall ever be diverted from the 
purposes designated in the conditions of such gift and acceptance. 
SECTION 3. That the Board of Directors shall have power to 
establish, from time to time, in said College, such departments of study 
and instruction as they may deem expedient, and to provide libraries, 
apparatus, cabinets, endowments and all other needful aids for 
imparting full and thorough courses of instruction therein. They 
may appoint a faculty or faculties, professors, lecturers and teachers, 
prescribe their respective duties, fix their compensation, and remove 
them, or any of them, as, from time to time, the interests of the 
College may require; they shall have power to purchase or erect 
buildings for the accommodation of students, professors and officers, 
and for other needful purposes; to establish rules and regul ations 
for the government of students and officers, and to do all and 
singular such other things and matters as may be requisite for the 
well ordering and proper management of the affairs of said College. 
SECTION 4. That the said Board of Directors shall at first consisl 
of the persons herein named, to wit: James Koons, Sr., J. Knipe, 
II'. D. Gross, ll. II'. Kratz, II. Kline, H. K. Harnish, IIbraham 
Hunsicker, Sr., J. II'. Sunderland, John Wiest, A. W. Myers, H. ll. 
W. Hibshman, II. Pan l1aagen, J. 11. II. Bomberger, J. G. WieMe 
1. DaMman, Jr., Emanuel Longacre, George Schall, II'. L. Gra'lJer, 
Ilil/iam Sorber, Nathan Pennypacker, N. Gehr, who, or any nine of 
them, on Ihe passage of this act, or at any time within three months 
thereafter, may meet and organize by electing a President and Secre-
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tary, and accepting this act, the evidence of which shall be the duly 
authenticated record of such meeting and action. 
SECTION 5. That the Board of Directors shall have power to fill 
all vacancies in their own body, to expel any member thereof who 
shall be guilty of infamous conduct and to declare vacant the seat 
of any member who shall have, for three consecutive years, failed 
to attend the stated meetings of the Board; to appoint, from time to 
time, such additional officers and agents of their own body as may 
be deemed requisite, including a Treasurer, who shall always give 
ample security for the funds entrusted to his keeping; to adopt a 
common and corporate seal, by and with which all deeds, certificates, 
appointments and acts of said Board, signed by their President and 
attested by their Secretary, shall pass and be authenticated, and the 
same seal at their pleasure to break, alter or renew. 
SECTION 6. That the said Board of Directors, at any meeting 
subsequent to their organization called for the purpose, and of which 
due notice shall have been given to each member, may adopt and 
establish a Constitution and By-Laws for the government of their 
own body, not inconsistent with this act, the laws of the State or 
the laws of the United States, which Constitution and By-Laws shall 
not thereafter be altered, amended or repealed except in the manner 
therein provided. 
SECTION 7. That the faculty of any organized department in the 
College may, with the advice and consent of the Board of Directors, 
and under such regulations as they may prescribe, confer the degrees, 
honors, and dignities usually conferred by similar departments in the 
Colleges and Universities of this Commonwealth. 
SECTION 8. That no misnomer of this corporation shall defeat 
or annul allY gift, grant, devise or bequest to or from the said 
corporation: Provided, The intent of the parties shall sufficiently 
appear upon the part of the gift, grant, will, or other writing whereby 
such state or interest was intended to pass to or from said corporation. 
The corporation was organized at a meeting of the Direc-
tors held in the city of Philadelphia, February 10, 1869. A per-
manent seat for the College was sought near Philadelphia. 
Attracted by the beauty of the region of Perkiomen Bridge, 
where Freeland Seminary had flourished for twenty years, and 
impressed by the reputation of the community for its interest 
in education, the Board of Directors purchased the property 
of Freeland Seminary, and incorporated the latter into Ursinus 
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College as its preparatory department. About this time the 
United States postal authorities named the post office at Per-
kiomen Bridge, Collegeville. Instruction was begun Septem· 
ber 6, 1870. In 1881 the doors of the College were opened to 
women. The Academy was discontinued in 1910. 
The Ursin us School of Theology was organized June 1, 
1871, and opened for instruction the following September. The 
School was conducted at Collegeville in connection with the 
College till 1898, when it was removed to Philadelphia. March 
8, 1907, a Compact of Union was ratified by the Board of 
Directors of U rsinus College, by which the instruction of the 
U rsinus School of Theology is cond ucted in the Central Theo-
logical Seminary, located at Dayton, Ohio. 
Collegeville is on the Benj amin Franklin Highway and is 
twelve miles distant from the Lincoln Highway. It is easy of 
access by the Philadelphia and Reading Railway from Philadel-
phia, Allentown or Reading. Electric cars connecting College-
ville with Pottstown, orristown and Philadelphia pass the 
College campus. The College grounds cover sixty-six acres, 
including an improved campus of twelve acres, tennis courts, 
athletic fields, and several fields for agriculture. 
NEEDS 
The College constantly employs fully the equipment and 
resources at its disposal. The steady growth of <the institution 
should encourage its friends to provide for its further needs. 
The following present exceptional opportunities for gifts and 
memorials: endowment of scholarships, $2,000 to $5,000 each; 
endowment of professorships, $50,000 and upwards; general 
endowment funds, $500 and upwards; a woman's building, 
$150,000 or more; a science building, approximately $350,000; 
an infirmary, $25,000. The counsel of the President of the 
College should be sought with a view to securing the most 
advantageous co-operation on the part of benefactors. 
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GIFTS AND BEQUESTS 
It is the judgment of those who have had the responsibility 
of disposing of large fortunes that Education furnishes the most 
promising field for benevolence. The great philanthropic 
foundations after discriminating scientific inquiry into the ways 
and means of doing good with accumulated wealth, have made 
Education their chief objective. The findings of these philan-
thropic agencies may be accepted for the guidance of others. 
The practice of making donations during one's life rather 
than making bequests to be executed after death is recommended. 
In this way the donor has absolute assurance that his wishes 
are being carried out, he has the satisfaction of seeing his gift 
bearing fruit in the improved work of the institution, and he 
avoids the deflection of part of his proposed gift in the form 
of inheritance taxes. 
In cases in which the donor needs the income of his estate 
in order to live, a very satisfactory arrangement is provided in 
U rsinus College Annuity Bonds which the College issues in 
exchange for cash or property. Annuity Bonds guarantee a 
fixed income to the donor payable semi-annually during the 
period of his natural life, at the end of which the bonds become 
null and void and the gifts which they represent continue as 
permanent possessions of the College. 
When, however, it is decided to make a bequest care should 
be taken to have all testamentary papers signed, witnessed and 
executed in strict accordance with the statutory laws of the State 
in which the testator resides. In all cases the name of the 
corporation should be accurately given, as in the following form: 
I give, devise and bequeath to URSIN us COLLEGE, located at Col-
legeville, Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, their successors and 
assigns forever, the sum of. ..................................... . 
dollars, to be safely invested by said corporation, and the interest 
accruing therefrom to be applied in the maintenance of instruction 
in said institution. 
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OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION 
Presidellt 
HARRY E. PAISLEY 
Philadelphia 
First lIice-Presidell/ 
A. D. FETTEROLF 
Collegeville, Pa. 
Secolld lIice-Preside71/ 
TIIOMAS E. BROOKS 
Red Lion, Pa. 
Secretary 
CALVIN D. YOST 
Collegeville, Pa. 
Treasurer 





JAMES M. ANDER, M.D., LL.D., Sc.D., Philadelphia, 1894 1929 
REV. TITUS A. ALSPACH, D.O., Lancaster, 1925 1930 
HON. ANDREW R. BRODBECK, LL.D., Hanover, 1905 1930 
HON . THOMAS E. BROOKS, Red Lion, 1921 1931 
CHARLES C. BURDAN, Pottstown, 1921 1931 
A. D. FETTEROLF, Collegeville, 1906 1931 
REV. 1. CALVIN FISHER, D.D., Lebanon, 1905 1931 
EDWARD S. FRETZ, Collegeville, 1925 1930 
FRANCIS J. GILDNER, ESQ., A.B., Allentown, 1924 1929 
DONALD L. IIELl'l'RIClI, ESQ., A.B., Phi ladelphia, 1927 1932 
ABRAHAM H. HENDRICKS, ESQ., B.S., Collegeville, 1914 1929 
.",]. F. HENDRICKS, ESQ., A.M., Doylestown, 1915 1930 
REV. GEORGE 'vV. IIENSON, D.D., Philadelphia, 1911 1931 
EDWIN M. HERSHEY, ESQ., A.B., Harrisburg, 1926 1931 
ALVIN HUNSICKER, B.S., New York, 1916 1931 
REV. JAMES M. S. ISENBERG, D.O., Collegeville, 1906 1933 
RHEA DURYEA JOHNSON, A.B., Philadelephia, 1928 1933 
'vVHORTEN A. KLINE, LITT.D., Collegeville, 1912 1932 
MAYNE R. LONGSTRETH, ESQ., A.M., Philadelphia, 1907 1932 
REV. J. W. MEMINGER, D.D., Lancaster, 1896 1931 
RALPH E. MILLER, A.B., Collegeville, 1924 1933 
GEORGE L. OMWAKE, PED.D., LL.D., Collegeville, 1906 1931 
HARRY E. PAISLEY, Philadelphia, 1907 1932 
ELWOOD S. SNYDER, M.D., Lancaster, 1905 1930 
HENRY T. SPANGLER, D.O., LL.D., Collegeville, 1884-
JOSEPH M. STEELE, Philadelphia, 1913 1929 
REV. CALVIN D. YOST, A.M., D.O., Collegeville, 1916 1930 
"Died JlIay 13, 1928 
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COl\ll\llTTEES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Exewti'lJe Committee 
A. D. FETTEROLF 
H. E. PAISLEY 
H. T. SPANGLER 
E. S. FRETZ 
C. D. YOST 
G. L. OMWAKE 
A. H. HE NDRICKS 
Committee on Finance 
E. S. FRETZ H. E. PAISLEY 
G. L. OMWAKE J. M. S. ISENBERG 
M. R. LoNGSTRETH 
Committee 011 Buildillgs alld Grounds 
A. H. HENDRICKS 
A. D. FETTEROLF 
R. E. MILLER 
W. A. KLINE 
G. L. OMWAKE 
Committee on GO'lJernment and Illstru ction 
H. T. SPANGLER 
A. D. FETTEROLF 
G. L. OMWAKI! 
C. D. YOST 
W. A. KLINE 
J. M. S. ISENBERG 
D. L. JIELFFRICH 
THE ADVISORY COUNCIL 
CYRUS H. K. CURTIS, LL.D., Philadelphia 
ALBA B. JOHNSON, LL.D., Philadelphia 
JOSIAH H. PENNIMAN, LL.D., Philadelphia 
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION 
GEORGE L. OMWAKE, A.M. , PED.D., LL.D., Presideut 
REV. JAMES M. S. ISENBERG, D.D., Fice-Preside71t 
R EV. WHORTEN A. KLINE, A.M., B.D., LITT.D., Dean 
ELIZABETH B . WHITE, PH.D., Dean of Women 
R EV. CALVIN D. YOST, A.M., D.D., Librm·ian 
REV. JOHN LENTZ, A.B., Pasto,·, Trinity Church 
JOHN B. PRICE, A.M., M.D., College Physician 
S ARA E. ERMOLD, Assistant Treamrer 
MRS. EMMA G. E. WEBB, Dietitian 
N. BLANCHE DEATRICK, Superintendent of Dormitories 
MRS. MAY H. RAUCH, B.S., College Hostess 
MRS. CLARA M. LArrOMUS, Preceptress 
HELEN G. ERRETT, A.B ., Preceptress 
ETHEL LYNN DORSEY, Resident Nurse alld Preceptress 
ANNA M. FRITSCH, A.B., Preceptrf'Ss 
AURELIA A. ENGLISH, A.B., Preceptress 
R EV. FRANKLIN IRVIN SHEEDER, JR., A.B., B.D., A ssistallt to the Preside1ll 
JAMES R. RUE, Bookkeeper 
MARGARET O. KUNTZ, A.B., Assista1lt Librarian 
MABEL A. MOYER, Secretary to the President 
RUTH SLOTTERER, Secretary 10 the Dean 
HARVEY K. LESHER, Carctaker alld Farm 11-1 aT/agcr 
THE FACULTY 
GEORGE LESLIE OM WAKE, PED.D., LL.D., 
President, a>ld Professor of tlte History of tlte Christian Clmrch. 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1898, and A.M., 1901; B.D., Yale University, 1901 ; 
Ped.D., Franklin and Marshall College, 1910; LL.D., 1923; LL.D., Lafay. 
ette College, 1923; Student in Theology , Philosophy and Educa tion, Yale 
University, 1898·1 901 ; Ursinus College, 1901; D ean, 1903·09; Vice· 
President, 1909·12; President, 1912. Member, American Academy of Political 
and Social Science; lIistorical Society of Pennsy lvania. 
REV. WHORTEN A. KLINE, AM., B.D., Lln.D., 
Dean, a>ld Professor of the Latin La1lg1tage a>ld Literature. 
A.B., Ursinus Collcge, 1893; A.M., and B.D., 1896; Litt.D., 1913; Graduate 
Student in Latin, University of Pennsylvania, 1897·190 1; Ursinus College, 
1893; Dean, 1909; Member of the Classical Association of lhe Middle States 
and Maryland; Philadelphia Botanical Club. 
HOMER SMITH, PH.D., 
Professor of the E1Iglish Lanouage and Literature. 
A.B., Amherst College, 1891; Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania, 
1892·95; Ph.D. University of Pennsylvania, 1895; Instructor in English, 
University of Pennsylvania, 1892·98; Professor of English, Kamehameha 
School, Honolulu, 1899· 1901; Acting Professor of English, Amherst Col. 
lege, 1901·03; Ursinus College, 190 3. Member of the Modern Language 
Association. 
MATTHEW BEARDWOOD, AM., M.D., Sc.D., 
Professor of Chemistry. 
A.B., Philadelphia Central High School, 1890, and A.lII., 1895; M.D., Medico-
Chirurgical College, 1894; Sc.D., Ursinus College, 1916; Special Student 
of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania, 1890·91; Instructor in Chern· 
istry, Medico·Chirurglcal College, 1896·99; Lecturer on Clinical Chem. 
istry, 1899·1900; Adjunct Professor of Chemistry, 1900·14; Professor of 
General Chemistry and Toxicology, 1914·16; Ursinus College, 1903; 
Member, The American Chemical Society; The Franklin Institute. 
JOHN WENTWORTH CLA WSO ,AM., Sc.D., 
Professor of Matil.matics. 
A.B., University of New Brunswick, 1901; A.B., Cambridge University, 1904; 
A.lII., University of New Brunswick, 1905; Sc.D., Ursinus College, 1920; 
Lecturer in Astronomy, University of New Brunswick, 1904·05 ; Assistant 
in Physics, Ohio State University, 1905·06; Ursinus College, 1907. Mem· 
ber, American lIIathematical Society, 
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CARL VERNON TOWER, PH.D., 
Professor of Philosophy. 
A.B., Brown University, 1893, and A.M., 1895; Fellow, Sage School of 
Philosophy, Cornell University, 1896·97; Ph.D ., Cornell University, 1898; 
Instructor in Philosophy, University of Michigan, 1898·1900; Assistant 
to the President, Clark University, 1900·01; Professor of Philosophy, 
Knox College, 1901-02; University of Vermont, 1902-09; Assistant Pro-
fessor of Philosophy, Univers ity of Michigan, 1909-10; Acting Professor 
of Philosophy, Trinity Co\1ege, 1912-13; Ursinus College, 1913. Member, 
American Philosophical Association; The British Institute of Philosophical 
Studies. 
REV. WILLIAM WELLS JORDAN, AM., D.D., 
Professor of the Ettglish Bible and Assistant in Church History. 
A.B., Marietta College, 1879; A. l\I. , 1891, and D.D., 1899; B.D_, Yale Univer-
s ity, 1882; Pastor, Congregational Church, Clinton, Mass., 1893- 192 1; 
Ursinus College, 1921. . 
HARRY BRETZ, AM., 
Professor of the French Language and Literature. 
A.B., William Jewell Coll ege, 1906 ; A.B., University of Chicago, 1908, and 
A .M., 1917; Gradua te Student, 1909-11, Fellow, 1911-12 and 1915-16, Univer-
sity of Chicago; Certificat d'etudes fra n9aises, I' Alliance Fran9aise, Paris, 
1913; Student, Sorbonne, 1912-14; Diplome, Sorbonne, 1914; Assistant 
Professor of Romance Languages, Butler College, 1917-21; Instructor in 
Romance Languages, Princeton University, 1921-22; Instructor in Romance 
Languages, Cornell University, 1922-23; Ursin us College, 1923. Member, 
Modern Language Associa tian of America. 
REV. CALVIN DANIEL YOST, AM., D.D., 
Libra rian, and Professor of the German Language and Litera/nre. 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1891; A.M., 1895, and B.D., 1907; D.O., Heidelberg 
College, 1925; Student, Ursinus School of Theology, 1891-93; Yale 
University, 1893-94; Principal, High School, Mahanoy City, Pa., 1896-
190 1; Pastor, 1894-96, 1901-07; General Secretary, Reformed Evangelical 
and Educational Union, 1907-10; Ursinus College, 1910. Member, Modern 
Language Association of America. 
ELIZABETH BRETT WHITE, PH.D., 
Dea" of WonJell, alld Professor of History . 
A.B., Cornell University, 1904; Student, University of Lausanne, 1913; A.M., 
University of Wisconsin, 1917; Student, Clark University, 1919-20; Ph.D., 
Clark University, 1920; Walnut Spring, N. C., Presbyterian Board of Home 
~1issions, 1904-06; Pennsylvania Collcge for Women, 1912-19, 1920-24; 
Pennsylvania State College, School of Education, Extension Department, 
1921-24; Ursinus College, 1924. Member, American II;storical Association. 
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REV. JAMES M. S. ISE BERG, B.D., D.D., 
Vice·President. 
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A.B., Ursinus College, 1893; B.D., Ursinus School of Theology, 1896; D.D., 
Ursinus College, 1910; Pastor, 1896-1926; President, Eastern Synod, 
Reformed Church in the U.S., 1916; Director, War Emergency Campaign, 
1918-19; Chairman, Alumni Memorial Libra ry Committee, 1919-24; Effi-
ciency Commission, Reformed Ch. in the U.S., 1923-26 ; Ursinus College, 
1926. Member, Religious Education Association. 
J AMES LANE BOSWELL, A.M., 
Professor of Econ omics and B1tsi1less Administration. 
A.B., Georgetown College, 1920; A.M., University of Pennsylvania, 1923; 
Student, University of Toulouse, 1919; Graduate Student, University of 
Pennsylvania, 1921-28; Columbia University, Summer, 1924; Instructor, 
Secondary Schools, 1920-23; Ursinus College, 1923. Member, American 
Academy of Political and Social Science; American Economic Association. 
RUSSELL DAVIS STURGIS, Ph.D., 
Professor of A1lalytical Chemistry. 
A.B., University of Delaware, 1919; M.S., University of Pennsylvania, 1921; 
and Ph.D., 1924 ; Assistant in Chemistry, Massachusetts Agricultural Col· 
lege, 1919-1920; Instructor in Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania, 1920-
24; Professor of Chemistry, Franklin and Marshall College, 1924-25; 
Ursinus College, 1925. Member, American Chemical Society. 
JAMES LYNN BARNARD, PH.D., 
Prqfessor of Political Science and Director of Social Studies for Teachers. 
B.S., Syracuse University, 1892; Ph.D ., University of Pennsylvania, 1897; 
Professor of History and Political Science, Ursinus College, 1897-1904; 
Graduate Student, Columbia University, 1904-05; Social Work, New York 
and Philadelphia, 1905-06 ; Professor of History and Government, Phila-
delphia School of Pedagogy, 1906-20 ; Director of Social Studies, Department 
of Public Instruction, Pennsylvania, 1920-27; Ursinus Coll ege, 1927. 
Member, American Politica l Science Association; American Academy of 
Political and Social Science; American Association for Labor Legislation. 
GEORGE RUSSELL TYSON, A.M., 
Professor of Education. 
B.S., University of Pennsylvania, 1916, A.M., 1922; Graduate Student, 1916-17, 
Harrison Fellow in Education, University of Pennsylvania, 1919-21; Spe-
cialist in Testing and Grading in United States Army, 1920; Professor 
of Education and Director of the Summer School, Cornell College, 1921·27; 
Ursinus College, 1927. Member, National Society of College Teachers of 
Education; American Association for the Advancement of Science. 
FOSTER ELLIS KLINGAMAN, PH.D., 
Professor of PII)'sics. 
A.B., Gettysburg College, 1921; M.S., 1922; Ph.D., The Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, 1925; Instructor in Physics, Gettysburg College, 1920-22; Instructor 
in Physics, The Johns Hopkins University, 1922-27; Ursinus College, 1927. 
Member, American Physical Society. 
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WILLIAM LINDSAY, A.M., 
Professor of the G reel, La"ouaoe and L iterature. 
A.B., McGill University, 1912; A.M., 1914; Graduate Student, McGill University, 
1922·23; University of Chicago, Summers, 1923-28; Harvard University, 
1925-27; Instructor in Classics, Dalhousie University, 1914-15; Assistant 
Master, The High School, Montreal, 1916-23; Instructor in Classics, 
University of Manitoba, 1923-24, University of Nebraska, 1924-25, Harvard 
University, 1925-27; Ursinus College, 1927. 
MARTIN WEAVER WITMER, A.B., 
Professor of Eno/ish Rhetoric. 
A.B., Franklin and Marshall College, 1904; Graduate Student in English, 
University of Pennsylvania, 19 13-14, 1919-24; Instructor in English, Latin 
and Greek, Union Seminary, New Berlin, Pa., 1904-05 ; Principal of Union 
Seminary, 1905-07; Instructor in English, Franklin and Marshall Academy. 
Lancaster, Pa., 1907-20; Ursinus College, 1920. Member, Modern Language 
Association of America. 
NORMAN EGBERT McCLURE, PH.D. 
Professor of the Eno/ish Lanouage alld Literatl<re. 
A.B., Ursinus Colleg~, 1915; A.M., Pennsylvania State College, 1916 ; Ph.D., 
University of Pennsylvania, 1925; Instructor in English, Pennsylvania State 
College, 1915-1917; Professo r of English, Pennsylvania Military College, 
1917-1928; Registrar, Pennsylvania Military College, 1918-1928; Ursinus 
College, 1928. Member, Modern Language Association; Secretary-Treasurer, 
College Conference on English in the Central Atlantic States. 
WILLIAM WALLACE BA CROFT, A.M., 
Associate Professor of Eng/ish a"d Philosoph),. 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1919; Graduate, Pri nceton Theological Scminary, 1920; 
Schola r in Philosophy, University of Pennsylvania, 1920-21; A.M., 1921; 
D octora te in English, 1921-23; P r ivate Tutor, 1924; Ursinus College, 1925. 
Member, American Academy of Political and Social Science. Member, 
Modern Language Association; Modern llumanities Research Association 
of England. 
JOHN HAROLD BROW BACK, A.B., 
Associate Professor of BioloOY. 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1921; Graduate Student and Instructor in Zoology, 
University of Pennsylvania, 1921 -26; Ursinus College, 1926. Member, 
American Association for the Advancement of Science; American Entomo· 
logical Society. 
REV. FRA KLI IRVI. SHEEDER, JR., B.D., 
Assista1l1 10 the President, and AssiJla,,1 Professor of the Eno/i.,J. Bibk. 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1922; B.D., Central Theological Seminary, 1925; Student, 
University of Penns)'lvania, Summer, 1922; Student, Central Theological 
Seminary, Dayton, Ohio, 1922·25; Graduate Student, University of Penn 
sylvania, 1926·28; UrslOus Coll-ge. 1925. Member, Religious Education 
Association. 
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RALPH WILSON VEATCH, A.M., 
Assistallt Pmjcssor oj ilIathematies alld Coach of Track Athletics. 
A.B., University of Tulsa, 1925; A.M., Northwestern University, 1927; Fellow 
in Mathematics, Northwestern University, 1926-27; Ursinus College, 1927. 
Member, American Mathematical Association; American Association for the 
Advancement of Science. 
DONALD GRA T TEDROW, B.S., 
InstMlClor in Modem Languages. 
B.S_, Washington and Jefferson College, 1921; Graduate Student, University of 
Chicago, summer, 1921, University of Pittsburgh, summer, 1922; Instructor 
in French and Spanish, vVestern ~Iilitary Academy, Alton, Ill., 1921-22; 
Graduate Student and Instructor in French and Spanish, Pennsylvania 
State College, 1922-27; Ursinus College, 1927. Member, Modern Language 
Association of America; American Association of Spanisb Teachers_ 
HARVEY LEWIS CARTER, A.M., 
[Ilstruelor i .. History alld in Pllblie Speaking. 
A_B., \ Vabash College, 1927; A.M., University of \Visconsi n, 1928; Clarence G. 
Campbell Fellow in History, 1927-28; Ursinus College, 1928. Member, 
American lTistorical Association; Foreign Policy Association. 
JEANETTE DOUGLAS HARTENSTINE, 
Ill s/metor in Voice Culture and Choral Sillging. 
Student uncler \V. A . \Veiser, five years; Metropolitan College of Music, New 
York, one year; E. Pre'Son Miller, New York, six years; German Operatic 
R o les under Siegfried Behrens; English, Italian and French Opera under 
Emil Knell and Jose Van den Berg; Student in Voice under Zerffi; Private 
Teacher and Director of choirs and oratorios; Leading roles in English 
Grand Opera; Ursinus College, 1923. 
HELE GLADYS ERRETT, A.B., 
Direelor of Physical T"ailling alld IlIstrllelor in Sa,dlalioll alld Hygielle 
for Youllg Womell. 
A.B., Pennsylvania College for \Vomen, 1924; Student, University of Cincin-
nati, 1924-25; Instructor, Playstreet Cincinnati Community Service, Sum-
mer 1925; Student, Columbia University, Summer, 1926; Ursinus College, 
1926_ 
JOTI N F. W_ STOCK, B .. , 
Iuslrllctor in Piauo, l-ln,.mouy arid Corulterpoillt. 
B.S., Ursinu" College, 1922; Student, Columbia College of l\[usic, 1916-19; 
Private Student of Professor Dr. Karl chmidt, Butzbach, Germany, 1922-
26; Student under Thuel Burnham, New York, 1926-27; Student under 
Isidor Philipp nnd others at the Conservntoire American, Fontainebleau, 
France, ummer, 1928; Ursinu. College, 1926. 
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MRS. JOSEPHI E XANDER SHEEDER, A.B., 
J ?lstmetor i?l Latin. 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1921; Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania. 
Summer, 1922; Teacher, High School, Lake City, Fla., 1921·22; High School, 
Wyoming, D el., 1922·23; Public Schools, Vallejo, Calif., 1923·24; Week·Day 
Schools of Reli gion, D ayton, Ohio, 1924-25; Ursinus College, 1925. 
ROI ALD CHESTER KICHL! E, A.B., 
Graduate Coach alld Director of Physical T rai?ljng for Men. 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1916; Instructor and Coach, Mansfield State Normal 
School, 1916·17, 1918-21; F ootball Coach, American University Experiment 
Station, U. S . Army, 1918; Athletic Director, Juniata College, 1921·22; 
Instructor and Coach, Vermont Academy, 1922·25; Student, Springfield 
International Y. M . C. A . College, Summer School. 1925; Ursinus College, 
1925. 
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ADMISSION 
The first step in seeking admission to U rsinus College is 
the filing of a formal application together with a preliminary 
statement of qualifications by the applicant. Application 
blanks may be had by addressing the College. The College 
then secures from the school in which the applicant has been 
prepared a certificate embodying the school record of the candi-
date. All certificates of preparation should be sent by the 
school principal directly to the Dean of the College, by whom 
they are evaluated. Inquiry is made further into the character 
and fitness of the candidate, to do the work of this institution, 
and if found qualified the applicant is notified and a place 
reserved for him in the College. The process of matriculation 
is continued in the actual trial of all applicants during the first 
semester, at the end of which time their status as candidates is 
finally determined. 
Students from high schools, academies and normal schools 
approved by the faculty, or from other colleges, and candidates 
who have passed the examinations of the College Entrance 
Examination Board are admitted on certificate. Consideration 
is given to the length of time spent in preparation, the grades 
attained and the rank in class. In the case of well prepared 
candidates admission may be granted with conditions as to 
specific subjects. 
Applicants who desire admission by examination in any 
subject, will present themselves for such examination at the 
Dean's Office in Bomberger Hall, on Friday and Saturday of 
Commencement week, June 7 and 8, or on Tuesday, Septem-
ber 17, 1929, at the opening of the collegiate year. 
Every candidate admitted to College will be examined in 
English composition on a day appointed soon after the opening 
of the term. A candidate whose preparation is fo.und to be 
defective in spelling, punctuation or other essentials of good 




TERMS OF ADMISSION 
The unit used in determining the value of a study pre-
sented in satisfaction of the requirements for admission repre-
sents, in general, a year's study in the subject in a secondary 
school, constituting approximately a quarter of a full year's 
work. The time element involved in the evaluation of college 
preparatory work should be given due consideration by teachers 
and pupils in secondary schools. 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Applicants for admission intending to present themselves 
as candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts at graduation 
must present 15 units from the following list. The studies 
printed in capitals are prescribed: 
ENGLISH ................................ units 
LATIN .................................. 3 units 
OTHER FOREIGN LANGUAGE ................ 2 units 
HISTORy ............... . .... .. ... ...... . 
ALGEBRA .. . ............................ . 
PLANE GEOMETRY . ..... .. .... ..... ..... . 
Additional Latin ....................... . 
History, Ancient . ........... .. ... ..... . . 
History, European .. ....... . .... . ....... . 
History, English ...... .. ......... ...... . 
History, American .............. .. .. ... . 
History, World ........... ....... ...... . 
Problems of Democracy ................. . 
Economics ............................. . 
Government ........................... . 
Advanced Algebra .........•............ 
Solid Geometry ..... . . .... .......... .. . . 
Plane Trigonometry ................... . 
Physical Geography ................... . 
Zoology ............. . ......... ... .. ... . 
Botany ................................ . 
Physiolozy ............................ . 
Physics ...... . ...... .. ....... .. ........ . 
Chemistry ............................. . 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Applicants for admission intending to present themselves 
as candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science at gradua· 
tion must present 15 units from the following list. The studies 
printed in capitals are prescribed: 
ENGLISH •••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••• •• 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE •••••••••••••••••••••• 
HISTORY ••••• • •• •• • •••••••• •••• • •••••• •• 
ALGEBRA ••• ••• .•••••••• •• •••••••••• •••• • 
PLANE GEOMETRY •••••• •••••.•.. • ••••••• 
PHYSICS or CHEMISTRY 
ADDITIONAL SCIENCE or MATHEMATICS •.... . 
History, Ancient .. .................. ... . 
History, European . . ... ............... .. . 
History, English ....................... . 
History, American .. . .................. . 
History, World . ....................... . 
Problems of Democracy .......... . ...... . 
Economics .......... . ... ....... ...... .. . 
Government ........................... . 
Advanced Algebra ........... . ........ . 
Solid Geometry ........................ . 
Plane Trigonometry .. ........ ......... . . 
Physical Geography ................... . 
Zoology ................... . . .......... . 
Botany . . .. . ........................... . 








































A limited number of applicants for admission may be 
received as Special Students provided they have satisfactory 
preparation for the college courses which they desire to pursue. 
When admitted, special students are enrolled as members of 
the groups they choose to enter and are under the direction 
of the regular advisers. Special students must register for at least 
twelve hours of work in each semester, and are held account-
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able for the satisfactory completion of courses for which they 
register. They are subject to the same regulations as other 
students. 
ADMISSION STUDIES 
The studies which may be presented in satisfaction of the 
requirements for admission are set forth below. A candidate 
must present, either by examination or by certificate, satisfac-
tory evidence of preparation in such of these studies as he may 
offer in accordance with the requirements in each as defined: 
ENGLISH 
The Uniform Entrance Requirements in English include prep-
aration based upon two lists of books,-one of books for reading 
and one of books for special study. In connection with the read-
ing and study of prescribed books, the candidate should read other 
books and commit to memory a considerable amount of good Engli h 
poetry. The reading should be done with a view to the devel opment 
of literary appreciation, accuracy of expression and elegance of style. 
(A) READlNG.-The candidate will be required to write a para-
graph or two on each of several topics chosen by him from the list 
drawn from the books named below. This part of the examina-
tion is designed, primarily, to test the candidate's power of clear 
and accurate expression, and will call for only a general knowl edge 
of the books prescribed. H e should read the books as he reads 
other books not aiming to know them minutely, but to gain a knowl-
edge of their most important parts. In every case knowledge of the 
book will be regarded as less important than the ability to write 
good English. 
Every applicant will be examin ed in English Composition. No 
candidate will be accepted whose work is seriously defective in 
spelling, punctuation, grammar, or division into paragraphs. 
From each group two selections are to be made, except that for 
any book in Group V a book from any other may be substituted. 
LIST FOR 1930-31 
GROUP I.- Cooper: Th e Last of the M olricans ; Dickens : A Tale 
of T w o Cities; George El iot: Tir e Mill 01/ tir e Floss ; Scott: Ivanhoe or 
QIl clltil1 Durward ; tevenson; Tr easllre Island or Kidnapped ; H aw-
thorne: The Ilous e of the Sev en Gables. 
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GROUP Il.-Shakespeare: M ercl/ant 0/ Venice, Julius Caesar, 
Killg Henry V, lIs You Like It, The T empest. 
GROUP IlL-Scott: The Lady 0/ the Lake; Coleridge: The 
I1ncient Mariner; and Arnold: Sol/rab and Rastum. A collection 
of r ep resentative verse, narrative and lyric. Tennyson: Idylls of the 
King (any four). The /Eneid or the Odyssey or the Iliad in a trans-
lation of recognized excellence, with the omission, if desired, of Books 
I-V, XV, and XVI of the Odyssey and Books XI, XIII-XV and XXI 
of the Iliad; Longfellow: Tales 0/ a Wayside Il1n. 
GROUP IV.-The Old Testament (the chief narrative episodes in 
Genesis, Exodus, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, and Daniel, together 
with the books of Ruth and Esther) ; Irving: The Sketch Book (about 
175 pages); Addison and Steele: The Sir Roger de CO'IJerley Papers; 
Macaulay: Lord Cli'IJe, or History 0/ England, Ch. III; Franklin: 
l1utobiography; Emerson: Representati'IJe Men. 
GROUP V.-A modern novel; a modern biography or auto-
biography; a collection of short stories (about 250 pages); a collec-
tion of contemporary verse (abou t 150 pages) ; a collection of scientific 
writings (about 150 pages) ; a collection of prose writings on matters 
of current interest (about 150 pages); a selection of modern plays 
(about 150 pages). All selections from this group should be works 
of recognized excellence. 
CB) STUDY.-In addition an examination will be required upon 
the subject matter, literary form and logical structure of each of the 
works named below. A careful and critical study of the works wiIl 
be necessary to prepare the candidate for the examination. The 
student may be required to answer questions on the leading facts of 
the literary periods to which the works belong and on the essentials 
of grammatical structure. The books provided for study are arranged 
in three groups. One selection is to be made from each of Groups I 
and II, and two from Group III. 
LIST FOR 1930-31 
GROUP I.-Shakespeare: Macbeth, [Jamlet. 
GROUP H.-Milton: L'lIllegro, II Penseroso, and either Comus or 
Lycidas; Browning: Ca'IJalier TUlles, The Lost Leader, IIow They 
Brought the Good News from Ghent to IIi:>:, Home Thoughts from 
IIbroad, Home Thoughts from the Sea, Incident of the French Camp, 
Her'IJe Riel, Phcidippedes, My Last Duchess, Up at a Villa-Down 
in the City, The Italian in England, The Patriot, The Pied Piper, 
"De Gustibus-," Instans Tyrannus, One Word Mon. 
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GROUP IlL-Burke: Sp eech 011 Conciliation with America; 
Macaulay: Life of Johnson ; Low e11: Oil a Certain Condescension in 
Foreigners, and D emocracy; Lincoln: Speech at Cooper Union, Fare-
well to the Citizens of Springfield, A ddresses at Indianapolis, Albany 
and TI'enton, the SPeeches in Ind ependence Hall , the Two Inaugurals, 
the Gettysburg SP eech and his Last Public A dd"ess, together with a 
brief memoir or e timate of Lincoln; Carlyle: Essay on BUr71s with a 
brief selection from Burns's Poems. T/I1'ee units. 
LATIN 
The Latin reading required for admission of candidates for the 
degree of Bachelor of Arts, without regard to the prescription of 
particular authors and works, is not less in amount than Cresar: 
Gallic "Var, I-I V; Cicero: the orations against Catiline, for the 
Manilian Law, and for Archias. Whenever possible Vergil's .l£neid, 
I-VI, should be included in the student's preparation. 
The amount of reading specified above should be selected by 
the schools from the following authors and works: Cresar: Gallic 
\Var and Civil 'Var; selections from Aulus Gellius, Eutropius, Nepos, 
Phaedrus, Quintus Curtius Rufus, and Valerius Maximus; Cicero: 
orations, letters, and De Senectute; Pliny; Sal lust : Catiline and 
Jugurthine War; Vergil: Bucolics, Georgics, and .l£neid; and Ovid: 
Metamorphoses, Heroides, Fasti, and Tristia. Thr ee or fOllr units. 
GREEK 
The candidate must show a mastery of the common forms, 
idioms and syntax of the language, and must know the rules of 
accent and their changes. lIe will be required to translate simple 
English sentences into Attic Prose, and translate, at sight, passages 
of ordinary difficulty taken from Xenophon. The following books 
will meet the requirement: \Vhite: First Greek Book, or an equiva-
lent; Xenophon: Anabasis, books I-IV. Two units. 
FRENCH 
Elrmmlary FreT/ch. The candidate should be able to pronounce 
French accurately and possess a thorough knowledge of the rudiments 
of grammar. Ile should be able to read at sight easy dialogue and 
modern French prose, and is required to put into French simple 
Engli~h sentences; to give abstracts of the portions of the texts already 
read; and to write French from dictation. He should have read 
from one hundred to one hundred and seventy-five pages of graduated 
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French texts and from two hundred and fifty to four hundred pages of 
easy modern prose in the form of stories, plays, or historical or bio-
graphical sketches. To meet this requirement two years' work will 
generally be necessary. Two units. 
Int ermediate French. This should comprise the reading of foUl 
hundred to six hundred pages of French of ordinary difficulty, 
including at least two works of a dramatic character, the constant 
practice in giving French paraphrases, abstracts or reproductions from 
memory of selected portions of the matter read, the study of a 
grammar of moderate difficulty, and writing from dictation. At least 
one additional year of study will be necessary to meet this require-
ment. One unit. 
SPANISH 
Elementary Spanish . The work should comprise constant drill in 
pronunciation, the rudiments of grammar, including the conjugation 
of the regular and more commonly used irregular verbs, the inflection 
of nouns, adjectives, and pronouns, and the general rules of syntax. 
There should be daily practice in translating at dictation Spanish into 
English and English into Spanish. Some 300 pages from representa-
tive modern authors should be carefully read. Two units. 
Intermediate Spanish. This should comprise the reading of three 
hundred pages of modern Spanish of ordinary difficulty, a portion to 
be in the dramatic form; constant practice in giving Spanish para-
phrases, abstracts, or reproductions from memory of selected portions 
of the matter read; the study of a grammar of moderate complete· 
ness; writing from dictation. One unit. 
GERMAN 
Elementary German. The candidate must possess an accurate 
knowledge of the rudiments of grammar. He should give special 
attention to the acquisition of a good pronunciation and to the 
memorizing and frequent repetition of easy colloquial sentences, and 
cultivate readiness in the reproduction of natural forms of expression. 
He is expected to have read from seventy-five to one hundred pages 
of graduated texts from a reader, and from one hundred and fifty to 
two hundred pages of literature in the form of easy stories and 
plays. He must be able to read, at sight, easy dialogue or narrative 
prose; to put into German short English sentences taken from the 
language of everyday life and based upon the text offered for trans-
lation; and to reproduce in an offhand way, both orally and in 
writing, the substance of short and easy selected passages. Two units. 
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Intermediate German. An additional unit representing a third 
year's work, and comprising the reading of at least three hundred 
pages of moderately difficult prose and poetry, may be offered. Con-
tinued attention should be given to the grammar, including the less 
usua I strong verbs and the syntax. Suitab Ie reading for the thi rd 
year may be found in such texts as \Vildenbruch: Das edle Blut; 
Eichendorf: Aus dem Leben eines Taugenichts; Riehl: Das Spiel-
mannskind, Der stumme Ratsherr; Freytag: Die J ournalisten; Moser: 
Der Bibliothekar; Schiller: Das Lied von der Glocke, Balladen; 
Goethe: Hermann und Dorothea. One tl1lit. 
HISTORY 
Aucieut History. The Orient should be surveyed with special 
reference to contributions to later civilization; Greece should be 
studied in outline to the time of the Per ian wars and with thorough-
ness from that time to the death of Alexander. After Alexander 
emphasis shou ld be laid on the philosophy, literature, art and religious 
cults to which Rome became heir. The second half of the year should 
be devoted to Rome, proceeding rapidly to about 300 B. C. and from 
that point to the death of Marcus Aurelius, the work should be 
relatively detailed and thorough. The study should be brought down 
to 800 A.D. Oue unit. 
European History. If the course embraces Mediaeval and Modern 
European history emphasis should be given to the contributions of the 
Roman Empire, the Germans, and the Christian Church to mediaeval 
civilization. The structure of feudal society, the Crusades, the forma-
tion of the European states, the phases of the Renaissance and the 
Reformation and the discoveries outside of Europe should be stressed. 
If Modern European history only is included in the preparation, 
emphasis should be given to the absolute monarchy of Louis XIV, 
colonial expansion and rivalries, the cOl1stitutional monarchy in Eng-
land, the despotism of Frederick the Great, the republican govern-
ment of France, the apoleonic epoch, and the main facts in the 
political development of Europe since 1815. One flU it. 
Euglish TIistory. Only brief reference to the period before 1066 
need be made. Up to the time of the Tudors the treatment should be 
topical rather than exhaustive. The orman Conquest, relations with 
France, Scotland and Ireland, Magna Charta, the rise of parlia-
mentary government, developments in the Christian Church, the 
struggle between Crown and Parliament, the wars with France 
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including commercial and colonial expansion in America and the 
East, the revolt of the American colonies, the revolution in agriculture, 
industry and transportation are among the topics with which the 
candidate should be made familiar. Attention shou ld be given to 
importan t epochs, movements and personalities rather than to the 
reigns of monarchs. One uuit. 
American Ilislory. The period prior to 1763 may be treated 
briefly and about equal attention shoul d be given to the periods up to 
and after 18 65. Careful attention should be given to map studies. 
The subjects of territorial expansion and socia l and industrial growth 
should l·eceive ample consideration. In the later period the foreign 
policy of the United States, the tariff, banking, civil service, currency, 
trusts, conservation of natural r esources, capital and labor and immi-
gration constitute the more important topics. Familiarity with the 
lives and public services of great Americans should be especially 
encouraged. One Imit. 
World Ilislory. A world survey, that shall show in broad per-
spective how 'Man has learned to live the group life, to associate with 
his f ellows; one that shall deal with essentials only but without loss of 
sequence, and so grouped as to show the outstanding epochs through 
which the race has struggled on its way up from savagery to 
civilization. 
Such a one-year course will necessarily be extensive in character, 
though time can easily be found for committee reports and class dis-
cussions on especially interesting and important topics. Care must be 
taken that "extens ive" shal l not become a synonym for "superficial." 
Due unit. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Problems 0/ D emocracy. Young people face social problems, not 
social sciences; but they must go to these sciences for explanations 
and possible sol utions. Accordingly, this course shou Id train the 
pupils to read, to think, to weigh evidence; in short, to learn the 
elementary technique of investigation. As an important by-product, 
a solid foundation will have been laid for the social sciences-
economics, political science and sociology. To accomplish this result, 
free use must be made of the fundamental concepts and theories; and 
care must be taken not to confuse problems with remedies. One uTlit. 
Govenlme1lt. A course in the fundamentals of American govern-
ment-local, state and national. Comparison should be made between 
the English Cabinet or Parliamentary system and our own non-
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Parliamentary or Presidential system. Considerable attention must 
be given to the newer experiments in government and to the organiza-
tion and work of political parties. One-half unit. 
Economies. An introductory study of the production, distribution 
and consumption of wealth, and of Man in his relation to wealth. 
Constant application of the underlying theories should be made 
to problems of the day, in order that the pupils may learn to use 
Economics and not simply learn about the subject. One-half lmit. 
MATHEMATICS 
A rithmetie, with the metric system of weights and measures, as 
much as is contained in vVentworth's Advanced Arithmetic. Ele-
mentary Algebra, including Variation and the Binomial Theorem, 
as in vVells's Essentials of Algebra, or its equivalent. Plane Geom-
etry, complete as in Phillips and Fisher's Plane Geometry, or its 
equivalent. Two and one-half units. 
Solid Geometry, as contained in Phillips and Fisher's Geometry 
of Space, or its equivalent. One-half unit. 
A Igebra continued, to include The Progressions, Choice and 
Chance, Partial and Continued Fractions, Graphical Representation, 
Complex Numbers and Logarithms, as contained in Hawkes's Ad-
vanced Algebra, or its equivalent. One-half Ulllt. 
Plane Trigonometry, as in Ashton and Marsh's Plane and 
Spherical Trigonometry, Chapters I-IV and VI, or its equivalent. 
01le-half unit. 
SCIENCE 
Physics. Instruction should include the use of a text-book suitable 
for secondary schools, lectures with emphasis on demonstrations to 
illustrate qualitative a pects and practical applications, recitations 
including the solution of problems in which the pupil should be 
encouraged to use the simple principles of algebra and geometry, and 
individual laboratory work requiring at least the time of twenty-five 
double periods. The experiments performed by each pupil should 
number at lea"t twenty-five. The aim of laboratory work should be 
to cultivate accurate observation and clearness of thought and expres-
sion. Attention should be paid to common illustrations and to indus-
trial and household application of physical laws. Gne ul/it. 
Chemistry. The preparation should emphasize the general prin-
ciples which are inYoh'ed in the laboratory and text-book study and 
should give the student a comprehensive and connected view of the 
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most fundamental facts and laws of elementary chemistry and their 
app lications. The individual labor a tory work should comprise at least 
thirty experiments. The properties of elements and compounds studied 
should be those which serve for recognition, or illustration of a 
chemical principl e, or relate to some important household or indus-
trial use. It should be an aim of the teacher to emphasize the 
importance of chemistry in the industrial and economic growth of our 
modern civilization. One unit. 
Physical Geography. The most essentia l facts comprehended 
under such topics as the Earth as a Globe, the Ocean, the Atmosphere 
and the Land. The preparation shou ld include the study of a good 
secondary school text-book and individual laboratory work com-
prising at least twenty exercises. From one-third to one-half of the 
classroom work shou ld be devoted to laboratory exercises, which in 
fall and spring may be supp lanted by field trips. One-half unit. 
Botany. The candidate's preparation should include the str ucture, 
physiology, life-history and classification of plants together with the 
relation of the latter to human welfare in such matters as food, cloth-
ing, medicine, fuel, furniture, building and decoration. At least 
one-half the time should be devoted to practical studies in the 
laboratory. One-half unit. 
Zoology. The study of the structure, physiology, life-history and 
classification of animals and their relation to human welfare covering 
such subjects as the economic value of insects, their relation to dis-
ease, methods of extermination, the economic value of birds, necessity 
of bird protection, etc. At least one-half of the classroom work should 
be devoted to laboratory exercises. One-half unit. 
Physiology. Human physiology involving the essentials of degluti-
tion, digestion, absorption, circulation, respiration, secretion, excretion, 
locomotion and nervous functions. The subject as presented in any 
good secondary school textbook wil l be acceptable. One-half twit. 
MECHANICAL DRAWING 
Thoroughness in fundamentals should be the main feature of the 
preparation. The right use of drawing instruments, the primary 
principles of projection, and accuracy in work should be made 
matters of drill. Ability to use some standard form of single stroke 
free hand lettering and the proper method of in serting explanatory 
notes should be developed. The time required to accomplish the work 
should be approximately 100 hours. Onr-half twit. 
cd 
GOVERNMENT 
A student whose application for admission to college has 
been approved by the Faculty, becomes a member of the institu-
tion by matriculating at the Dean's office. Until students have 
fully completed their matriculation (see page 22) they are not 
permitted to represent the college in any public performance 
except the regularly constituted Freshman athletics. 
REGISTRATION 
All students must register at the opening of the college year 
for the work of the whole year, and will not be allowed to 
change their registration or drop courses of study, later than 
one week after Registration Day except by special permission of 
the Faculty. A fee of One Dollar is charged for registration 
on days other than those appointed for the registration of 
students in the college calendar. 
ABSENCES 
Students are expected to pursue their work without inter-
ruption or absence from any academic exercises whatever. On 
account of exigencies such as sickness, the death of a relative, 
or duty away from college as a representative of the institution, 
a student is allowed as many absences in any course as twice 
the number of exercises per week in that course. A student who 
is absent beyond this limit will be dropped from the course 
unless permitted to continue by the Dean and the professor in 
charge in which case he must make up the work omitted and 
take an Extended Examination for which a fee of Five Dollars 
is charged. Absences are counted from the first class exercises 
in any subject, imd at the beginning or end of a semester and 
immediately preceding and following a recess they count double. 
No excuses for absence are granted. 
A student who absents himself from a test previously 
announced must take a special test for which he must pay a 
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fee of One Dollar on securing the permit for the same at the 
Dean's Office. 
ADVISERS 
At the beginning of the year the Faculty appoints from its 
own number Advisers for the students in each of the seven 
Groups in which the courses of instruction are offered. The 
students of each Group are amenable to the Adviser of the 
Group in all matters of conduct, study and discipline. His 
approval is necessary before a student may register for or enter 
upon any course of study, or discontinue any work. He is the 
medium of communication between the Faculty and the stu-
dents of his Group, and in a general way stands to his students 
10 the relation of friendly counsellor. 
PUBLIC WORSHIP 
Students are required to attend religious services in the 
college chapel each day of recitations, except Saturday, and are 
expected to attend services on Sunday morning in some adjacent 
church of their own or their parents' choice. Attendance is also 
required at all special public exercises appointed by the Faculty. 
A student may not be absent from chapel services and 
other public exercises appointed by the Faculty more than 
eight times in a semester without having been excused. For 
each absence In excess of this number he will be given five 
demerits. 
COLLEGE PRINCIPLES 
The College is committed both in principle and by tradition 
to a policy which opposes unnatural distinctions among its stu-
dents. Secret or exclusive organizations are not permitted. 
Equal opportunity for all is provided and a wholesome spirit of 
fraternity throughout the entire body is encouraged. A system 
of student government for young men, with powers inhering 
in the several group and clas e and in a central representative 
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body known as the Council, maintains order and encourages 
self-control in social and civil affairs. The life of the young 
women also is regulated through a system of self-government 
administered by the women students of the College. Since 
the institution is organized on the group basis, class rivalry 
and its attendant evils are extraneous. Each student pledges 
himself on admission to abstain from every form of rushing or 
hazing. The aim of the institution is to train its students, 
through the performance of their social and civil obligations 
and duties, in those virtues which will fit them for the extra-
ordinary responsibilities of educated men and women in after 
life. With this in view, the College reserves the right to 
exclude at any time students whose conduct or academic standing 
renders them undesirable members of the college community, 
and in such cases the fees due or which may have been paid in 
advance to the College will not be refunded in whole or in part. 
DOMESTIC LIFE 
The College aims to provide thoroughly healthful, whole-
some and homelike conditions in the residences for both young 
men and young women. The boarding department is made 
an educational asset in the institution. All resident students 
take their meals in well-lighted and well-ventilated dining 
rooms constructed on thoroughly sanitary lines. The meals are 
prepared in a spacious, well-lighted, sanitary kitchen with com-
plete modern equipment. 
By controlling the conditions under which the students live, 
the College provides a physical basis for its higher functions 
that insures not only health of body and joy of life, but greatly 
promotes mental efficiency and success in intellectual pursuits. 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION 
In designating courses of study, odd numerals are employed to 
represent the work of the first semester and e'lJen numerals the work 
of the second semester. When a single numeral is employed the work 
represented constitutes a semester course. When two numerals are 
employed the work represented constitutes a year course. When 
the numerals are connected with a hyphen the course may be entered 
only at the opening of the year. When the numerals are separated 
with a comma, the course may not be discontinued, but may be 
entered at mid-year for the work of the second semester. 
The credit value of each course, expressed in semester hours, is 
printed in italics. The hours per week are given in the definition of 
the course. 
BIOLOGY 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BROWNBACK, MI S ERRETT 
1-2. SANITATION AND HYGIENE. Study of the structure and physi-
ology of systems in relation to personal hygiene. Lectures, papers and 
discussions. One hour per week. T wo semester !Jours. 
Course 1-2 is elective for First year students in all the groups. 
3-4. GENERAL BOTANY. Introduction to plant physiology and to 
the evolution of the plant body. Two hours lectures and four hours 
laboratory work. Eight semester !Jours. 
5-6. GE ERAL ZOOLOGY. Introduction to the leading problems of 
zoology in its various fields, and its application to society. Two 
hours lectures and four hours laboratory work. Eig!Jt semester hours. 
7-8. VERTEBRATE ANATOMY. The comparative anatomy and rela· 
tion ship s of the chordates. Prerequi ite, Course 5-6. One hour lee· 
ture and six hours laboratory work. Eight semester hours. 
9-10. HISTOLOGY AND EMBRyuLOGY. A course in the preparation 
and study of tissues and in the embryology of the chick. Prerequisite, 
Cour e 5-6. One hour lecture and six hour laboratory work. Eight 
semester hours. 
Course 7-8 and 9-10 are gi\' en in alternate years. Cour;e 7-8 
will be given in 1929-30. 
11-12. HEREDITY. Designed to familiarize the student with 
the recent work in heredity and its social applications. Open to 
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students who have had no biological training. Lectures, papers and 
discussions. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
Course 11-12 is given in altern"ate years. Offered in 1929-30. 
14. NEUROLOGY. The gross and microscopic structure of the 
human nervous system. Prerequisites, Courses 7-8 and 9-10. Six 
hours laboratory work, directed readings and thesis. Two semester 
hours. 
15. GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY. The study of the physical, chemical 
and physico-chemical processes taking place in living matter. Pre-
requisite, courses 5-6, 7-8 or 9'-10 and Chemistry 1-2 and 7-8. One 
hour lecture and six hours laboratory work. Four semester hours. 
NOTl!.-A working knowledge of the leading biological contribu-
tions to present-day thought is presented in Courses 5-6 and 11-12. 
Students of the Chemistry-Biology Group taking their major work 
in biology must complete not less than thirty hours of work in the 
department. In most cases, this requirement will be met by taking 
courses 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8 or 9-10, and 11-12. Such students wilJ also 
be expected to take Chemistry 1-2 and 7-8, and Physics 1-2. Pros-
pective medical students taking the full college course should take 
Courses 1-2, 5-6, 7-8, and 9-10. 
CHEMISTRY 
PROFESSOR BEARDWOOD, PROFESSOR STURGIS 
1-2. GENERAL CHEMISTRY. The facts, theories and laws of general 
chemistry presented in lectures with oral and written recitations kept 
strictly parallel with the laboratory work. Each student performs 
over two hundred experiments in general chemistry after which he 
'learns the methods of qualitative analysis and is required to separate 
and identify elements in all the groups. He preserves a record of all 
laboratory work in a note book properly paged and indexed. Two 
hours lectures and four hours laboratory work. Holmes: General 
Chemistry. Eight sem ester hours. 
3-4. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. The physico-chemical basis of 
ana :ytica I chemistry; a na lysis of meta Is and non meta Is; practice in 
analysis of minerals, alloys and commercial products. Prerequisite, 
Course 1-2. Treadwell. Qualitative Chemical Analy i. Two hour 
lectures and four hours laboratory work. Eight semester hOl/rs. 
5-6. QUANTITATIVI! ANALYSIS. A study of the most acceptable 
methods of gravimetric and \' olumetric analysis. Prerequi ite, Coursr 
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3-4. Two hours lectures and six hours laboratory work. Ejght 
semester hours. 
7-8. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY AND CHEMICAL PHYSIOLOGY. (1) The 
study of the properties, synthesis and structure of the most important 
cla sses of the carbon compounds experimentally by the student under 
the supervision of the instructor. Norris: Organic Chemistry; Von 
Richter: Organic Chemistry; Fisher: Laboratory Manual of Organic 
Chemistry. (2) The study of the chemic composition of the body and 
the chemic changes it undergoes; the chemistry of foods, the action of 
the digestive enzymes upon them; the chemistry of the different body 
fluids. Prerequisite, Course 3-4. Halliburton: Chemical Physiology. 
Two hours lectures and six hours laboratory work. Eight semester 
hours. 
9-10. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. The course will include a study of 
atomic structure, radio-activity, the states of matter, the properties of 
solutions, and other topics. Prerequisites, Physics 1-2; Chern. 1-2; 
Chern. 3-4 or 7-8. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
CHURCH HISTORY 
PROFESSOR JORDAN 
1, 2. HISTORY OF THE EARLY CHURCH. The spread of the gospel; 
Roman persecutions; government and discipline of the Church j 
Christian life and worship j literature and doctrine. Two hours per 
week. Four semester hours. 
3, 4. HISTORY OF THE REFORMATION. The rise and progress of 
Protestantism j the Reformation in Germany, Switzerland, France and 
Scotland; development of Christian doctrine. Two hours per week. 
Four semester hours. 
Courses 1, 2 and 3, 4 are given in alternate years. Course 3, 4 
will be given in 1929-30. 
ECONOMICS 
PROFESSOR BOSWELL 
I , 2. INDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY. The first half of the yea r is 
devoted to a study of the main factors of the phy~ical environment 
which influence the capacity, activity, occupation, and business rela-
tions of peoples. In the second half of the year the principles derived 
in the first semester are applied to a more complex study of the con-
tinents. Two hours per week. Four semester !tours. 
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Course 1, 2 is prescribed in the Business Administration Group 
and is elective in the other groups. 
3-4. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS. An analysis of our economic 
organization including the study of such topics as the organization of 
production, value and exchange, mediums of exchange and our bank-
ing system, business cycles, international trade and the tariff, the 
distribution of wealth, monopolies and competition, labor problems, 
and such current problems as the coal and ra ilway situation. Three 
hours per week. Six semester hours. 
5. BUSINESS FINANCE. A study of the financial aspects of busi-
ness management including such topics as the problems to be con-
sidered in launching an enterprise, methods of organizing, methods of 
financing, form of ownership, handling of sinking and depreciation 
funds, interpreting financial statements, extending credit, and dis-
tributing earnings. Prerequisite, Course 3-4. Three hours per week. 
Three semester hours. 
6. LABOR PROBLEMS AND PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION . A study of 
human relations ansmg from industrial organization and the 
employers' part in bringing about industrial peace. Prerequ isite, 
Course 3-4. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
Courses 5 and 6 alternate with Courses 7 and 8. Courses 7 and 
8 will be given in 1929-30. 
7. MARKETING. A survey of the marketing mechanism and a 
comparative study of the most usual methods and practices. Special 
attention is given to such problems as the elimination of the middle-
man , market analysis, sales quotas, the incidence of advertising, and 
co-operative marketing. Prerequisite, Course 3-4. Three hours per 
week. Three semester hours. 
8. FOREIGN TRADE. The relation of foreign trade to national 
prosperity; the foreign trade policies of the more important countries; 
export marketing machinery; the methods of export merchandising 
followed by several of our large corporations; documentation; credit 
extension. Prerequisite, Courses 3-4 and 7. Three hours per week. 
Three semester hours. 
9, 10. MONEY AND BANKING. A brief study of monetary and bank-
ing th eories followed by a carefu l analysis of the services and methods 
of operation of various financial institutions such as commercial banks, 
clearing hou se associations, the Federal Reserve banks, Farm Loan 
banks, note brok ers, commercial paper hOll es, finance companies, and 
investment hOll ses. Three hOll rs per week. ;;>: srmestcr hours. 
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12. RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION. A study of the financing of rail-
road construction in the United States; rate making, routing, personal 
and territorial di scrimination, competition and consolidation; state 
and federal legislation and regulation; government operation; 
critici sms of some of the proposed solutions of our railway problems. 
Two hours per week. T w o semester hours. 
Courses 12 and 14 are given in alternate years. Course 12 wiIl 
be given in 1929-30. 
14. PUBLIC FINANCE AND TAXATION. A study of the general 
principles of public expenditures, public revenues, public indebtedness 
and financial administration. Attention will be given to the principles 
and workings of the Federal Income Tax law. There will be class 
assignments in solving actual income tax problems. Two hours per 
week. Two sem ester hours. 




1. INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING. A survey of the field of educa-
tion. The approach to the study of education through the underlying 
sciences. Analytical and constructive attempt to define education. 
Differentiation of the several fields of study. A preliminary course 
recommended for all students of education. Three hours per week. 
Three semester hours. 
2. PRINCIPLES OF SECONDARY EDUCATION. The secondary school in 
America and in foreign countries; individual, social and economical 
(vocational) aims; nature and interests of adolescents; subjects of 
the curriculum; program making. Three hours per week. Thru 
sem ester hours. 
3. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. The data of psychology in their 
bearing upon teaching and learning; instinctive equipment of the 
learner; variation in human capacities; inheritance of human traits; 
rate and progress of learning; transference of training and aIlied 
subjects. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
4. METHODS AND MANAGEMENT. General methods of instruction 
and recitation; organization; administration; duties and responsibili-
ties of school officers; guidance and discipline of pupils; school records. 
Class exercises are supplemented with school visitation. Three hours 
per week. Thr ee semester hours. 
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5. OB ERVATION AND PRACTICE TEACHING. Observation one hour 
per week and practice teaching five hours per week under supervision 
in the local high school. One class hour per week for consideration 
of lesson plans and criticism. Individual and group conferences. 
Prerequisite, Course 6. Three semester hours. 
Cour e 5 i for Fourth year students only. The work is open in 
the second semester for those whose schedules require it. A fee of five 
dollars is charged each student engaged in Practice Teaching to cover 
costs of administration. 
7. HISTORY OF EDUCATION. The development of educational ideas, 
institutions and practices to the present time, providing a liberal out-
look on civilization. Foundation elements-Greek, Roman and 
Christian. Great educational movements; the educational reformers; 
the origin and growth of national systems; the scientific movement 
of the nineteenth century-its effect on subject-matter and method; 
present tendencies. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
9. EDUCATIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS. 
An introductory survey of the field of measurement in education, 
including measurement of intelligence and school results; main 
features of the technique of testing and test construction; types of 
tests and scales; evaluation; interpretation; use. Prerequisite, 
Psychology 4. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
Courses 7 and 9 are given in alternate yea rs. Course 9 will be 
given in 1929-30. 
COURSES IN THE TEACHING OF SPECIAL SUBJECTS. For courses in 
the teaching of French, German, Latin, Music and Social Studies, see 
under these departments. 
R EQUIREMENTS FOR STATE CERTIFICATES TO TEACH. In Pennsyl-
vania: Education 1,3 and 5, ix semester hours of electives, and until 
September 1, 1931, at least twelve semester hours of work in College in 
each subject to be covered by the certificate; after 1931, eighteen 
semester hours in each subject. In ew Jersey: For Permanent Sec-
ondary Certificate-Education 2, 3 and 4 and Biology 1-2. In ew 
York: Education 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 and Psychology l. 
The teaching fields in secondary schools are usually grouped as 
follows: English, Mathematics, Foreign Languages, atural Sciences, 
Social Studies, Music, Art, and Physical Training. tudents aiming 
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to teach should confer with the Professor of Education or with their 
Adviser in choosing the field for which they will prepare. 
ENGLISH 
PROFESSOR SMITH, PROFESSOR WITMER, PROFESSOR MCCLURE 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BANCROFT 
COMPOSITION 
1. RHETORIC AND COMPOSITION. Recitations based on a prescribed 
textbook, supplemented with lectures, to help students gain a knowl-
edge of the principles and types of writing; the study of modern prose 
selections as models; and frequent written exercises and compositions 
for practice. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
Course 1 is prescribed for First year students in all the groups. 
2. RHETORIC AND COMPOSITION. Instruction and drill to meet the 
requirements of the class. Supplementary to Course 1, and designed 
for students needing further training in the art of writing. Three 
hours per week. Three semester hours. 
3, 4. ADVANCED RHETORIC AND COMPOSITION. Recitations based on 
an advanced textbook of Rhetoric, supplemented with lectures, to help 
students acquire individuality and flexibility of style; a textbook of 
rhetorical ana lysis, requiring a critical study of various prose types 
as models; frequent short and occasional long compositions for prac-
tice; supplementary readings and individual conferences. Two hours 
per week. Six semester hours. 
Course 3, 1- is elective for Second and Third year students in all 
groups. 
5. ARGUMI!NTATION. Recitations based on a textbook, supple-
mented with lectures on the theory of argumentation; an analysis of 
specimen models; frequent practice in both written and oral argument; 
supplementary readings and individual conferences. Three hours per 
week. Thr ee rem ester hours. 
Course 5 is elective for Second and Third year students in all 
groups. 
LITERATURE 
2. SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE. Designed 
to assist the student in the interpretation of poetry and prose from 
the historical as well as the organic viewpoint. Influences of Class-
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lClsm, the Romantic and other movements are discussed . Readings 
critically analyzed. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
Course 2 is prescribed for all students. The course is given also 
in the first semester for those whose schedules require it. 
3. FROM CHAUCER TO MI LTON. Considered from the organic as 
well as the historical point of view. The major types of prose and 
verse of the beginnings of British literary tradition, that illustrate 
the historical development, are treated in introduction. Readings 
critically analyzed. This course and the following one are designed to 
assist the student in the appreciation and formation of proper literary 
standards. Two hours per week. Two semester hours. 
4. HISTORY OF MODERN LITERATURE. From Wordsworth to the 
present. The main emphasis is placed on prose essayists, but drama-
tists and novelists are treated in brief lectures. The Romantic, the 
pre·Raphaelite Movement and others that distinguish the period are 
discussed. Reading critically analyzed. Two hours per week. T w o 
semester hours. 
Courses 3 and 4 are prescribed in the Second year of the English 
Group and are elective in other groups. 
5. THE ENGLISH DRAMA. An investigation of the origin and early 
development of the English Drama culminating in Marlowe and 
Shakespeare. Three hours per week. Three. semester hours. 
6. MODERN ESSAYISTS. The essay form discussed with special 
attention to its modern development. The authors chiefly studied are 
Lamb, Macaulay, and Stevenson. Three hours per week. Three 
semester hours. 
Courses 5 and 6 or 15 and 16 are prescribed in the English Group 
and are elective for Third and Fourth year students in other groups. 
Courses 5 and 6 alternate with Courses 7 and 8. Courses 5 and 
6 will be given in 1929-30. 
7. VICTORIAN POETRY. Lectures and critical readings to illu trate 
the main tendencies of modern poetry. The poets chiefly studied are 
Tennyson, Browning, and Matthew Arnold. Three hours per week. 
Three semester hOllrs. 
8. EIGHTEENTH CENTURY ESSAYISTS. The aim of this course is to 
trace the early development of the essay form, and to interpret the 
history of the period by its literature. Three hours per week. Thr ee 
semester hOllrs. 
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9-10. ELEMENTS OF LITERARY CRITICISM. The essential elements of 
literature, its chief forms, and the different methods and principles of 
criticism discussed. There wi II be constant illustration and applica-
tion of these principles throughout the course. Winchester: Principles 
of Literary Criticism. Two hours per week. FOllr semester hOllrs. 
Course 9-10 is prescribed in the English Group and is elective for 
Fourth year students in other groups. 
11-12. A GLO-SAXON. Smith: Old English Grammar; Bright: 
Anglo-Saxon Reader; Lounsbury: English Language. Two hours per 
week. FOllr semester hOllrs. 
Course 11-12 is prescribed in the Engli h Group, and is elective 
in a II other groups. 
13. AMERICAN LITERATURE. A study of American literature from 
Colonial times to the present. Three hours per week. Three semester 
hours. 
Course 13 is elective for Juniors and Seniors in all groups. 
14. MODERN POETRY. Engli h and American poetry from 1890 to 
the present. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
Course 14 is elective for Juniors and Seniors in all groups. 
Courses 13 and 14 alternate with Cour es 15 and 16. Courses 15 
and 16 will be given in 1929-30. 
15. ENGLISH POETRY, 1780-1840. Revolutionary and Romantic poets, 
including Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley and Keats. Three hours per 
week. Three semester hours. 
Course 15 is elective for Juniors and Seniors in all groups. 
16. ENGLISH POETRY OF THE AGE OF ELIZABETH. The development 
of narrative and lyric poetry. Three hours per week. Three semester 
hOltrs. 
Course 16 is elective for Juniors and Seniors in all groups. 
ENGLISH BIBLE 
PROFESSOR JORDAN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR SHEEDER 
1, 2. OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY AND THE PROPHETS. (1) A study 
of the period from the creation to the division of the Kingdom under 
Rehoboam, with emphasis on the divine purpose running through the 
history of Israel; facts and problems considered in the light of 
modern exploration and discovery. (2) An attempt to acquaint the 
student with the personality and method of each of the prophets; 
their times and circumstances; their doctrines; value of their messages 
for the present age. Two hours per week. Four semester flours. 
Course J, 2 is prescribed for Fi rst year students in all the groups 
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3, 4. THE LIFE OF CHRIST AND THE ApOSTOLIC PERIOD. (1) Histori-
cal and topical studies presenting a sympathetic interpretation of the 
personality and ministry of Christ, giving special emphasis to the 
inspirational and permanent value of his gospe\. (2) The personality 
and ministry of the Apostles; an analysis of the epistles, book by book, 
with a view to acquainting the student with the purpose and message 
of each. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
Course 3, 4 is prescribed for Third year students in al1 the groups. 
FRENCH 
PROFESSOR BRETZ, MR. TEDROW 
1-2. ELEMENTARY FRENCH. This course is intended for those who 
begin French in col1ege. It comprises elementary grammar, composi-
tion, and the reading of simple texts in the first semester. The work 
of the second semester is of a similar nature, although the reading 
and composition are more advanced. Three hours per week. Six 
semester hours. 
3, 4. INTERMEDIATE FRENCH. Prose composition and careful dril1 
in French syntax, special attention being given to idioms and syno-
nyms. The work of the econd semester is composed of more difficult 
reading and composition together with practice in conversation. Pre-
requisite, Course 1-2, or two years of French at entrance. Three 
hours per week. Six semester hours. 
5, 6. MODERN FRENCH LITERATURE, especially Nineteenth Century 
prose, poetry, drama, with a study of the literary movements in 
France after the decline of Romanticism. Two hours per week. Foltr 
semester holtrs. 
7, 8. ADVANCED PROSE COMPOSITION. The object of this course is 
to give increased facility in the writing and speaking of the French 
language by intensive study of chosen m9dels and by translation and 
paraphrase of English into French. Continued practice in conversa-
tion. Two hours per week. Four semester hOllrs. 
9, 10. PHONETICS, CONVERSATION. A study of phonetics, special 
emphasis on the pronounciation of French, re,· iew of construction, 
extensive practice in French conversation. Two hours per week. FOllr 
semester hOllrs. 
Course 9, 10 is of special value to students intending to become 
teachers of Modern Languages. It is elective for students of the 
Modern Languages Group. 
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11, 12. FRENCH LITERATURE OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY, or the 
Classical Period of French Literature. A study of the theater and 
the various forms of literature of this period; reading of some of 
the plays of Corneille, Racine, and Moliere, also Boileau's Art 
Poetique and Satires. In the second semester, Warren's French Prose 
of the 17th Century is read. Two hours per week. Four semester 
hours. 
GERMAN 
PROFESSOR YOST, MR. TEDROW 
t. 2. ELEMENTARY GERMAN. Pronunciation, grammar, practice in 
speaking and writing. Vos: Essentials of German; Zeydel; An 
Elementary German Reader; Bierwirth and Herrick: Ahrenlese; 
Heyse : L' Arrabbiata. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
Course 1, 2 is elective for all students who do not offer German 
for admission. 
3, 4. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN. Review of grammar with oral and 
written exercises. Conversation and written composition. Reading of 
classical and modern German literature. Thomas: Practical German 
Grammar; Eichendorff; Aus dem Leben eines Taugenichts; Wilden-
bruch; Das edle Blut; Schiller: Maria Stuart; reading at sight. 
Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
5,6. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN. Review of grammar, conversation 
and written composition. Reading of classical and modern German 
literature. Thomas: Practical German Grammar; Heyse: Aufang 
und Ende; Storm: Auf der Universitat; Goethe: Hermann und 
Dorothea; reading at sight. Three hours per week. Six semester 
hours. 
COllrse 5, 6 alternates with Course 3, 4. Not offered in 1929-30. 
7, 8. ADVANCED GERMAN. History of the German language and 
literature; reading of works by Lessing, Schiller and Goethe, with a 
study of the classic period; written themes on assigned topics. Two 
hours per week. Four semester hours. 
9, 10. ADVANCED GERMAN. Study of modern German literature 
with rapid reading of representative works of this period; history of 
German literature of the Nineteenth Century; German newspapers; 
written themes. Two hours per week. Four semester IlOurs. 
Course 9, 10 alternates with Course 7, 8. ot offered in 1929-30. 
11, 12. SCIENTIFIC GERMAN. This course is planned to furnish 
drill in the reading of modern scientific German. It is intended for 
students pursuing courses in the natural sciences and for pre-medical 
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students. It will be open to students who have had two years, or 
more, of German. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
13, 14. TEACHERS' COURSE. A drill in phonetics; review of the 
grammar; exercises in oral and written composition; study of text-
books and lectures on methods of teaching modern foreign languages. 
The course will be open only to advanced students. One hour per 
week. Two semester hours. 
GREEK 
PROFESSOR LINDSAY 
1-2. BEGINNING GREEK. The first semester is devoted to mastery 
of the elements of the language; in the second, enough of the A1labasis 
of Xenophon is read to give the student faci lity in reading simple 
Attic prose. Much attention is paid to the Greek element in English 
as an aid to the proper understanding of scientific terms. Three 
hours per week. $ix semester hours. 
Course 1-2 is elective for students in all groups. 
3. INTRODUCfION TO GREEK PHILOSOPHY. Plato: Apology and 
Phaedo. Life and work of Socrates; his views on the immortality of 
the soul. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
4. GREEK EPIC POETRY. Homer. Selected books of the Iliad and 
Odyssey, presenting a study of the literary epic; special lectures and 
papers on the Homeric literatu re and age with particular reference to 
their influence on later Greek civilization. Three hours per week. 
Three semester hours. 
5. GREEK COMEDY. Aristophanes: Frogs; Clouds; Acharnians. 
Origin and growth of the Attic Drama; function of fifth century 
comedy, especially as a weapon of literary, social, and political 
criticism and satire. Three hours per week. Three sem ester hours. 
Course 5 alternates with Course 7. Not offered in 1929-30. 
6. GREEK HISTORY. Herodotus: selections describing the period 
of the Persian Wars, or Thucydides: selections showing the develop-
ment of the Peloponnesian War and the part played by Pericles. 
Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
Course 6 alternates with Course 8. ot offered in 1929-3 0. 
7. GREEK TRAGEDY. Aeschylus: Prometheus Bound; Sophocl es. 
Oedipus Tyrannus; Euripides: Medea. Rapid reading and ana lys is 
of other selected dramas; history of Greek tragic art and its relation 
to modern drama; the Greek theater, production of plavs, actors, 
costumes, and scenic appliances. Three hours per week. Thru 
semester hours. 
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8. GREEK ORATORY IN ITS PERFECTED DEVELOPMENT. Demosthenes: 
De Corona, or the Philippics. Selections from the other Atti-c ora-
tors, illustrating the artistic development of rhetorical Greek. The 
policy and ideals of Demosthenes and their bearing on the struggles 
of Greece against Philip and Alexander. Three hours per week. 
Three semester hours. 
10. NEW TESTAMENT GREEK. Selections from the Gospels and 
Acts of the Apostles; study of the peculiarities of New Testament 
language and its relation to classic Greek. One of the Early Church 
Fathers, Justin Martyr or Athenagoras. Two hours per week. Two 
semester hours. 
Course 10 will not be offered in 1929-30. 
HISTORY 
PROFESSOR WHITE, MR. CARTER 
1-2. MEDIEVAL AND MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY. From the estab-
lishment of the empire of Charlemagne through the French Revolution 
and the Napoleonic era . Emphasis upon the life and thought of the 
people, and upon facts which have influenced or which help to explain 
present-day conditions. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
Students in all groups are required to take either Course 1-2 or 
Course 5-6 in their First or Second year. The courses are elective 
for others, with the consent of the instructor. 
3, 4. HISTORY OF ENGLAND AND THE BRITISH EMPIRE. First Semester: 
English political and institutional history from the early Britons to 
William III; development of language and literature. Second Semes-
ter: England as a con titutional monarchy; development of Parlia-
ment and the Cabinet; the growth of the Empire; problems in colonial 
and world relations. Three hours per week. Six semester hOllrs. 
5-6. EUROPE SINCE 1815. The reorganization of Europe after 
the fall of Napoleon; political, social, and economic developments 
throughout the nineteenth century and the period of the World War. 
Three hours per week. Six semester hOllrs. 
7, 8. AMERICAN HISTORY. Colonization of North America; rela-
tions between the colonies and England which led to the Revolution; 
economic, social, and political phases of United States History studied 
in connection with the constitution, political parties, the tariff, slavery, 
westward expansion, the growth of modern business and international 
relations. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
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Course 7, 8 is prescribed in the History-Social Science and Busi-
ness Administration groups, and is elective for Fourth year students 
in the other groups; also for Third year students with the consent of 
the instructor. 
9. AMERICAN' FOREIGN POLICY. A study of the foreign relations 
of the United States, from the Revolutionary War to the present. The 
principles and practice of diplomacy, and of international law, in so 
far as they bear upon important cases of our international relations. 
Prerequisite, Course 5-6 or Course 7-8. Open to Third and i:<"ourth 
year students. Three hours a week. Three semester hours. 
Courses 9 and 10 are offered in alternate years. Course 9 will 
be given in 1929-30. 
10. LATIN AMERICA, THE PACIFIC, AND THE ORIENT. The history 
of political, social, and economic conditions in these districts, with 
especial reference to their relations with the United States. Pre-
requisite, Course 5-6 or Course 7, 8. Three hours per week. Three 
semester hours. 
Course 10 is open to Third and Fourth year students. 
Eighteen semester hours of work from the foregoing courses are 
prescribed for members of the History-Social Science group majoring 
in History. 
LATIN 
PROFESSOR KLINE, PROFESSOR LINDSAY, MRS. SHEEDER 
A, B. VERGIL. 1Eneid, Books I-VI. Greenough and Kittredge. 
Three hours per week. Six semester hOllrs. 
Course A, B is prescribed for students who offer three units 
of Latin for admission and ab olves the requirement in Latin for the 
Bachelor of Arts degree in all group except the Classics Group. It is 
a prerequisite for Course I, 2. 
1, 2. CICERO, LIVY, HORACE. Cicero: De Senectute, with a critical 
analysis of the essay. Livy: Book XXI, History of the Punic Wars. 
Horace: the Odes with sight reading. The Horatian meters will be 
carefu lly studied, together with the interpretation of the poems. 
Three hours per week. Six semester hOllrs. 
Course 1, 2 is prescribed for students who offer four units of 
Latin for admission. 
3, 4. HORACE, CICERO. Horace: Satires and selected Epistles, with 
a careful study of style and a discussion of Roman Satire. Cicero: De 
Oratore; its chief literary and rhetorical characteristics together with 
an examination of Roman Oratory. Horace: Ars Poetica; an analysis 
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of the poem and a study of didactic poetry. Three hours per week. 
Six semester hours. 
5, 6. LATIN COMEDY; CICERO AND PLINY. (1) Terence: Phormio 
and Heauton-Timorumenos. Plautus: Captivi or Trinummus and 
Menaechmi. Lectures on the ancient theater and kindred topics. 
(2) Cicero and Pliny the Younger: Selected Epistles. This part of 
the course is designed to train the student in the power of rapid 
reading, by covering a large amount of Latin of only moderate 
difficulty. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
Courses 5, 6 and 7, 8 are given in alternate yea rs. Course 7, 8 
will be given in 1929-3 0. 
7,8. TACITUS, LUCRETIUS. (1) Tacitus: Agricola, Germania and 
Selections from the Annals. A study of the aims and purposes of 
the works with a su r vey of Roman History. (2) Lucretius: De 
Rerum Natura. A study of Epicureanism, Lucretius as a philosopher 
and a poet, his influence on other writers. Two hours per week. 
Four semester hours. 
10. TEACHERS' COURSE. A consideration of the aims and pur-
poses of classical studies. Preparatory authors will be discussed and 
interpreted with special regard to the essential points in teaching. 
Two hours per week. T wo semester hours. 
Course 10 is elective in the Classics group and for others in 
specia l cases. It is given in connection with Course 8. 
MATHEMATICS A D ASTRONOMY 
PROFESSOR CLAWSON, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR VEATCH 
1, 2. ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS. Topics from algebra, trigonometry 
and analytics designed to give an idea of the place of mathematics 
in the world of thought and action. Two hours per week. Four 
semester hours. 
Course 1, 2 is prescribed for all First year students who offer 
less than three and one-half units in mathematics for admission. 
Course la, 2a may be substituted. 
la, 2a. COLLEGE ALGEBRA, TRIGONOMETRY. A standard course 
embracing the fundamentals of college algebra and trigonometry, 
des ign ed for students who are interested in continuing the study of 
college mathematics beyond the first year. Three hours per week. 
Six semester hours. 
Course 1 a, 2a is prescribed in the Mathematics and Chemistry-
Biology Groups and may replace Mathematics 1, 2 in other groups. 
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3-4. ELEMENTARY CALCULUS. A first course in infinitesimal cal-
culus, comprising a study of the fundamental methods and applica-
tions of differential calculus and an introduction to integral calculus. 
Prerequisite, Mathematics la, 2a. Admission to this course can be 
secured without the prerequisite only upon satisfactorily passing an 
examination in trigonometry. Three hours per week. Six sem ester 
hours. 
Course 3-4 is prescribed in the Mathematics Group and is strongly 
recommended for students of the Chemistry-Biology Group. 
5. PLANE ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY. The use of algebraic methods 
in the study of geometry. Prerequisite, Mathematics I, 2 or its equiva-
lent. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
Course 5 is prescribed in the Mathematics Group. 
6. SOLID GEOMETRY. The methods of pure geometry, of analytic 
geometry and of descriptive geometry applied in the study of 
polyhedrons and simple curved surfaces. Spherical trigonometry. 
Prerequisite, Mathematics 5. Three hours per week. Three sem ester 
hours. 
Course 6 is prescribed in the Mathematics Group. 
7-8. THE CALCULUS. Second course. Methods of integration 
with applications. Differential equations. Prerequisite, Mathematics 
3-4. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
9-10. INTRODUCTION TO MODERN GEOMETRY. The recent geometry 
of the triangle and quadrilateral; anharmonic ratio; ranges and 
pencils; projective geometry; non-Euclidean geometry. Two hours 
per week. FOllr semester hours. 
Course 9-10 is primarily intended for prospective teachers of 
plane geometry in secondary schools. It should be elected only by 
students who have a real aptitude for geometry. 
Course 9- 10 alternates with Course 11-12. Offered in 1929-30. 
11-12. INTRODUCTION TO MODERN ALGEBRA. Topics in higher 
algebra; the solution of equations; complex numbers; theory of num-
bers. Two hours per week. FOllr semester hours. 
Course 11-12 is primarily intended for prospective teachers of 
algebra in secondary schools. Prerequisite, Mathematics 7-8. 
13-14. MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE. The operation of interest in 
relation to the amortization of debts, the creation of sinking funds, 
the treatment of depreciation, the valuation of bonds, the accumula-
tion of funds in building and loan associations, and the elements of 
life insurance. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
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15-16. MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS. Gathering the material, dis-
playing it by the different types of graphs, analysis of the material, 
averaging, dispersion, correlation. Prerequisite Mathematics 1, 2 or 
its equivalent. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
Courses 13-14 and 15-16 are offered mainly for students of eco-
nomics or science who are interested in the applications of mathe-
matics. Courses 1, 2 and 13-14 or 15-16 satisfy the requirements in 
Mathematics for the B. S. degree. 
17-18. ASTRONOMY. Facts and theories ccncerning the appearance, 
dimensions, constitutions, motions and interrelations of celestial bodies; 
practical applications. Prerequisite, Mathematics 1, 2 or its equiva -
lent and some knowledge of Physics. One hour per week. Two 
semester hours. 
MUSIC 
MR. STOCK, MISS HARTENSTINE 
1-2. EAR TRAINING AND SIGHT SINGING. Training in the accurate 
recognition of intervals; development of the rhythmic sense; writing 
from dictation of simple melodic phrases. A fundamental course. Two 
hours per week. Two semester hours. 
Course 1-2 is intended for students who have acquired a rudimen-
tary knowledge of music from singing in a choir, playing on the piano 
or organ, or from listening intelligently to music. 
3-4. HARMONY. Triads and their inversions. Chords of the 
seventh. Augmented sixth chords. Modulations. Transpositions. 
Suspensions. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
5-6. ADVANCED HARMONY AND COUNTERPOINT. Harmonizing 
melodies. Analysis of chorals. Insertion of more than four parts. 
Enharmonic changes. Strict and free counterpoint. Double counter-
point. Canon. Imitation. Fugue. Three hours per week. Six 
semester hours. 
7, 8. HISTORY OF MUSIC. Development of music in its various 
forms from the beginning of the Christian era to the present time, 
with special reference to the progress of musical taste and culture. 
Text, lectures and collateral reading. One hour per week. Two 
semester hours. 
9. TEACHERS' COURSE. The development of "music hearing." A 
review of the fundamentals of harmony as understood in chord rela-
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tions, transposition and modulation. Definite technical method 
for children . Difficulties in teaching. Study of teaching material. 
Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
Students having satisfactorily completed Courses 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7, 8 
and 9, with a specified amount of Applied Music will be entitled to 
receive the Teacher's Certificate in Music granted by the College. 
Private instruction is provided in Applied Music (Piano and 
Voice). For terms, see page 76. 
PHILOSOPHY 
PROFESSOR TOWER, ASSOCIATE PRO FESSOR BANCROFT 
1. ETHICS. A study of the principles of moral judgment, with 
exposition and criticisms of the more important theories concerning 
the basis of the distinction between right and wrong conduct; the 
various problems of theoretical and practical ethics. Papers by 
students. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
Course 1 is prescribed for all students and is repeated in the 
Second Semester. 
2. LOGIC. A study of the guiding principles involved in correct 
thinking; the use of terms and classification; the nature of deductive 
inference with special reference to fallacious forms of reasoning as 
they receive expression in daily life; the canons of inductive inference, 
and the basic concepts involved in scientific method. Three hours per 
week. Thr ee semester hours. 
Cour e 2 alternates with Course 2a. Offered in 1929-30. 
2a. 1 TRODUCTION TO PJIILOSOPHY. A preliminary course designed 
to give the student some orientation with reference to the field and 
problems of philosophy. Three hours per week. Three semester 
hours. 
3. HISTORY OF ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL PHILOSOPHY. This course 
and the following are design ed to assist the student in his interpreta-
tion of modern thought-currents by giving him some acquaintance 
with the productions of the great constructive minds of the past. 
Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
Students may not register for Course 3 unless they also take 
Course 4. 
4. HISTORY OF MODERN PHILOSOPHY. Descartes; Spinoza; Leibniz; 
the English Empiricists; Kant, and Post-Kantian Idealism; Recent 
Philosophica l Tendencies. Three hours per week. Three semester 
hours. 
5, 6. PIllLOSOPIIY OF RELIGION. An outline course designed to 
acquaint the tudent with the fundamental problems of the religious 
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consciousness in their philosophical aspects. Three hours per week. 
Six semester hours. 
7-8. PHILOSOPHICAL SEMINAR. Recent and contemporary phil-
osophical constructions and their critics. Idealism, Pragmatism, Neo-
Realism. Selected portions of the works of Bradley, Royce, James, 
Schiller, Bosanquet, and the Realists will be read. Two bours per 
week. Four semester hours. 
Courses 1, or 1 a, 3 and 4 are required of candidates for Honors 
in philosophy. 
PHYSICAL TRAINING 
MR. KICHLINE, MIss ERRETf 
1, 2. PHYSICAL TRAINING FOR MEN. Systematic gymnastic train-
ing including marching tactics, calisthenics, and apparatus work, with 
a view to health in the individual student and instruction in technique. 
Two bours per week throughout the First and Second years. Not a 
credit course. 
1, 2. PHYSICAL TRAINING FOR WOMEN. Gymnastics, marching 
tactics, apparatus work, folk-d ancing. Exercises to suit the needs of 
students with special reference to health and posture. Two hours 
per week throughout the First and Second years. ot a credit course. 
Course 1, 2 is prescribed for all students. 
3, 4. ADVANCED COURSE FOR MEN. Indoor and outdoor athletics 
and gymnastics with a view to the preservation of health and the prep-
aration of men for teaching and coaching after graduation. Hours 
to be arranged. Not a credit course. 
3, 4. ADVANCED COURSE FOR WOMEN. Training for skill and 
technique in gymnastics and athletics. Instruction in nature-dancing 
for the development of rhythm and balance of tension and relaxation 
giving ease, smoothness and grace of movement. Hours to be 
arranged. Not a credit course. 
Course 3, 4 is open to Third and Fourth year students. 
Each student is given a physical examination at the beginning 
of the year and the work is prescribed with a view to particular 
needs. Football, basket ball, baseball, track and tennis for men and 
hockey, basket ball, baseball, track and tennis for women are the 
forms of athletics provided. In one or another of these forms every 
student in College who is physically fit is encouraged to participate. 




1-2. GENERAL PHYSICS. Mechanics, heat, sound, magnetism, 
electricity and light. The course includes the mathematical deduc-
tions of the general equations and the solution of numerous problems. 
No previous knowledge of the subject is assumed. Prerequisite, 
Mathematics 1-2. Two recitations and two three-hour laboratory 
periods per week. Eight semester hOllrs. 
3. MECHANICS. A mathematical treatment of theoretical mechan-
ics. In the laboratory extensive and practical measurements are 
made. Prerequisite, Physics 1-2 and Mathematics 3-4. Three recita-
tions and one laboratory period per week. Fall,. semester hOllrs. 
Course 3 alternates with Course 5. Not offered in 1929-30. 
4. ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. A mathematical treatment of the 
subject with applications. In the laboratory precise measurements are 
made. Prerequisite, Physics 1-2 and Mathematics 3-4. Three recita-
tions and one laboratory period per wef;!k. Fall,. semester hOllrs. 
Course 4 alternates with Course 6. Not offered in 1929-30. 
5. THERMODYNAMICS. The laws of thermodynamics will be dis-
cussed and applied to physical and chemical problems. In the 
laboratory certain essential measurements are made and various 
temperature measuring instruments studied. Prerequisite, Physics 1-2 
and Mathematics 3-4. Three recitations and one laboratory period 
per week. FOllr semester hOllrs. 
6. OPTIcs. Various optical systems will be studied in detail, and 
selected topics in Physical Optics discussed. In the laboratory 
measurements of optical constants are made with instruments of 
preCISIon. Prerequisite, Physics 1-2 and Mathematics 3-4. Three 
recitations and one laboratory period per week. FOllr semester hOllrs. 
7·8. MODE\l.N PHYSICS. The phenomena of radio-activity, x-rays, 
discharge of electricity through gases, etc., are studied. The theory 
of atomic structure will be discussed. Prerequisite, Physics 1-2 and 
Mathematics 3·4. Three recitations per week. Six semester hours. 
POLITICAL SCIE CE 
PROFESSOR BARNARD 
1·2. AMERICAN GOVERNMENT. A study of the structure and work 
of the federal, state, and local governments in the United States. 
The separation of powers, the division of powers, the party system, 
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public opIniOn, and the trend of political institutions receive special 
consideration. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
3. POLITICAL PARTIES. The composition and organization of the 
political party; party committees; party leaders and "bosses"; primary 
and convention systems; elections; party finance; and the function of 
the political party in a democracy. Three hours per week. Three 
semester hours. 
4. MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT. The daily work of the city; home 
rule, commission and city manager systems, municipal budgets, public 
utilities; city planning, public safety and public health; power and 
position of the city in our political system; present tendencies in 
municipal government. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
Courses 3, 4 and 5, 6 are given in alternate years. Courses 3, 4 
will be given in 1929-30. 
5. COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT. A study of modern types of repre-
sentative government, particularly those of Great Britain, France, 
Germany, Italy, and Switzerland. A detailed comparison is made of 
the Cabinet and Presidential systems, as exemplified by England and 
the United States. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
6. STATE GOVERNMENT. State constitutions; the limits of state 
powers; the organization and work of the various departments; state 
finance; town and county government; popular control over state 
officials. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
7. POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY. A study of the nature and ends of the 
state, of government, of law, and the relation of sovereignty to 
individual liberty. Constant use is made of the writings of con-
temporary political scientists, such as Burgess, Willoughby, Wilson, 
Dealey, Bryce, Haines, Gettell, Garner, and Leacock. Three hours 
per week. Three semester hours. 
8. AMERICAN POLITICAL THEORY. An attempt to get at the think-
ing that lay back of political action during the colonial, revolutionary, 
and national periods of our history. Considerable attention is given 
to decisions of the federal Supreme Court. Three hours per week. 
Three semester hours. 
Members of the History-Social Science Group majoring in Political 
Science must take work from the foregoing aggregating at least 
eighteen semester hours. If majoring in either History or Economics 
they must take at least six semester hours. 
9-10. METHODS OF TEACHING THE SOCIAL STUDIES. The Pennsyl-
vania course of study in History and Social Science for junior and 
-
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senior high schools interpreted in the light of modern ideals and 
practices. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
This course corresponds to the one now being given in state 
teachers colleges and university schools of education, and is required 




1. ELEMENTARY PSYCHOLOGY. An introductory study of mental life 
and accompanying types of human behavior. Three hours per week. 
Three semester hours. 
Course 1 is repeated in the Second Semester. This Course must 
be taken in the Second year by all students preparing to teach. 
2. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. A study of group action and of the group 
influences by which the individual is surrounded; tradition, custom, 
public opinion, and other psychological and social forces which affect 
individual judgment and action. Three hours per week. Three 
semester hours. 
Course 2 alternates with Philosophy 2. ot offered in 1929-30. 
FOR EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY, see page 40. 
PUBLIC SPEAKI G 
MR. CARTER, MISS ERRETT 
1, 2. PUBLIC SPEAKING AND PAGEANTRY. Analysis and interpreta-
tion of classical and modern drama. The theory and practice of 
pageantry. Under careful supervision, students in this Course are 
given training and experience in the management of the May Pageant. 
Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
Course 1, 2 is elective for young women of the Third and Fourth 
years in all the groups. 
3. ELEMENTARY PUBLIC SPEAKI G. P ychology of speech: emotion, 
attention, persuasion. Mechanics of speech: gesture, voice culture, 
expression. Recitation ba ed on text-book, composition and delivery 
of short original speeche. Three hours per week. Three semester 
hOllrs. 
4. ADVANCED PUBLIC SPEAKING. Problems of the speaker, divi ions 
of a speech, types of speeches, style of the spoken word. Recitations 
based on text-book. \Vriling and delivery of various type of peeches. 
Three hours per week. Thrl'e semester hOllrs. 
Courses 3 and 4 are elective for Second and Third year students 
in a II groups. 
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SPANISH 
MR. TEDROW 
1, 2. ELEMENTARY SPANISH. This course is intended for those who 
begin Spanish in college. It comprises a thorough study of elementary 
grammar, composition, pronunciation and the reading of carefully 
graded texts in Spanish. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
3, 4. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH. Selected modern works read and 
studied in class; other stories and plays read outside and reported on. 
Review of grammar, word-building, composition, dictation, sight 
reading, reading in the original, conversation. Prerequisite, Course 
1, 2, or two years of Spanish at entrance. Three hours per week. 
Six semester hours. 
Course 3, 4 alternates with Course 5, 6. Offered in 1929-30. 
5, 6. COMMERCIAL SPANISH. R eading of selected works dealing 
with social and economic problems in Spanish-speaking countries. 
Discussion of the vocabulary of business and trade. Composition, 
dictation and conversation. Especially helpful for students in Eco-
nomics who intend to engage in South American trade and business 
negotiations. Prerequisite, Course 1, 2 or two years of Spanish at 
entrance. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
7, 8. SPANISH LITERATURE. A survey of the origin and develop-
ment of Spanish literature. Selected works of writers in different 
periods read and discussed. The contribution of writers of the Golden 
Age such as Cervantes, Calderon, and Lope de Vega to the literature 
of the world as well as the work of Modern writers discussed in class. 
Lectures, reports and collateral reading. Prerequisite, Course 3, 4 or 
four years of Spanish at entrance. Two hours per week. Four 
semester hours. 
THE GROUPS 
The group system is employed in the organization and 
administration of instruction. By this system, the courses of 
instruction are offered in carefully arranged groups, each com-
prising (1) dominant subjects which adapt the group to the 
intellectual tastes and the future purposes of the student, 
(2) other prescribed subjects essential to a liberal education 
and required of all students, and (3) elective subjects from 
which may be selected studies meeting the particular objectives 
of each individual. A student, at matriculation, chooses the 
group of studies he desires to pursue, and with the advice and 
consent of his Adviser, selects his studies for the year and reports 
the same to the Dean on a blank provided for the purpose. By 
virtue of this act he becomes a member of the group of his 
choice and as such is officially recognized thereafter in all acts 
and processes of administration in the College. A student who 
is uncertain on entering college as to his life purposes and, 
therefore, undecided as to the group of studies he should 
pursue, may make a temporary choice and change to any group 
he may prefer at the end of the first year. 
CHOICE OF STUDIES 
In registering, the student must present his complete list 
of studies, both prescribed and elective, for the whole year. 
Courses to satisfy conditions take precedence of regular 
courses. It is strongly advised that conditions be made up 
in summer so as not to interfere with the proper arrangement 
of one's curriculum as laid down. 
In selecting studies for the year, the student will follow 
the synopsis of his group as presented, although with the ap-
proval of his Adviser and of the Dean, he may substitute other 
studies for the elective courses listed, or at the beginning of a 
year may change from one group to another. 
When a student changes to another group he will receive 
credit toward graduation only for such of the prescribed courses 
as he may have completed as are inel uded in the group to which 
he has received permission to change. 
S9 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION 
For the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science, 
a student must complete one hundred and twenty-four semester 
hours of work. In addition, each student must complete at 
least four semester hours of physical training. A student may 
not take in anyone semester less than twelve or more than 
eighteen semester hours of work. It is strongly recommended 
that the student's curriculum include: First year, thirty-three 
semester hours; Second year, thirty-two semester hours; Third 
year, thirty-two semester hours; Fourth year, twenty-seven 
semester hours. The Advisor may permit a deviation from 
these hours to an extent of three semester hours. 
In arranging his curriculum, every regular student must 
provide for meeting the following general requirements: 
A. FOR THE BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE: (1) six 
semester hours of Latin; (2) six seme ter hours of the modern 
language offered toward admission, or twelve semester hours of 
a modern language begun in college, except for students of the 
Classics Group having had at least two years of a modern 
language in preparation, in which case the further study of 
modern languages is not required; (3) at least eight semester 
hours of science with laboratory work. 
B. FOR THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE: (1) 
six semester hours of a modern language at least two years 
of which were offered toward admission, or twelve semester 
hours of a modern language begun in college; (2) at least six 
semester hours of science with laboratory work; (3) four 
semester hours of mathematics, in addition to the mathematics 
prescribed for all students, or an equivalent amount, or more, 
of work in science. 
The general requirements in foreign languages and in 
science must be fulfilled one year prior to graduation. 
Groups of Courses 
In the synopses of the Groups on the follow-
ing pages, prescribed courses are printed in small 
capitals. Figures designate courses as arranged 
by departments on preceding pages. Odd num-
bers refer to first semester, even numbers to second 





LATIN A, B* or 1, 2 
GREEK 1-2 
ENGLISH BIBLE 1, 2 
ENGLISH COMPo 1 
E GLiSH COMPo 2 or 
ENGLISH LIT. 2 
MATHEMATICS 1, 2 
PHYSICAL TR. 1, 2 
Biology 1-2 
Biology 3-4 
Economics 1, 2 
French 1, 2 or 3, 4 
German 1, 2 or 3, 4 
History 1, 2 or 5-6 
Mathematics 3, 4 
Music 1-2 
Spanish 1, 2 or 3, 4 
Third Year 
LATIN 7, 8 or 
GREEK 6 and 7 




Education 1; 2 
Education 3; 4 
English Compo 5 
English Lit. 5, 6 
English Lit. 11-12 
English Lit. 15, 16 
German 7, 8 
History 3, 4 
History 9 
Music 5-6 
Philosophy 1; 2a 
Political Science 3; 4 
Public peaking 1, 2 
Public Speaking 3, 4 
U rsinus College 




































LATIN 1,2 or 3, 4 (6) 
GREEK 3 and 4 (6) 
HISTORY, 1, 2 or 5-6 (6) 
PHYSICAL TR. 1, 2 
Biology 3-4 (6) 
Chemistry 1-2 (8) 
Education 1; 2 (3) 
English Compo 3,4 (4) 
English Compo 5 (3) 
English Lit. 2 (3) 
English Lit. 3, 4 (6) 
English Lit. 11-12 (4) 
French 1, 2 or 3, 4 (6) 
German 1,2 or 3, 4 (6) 
Music 3-4 (6) 
Physics 1-2 (8) 
Political Science 1-2 (6) 
Psychology 1 (3) 
Public Speaking 3, 4 (6) 
FOllrth Year 
GREEK 6 and 7 or 
LATIN 7, 8 (4) 
PHILOSOPHY 1 (3) 
Church History 3, 4 (4) 
Education 5 (3) 
Education 9 (3) 
English Lit. 5, 6 (6) 
English Lit. 9-10 (4) 
English Lit. 11-12 (4) 
English Lit. 15, 16 (6) 
French 7, 8 (4) 
History 3, 4; 7, 8 (6) 
History 9 (3) 
Latin 9, 10 (2) 
Music 7, 8 (2) 
Music 9 (3) 
Philosophy 3, 4; 5,6; 7-8 (6) 
Political Science 7, 8 (6) 
Political Science 9-10 (4) 
Public Speaking 1, 2 (~) 
>For students who present only three unit. of Latin toward admi .. ion. 
Groups of Courses 
THE MATHEMATICS GROUP 
First Year 
MATHEMATICS la, 2a 
ENGLISH BIBLE 1, 2 
ENGLISH COMPo 1 
ENGLISH COMPo 2 or 
ENGLISH LIT. 2 
FRENCH 1, 2 or 3, 4* or 
GERMAN 1, 2 or 3, 4 or 
LATIN A, B or 1, 2 
PHYSICAL TR. 1, 2 
Biology 1-2 
Biology 3-4 
Economics 1, 2 
Greek 1-2 
History 1, 2 
History S-6 
Music 1-2 
Spanish 1, 2 or 3, 4 
Third Year 
MATHEMATICS S, 6 or 7, 8 
ENGLISH BIBLE 3, 4 
PSYCHOLOGY 1 
Biology 3, 4 




Education 3 j 4 
English Compo 5 
English Lit. 5, 6; IS, 16 
English Lit. 11-12 
History 3, 4 
History 9 
Mathematics 9-10 or 15, 
Music 3-4 
Philosophy 1; 2a 
Physics + 
Political cience 3, 4 
Public peaking 1, 2 




































MATHEMATICS 3, 4 
PHYSICS 1-2 
HISTORY 1, 2 or S-6 




Education 1; 2 
English Compo 3, 4 
English Compo S 
English Lit. 2 
English Lit. 3, 4 
English Lit. 11-12 
French S, 6; 7, 8 
German 3, 4 
Political Science 1-2 
Psychology 1 
Spanish 3, 4 




Church History 3, 4 
Education 5; 9 
English Compo 8 
English Lit. S, 6 
English Lit. 9-10 
English Lit. 11-12 
English Lit. IS, 16 






Philosophy 3, 4 
Philosophy 5, 6 
Philosophy 7-8 
Physics 4 
Political Science 7; 8 









































• andidnte. for the Bachelor of Science degree take French or German ; 
candidate. for the Bachelor of Arts degree take Latin. 
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THE CHEMISTRY-BIOLOGY GROUP 
First Year 
BIOLOGY 3-4, or 
CHEMISTRY 1-2 
ENGLISH BIBLE 1, 2 
ENGLISH COMPo 1 
ENGLISH COMPo 2 or 
ENGLISH LIT. 2 
FRENCH 1, 2 or 3, 4,· or 
LATIN A, B or 1, 2 
MATHEMATICS la, 2a 
PHYSICAL TR. 1, 2 
Biology 1-2 
German 1, 2; 3, 4 
Greek 1-2 
Economics 1, 2 
History 1, 2 
History 5-6 
Spanish 1, 2 or 3, 4 
Third Y ear 
BIOLOGY 7-8 or 
CHEMISTRY 3-4 or 5-6 






Education 1; 2; 3; 4 
English Compo 5 
English Lit. 5, 6 
English Lit. 11-12 
English Lit. 15, 16 
French 5, 6; 7, 8 
German 7, 8 or 11, 12 
History 3, 4 
History 9 
Philosophy 1; 2a 
Physics 4 
Political Science 3; 4 
Public Speaking 1, 2 




































CHEMISTRY 1-2 or 3-4 or 
BIOLOGY 5-6 (8) 
HISTORY 1, 2 or 5-6 (6) 
PHYSICS 1, 2 (8) 
PHYSICAL TR. 1, 2 
Biology 3-4 (8) 
Education 1; 2 (3) 
English Compo 3, 4 (4) 
English Compo 5 (3) 
English Lit. 2 (3) 
English Lit. 3,4 ( 6) 
French 5, 6 or 7, 8 (4) 
German 3, 4 (6) 
Mathematics 3, 4 (6) 
Political Science 1-2 (6) 
Psychology 1 (3) 
Spanish 5, 6 (6) 
Public Speaking 3, 4 (6) 
Fourth Year 
CHEMISTRY 7-8 or 






Church History 3, 4 
Education 5; 9 
English Lit. 9-10 
English Lit. 11-12 
Engli h Lit. 5, 6; 15, 16 
History 3, 4 
History 9 
Philosophy 3, 4 
Philosophy 5, 6 
Philosophy 7-8 
Physics 4 
Political Science 7; 8 




















"Candidates for the Bachelor of Science degree t.1ke French; candidates for 
the Bachelor of Art. degree take Latin. 
Groups of Courses 
THE HISTORY -SOCIAL SCIENCE GROUP 
First Year 
ENGLISH BIBLE 1, 2 
ENGLISH COMPo 1 
ENGLISH COMPo 2 or 
ENGLISH LIT. 2 
FRENCH 1, 2 or 3, 4* or 
GERMAN I, 2 or 3, 4 or 
LATIN A, B or I, 2 
MATHEMATICS 1,2 
PHYSICAL TR. 1, 2 
Biology 1-2 
Biology 3-4 
Economics I, 2 
Greek 1-2 
History 1, 2 or 5-6 
Mathematics 3, 4 
Music 1-2 
Spanish I, 2 or 3, 4 
Third Year 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 3, 4 or 
HISTORY 3,4 
ECONOMICS 5, 6 
ENGLISH BIDLE 3, 4 
PSYCHOLOGY 1 
Biology 11-12 
Church History 3, 4 
Education 3; 4 
English Compo 5 
English Lit. 5, 6 
English Lit. 11-12 
English Lit. IS, 16 
French 7, 8; 9, 10 
German 7, 8 
German 11, 12 
Music 5-6 
Philosophy 1; 2a 
Public peaking I, 2 
Public peaking 3, + 


































HISTORY I, 2 or 5-6 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 1-2 
ECONOMICS 3-4 
PHYSICAL TR. 1, 2 
French 3, 4 or 
German 3, 4 or 
Spanish 3, 4 
Biology 3-4 or 5-6 
Chemistry 1-2 
Education 1; 2 
Ellglish Compo 3, 4 
English Compo 5 
English Lit. 2 
English Lit. 3, 4 




Public Speaking 3, 4 
Fourtll Year 
HISTORY 7, 8 or 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 7, 8 
ECONOMICS 9, 10 
PHILOSOPHY 1 
Church History 3, 4 
Education 5; 9 
English Lit. 5, 6 
English Lit. 9-10 
English Lit. 11-12 
English Lit. IS, 16 





Philosophy 3, 4 
Philosophy 5, 6 
Philosophy 7-8 
Political Science 9-10 





































• Candidates for the Bachelor ,!f Sciellce degree take French; candidates for 
the Bachelor or Arts degree take Latin. 
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THE ENGLISH GROUP 
First Y ear 
ENGLISH COMPo 1 (3) 
ENGLISH COMPo 2 or 
ENGLISH LIT. 2 (3) 
ENGLISH BIBLE 1, 2 (4) 
FRENCH 1, 2 or 3, 4- or 
LATIN A, B or 1, 2 (6) 
MATHEMATICS 1,2 (4) 
PHYSICAL TR. 1, 2 
Biology 1-2 (2) 
Biology 3-4 (8 ) 
Economics 1, 2 (4) 
German 1, 2 or 3, 4 (6) 
Greek 1-2 (6 ) 
History 1, 2 or 5-6 (6) 
Mathematics 3, 4 (4) 
Music 1-2 (4) 
Spanish 1, 2 or 3, 4 (6 ) 
Third Year 
ENGLISH LIT. 5, 6 or 15,16 ( 6 ) 
ENGLISH BIBLE 3, 4 (4) 
HISTORY 3, 4 ( 6) 
PSYCHOLOGY I (3) 
Biology 3-4; 5-6 (8) 
Biology 11-12 (4) 
Chemistry 1-2 (8) 
Church History 3, 4 (4) 
Education 3; 4 ( 3) 
Economics 3-4 ( 6) 
Engl ish Compo 5 ( 3) 
Engli sh Lit. 5, 6 or 15,16 ( 6) 
History 9 ( 3) 
Music 5-6 ( 6 ) 
Music 7, 8 (2 ) 
Philosophy 1; 2a ( 3) 
Physics 1-2 ( 8 ) 
Political Science 3; 4 ( 3 ) 
Public Speaking 1, 2 (+) 
Public peaking 3, + ( 6 ) 
Spanish 3, 4 (6 ) 
Second Year 
ENGLISH LIT. 11-12 
ENGLISH LIT. 3, 4 
HISTORY 1, 2 or 5-6 
PHYSICAL TR. 1, 2 
Biology 3-4 
Chemistry 1-2 
Education 1; 2 
English Compo 3, 4 
English Compo 5 
English Lit. 2 
French 3, 4 or 5, 6 or 
German 3, 4 
Music 3-4 
Physics 1-2 
Political Science 1-2 
Psychology 1 
Spanish 5, 6 
Public Speaking 3, 4 
Fourth Year 
ENGLISH LIT. 9-10 
PHILOSOPHY 1 
Biology 11-12 
Church History 3, 4 
Education 5 
Education 9 
English Lit. 15, 16 
French 11, 12 
German 11, 12 
History 9 • 
Mathematics 17, 18 
Music 7, 8 
Music 9 
Philosophy 3, 4 
Philosophy 5, 6 
Philosophy 7-8 
Politica I Science 7; 8 
Political Science 9-10 




































' Candidates for the Bachelor of Science degrce take French ; ca ndida tes for 
the Bachelor of Arts d egree take Latan. 
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THE MODERN LANGUAGES GROUP 
First Year 
FRENCH 1, 2 or 3, 4* or 
LATIN A, B or I, 2 
GERMAN I, 2 or 3, 4 or 
SPANISH 1, 2 or 3, 4 
ENGLISH BIBLE I, 2 
ENGLISH COMPo 1 
ENGLISH COMPo 2 or 
ENGLISH LIT. 2 
MATHEMATICS 1, 2 
PHYSICAL TR. 1, 2 
Biology 1-2 
Biology 3-4 
Economics 1, 2 
Greek 1-2 
History I, 2 or 5-6 
Mathematics 3, 4 
Music 1-2 
Third Year 
GERMAN 7, 8 or 
FRENCH 5, 6 or 7, 8 or 
SPANISH 7, 8 
ENGLISH BIBLE 3, 4 
PSYCHOLOGY 1 
Biology 11-12 
Church History 3, 4 
Economics 3-4 
Educa tion 3; 4 
English Compo 
Engli sh Lit. 5, 6 
Engli~h Lit. 15, 16 
II istory 3, 4-
History 9 
Music 5-6 
Music 7, 8 
Political Science 3; 4 
Philosophy 1; 2a 
Public Speak ing 1, 2 


































FRENCH 3, 4 or 5, 6 or 
LATIN 1,2 
GERMAN 3, 4 or 7, 8 
SPANISH 3, 4 
HISTORY 1, 2 or 5-6 




Education 1; 2 
English Compo 3, 4 
English Compo 5 
English Lit. 3, 4 
English Lit. 11-12 
Music 3-4 
Physics 1-2 
Political Science 1-2 
Psychology 1 
Public Speaking 3, 4 
Fourth Year 


















GERMAN 11, 12 (4) 
ENGLISH LIT. 5, 6 or 15, 16 (6) 
PHILOSOPHY 1 (3) 
Biology 11-12 (4) 
Church History 3, 4 (4) 
Education 5; 9 (3) 
English Lit. 9-10 (4) 
English Lit. 15,16 (6) 
French 11, 12 (4) 
German 13, 14 (2) 
History 3, 4 (6) 
History 7, 8 (6) 
History 9 (3) 
Music 7, 8 (2) 
Music 9 (3) 
Philosophy 3, 4 (6) 
Philosophy 5, 6 (6) 
Phi losophy 7-8 (4) 
Political Science 9-10 (4) 
Public peaking 1, 2 (4-) 
·Candidate. for the Bachelor of Science degree take French · candidates for 
the Bachelor of Arts degree tnke L:llin. ' 
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THE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION GROUP 
First Year 
ECONOMICS 1, 2 
ENGLISH BIBLE I, 2 
ENGLISH COMPo 1 
ENGLISH COMPo 2 or 
ENGLISH LIT. 2 
FRENCH 1, 2 or 3, 4· or 
LATIN A, B or 1, 2 
MATHEMATICS 1, 2 
PHYSICAL TR. 1, 2 
Biology 1-2 
Biology 3-4 
German 1, 2 or 3, 4 or 
Spanish 1, 2 or 3, 4 
Greek 1-2 
History 1, 2 or 5-6 
Mathematics 3, 4 
Music 1-2 
Third Year 
ECONOMICS 7, 8 
ENGLISH BIBLE 3, 4 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 3, 4 
PSYCHOLOGY 1 
Biology 11-12 
Church History 3, 4 
Education 3; 4 
English Compo 5 
English Lit. 5, 6 
English Lit. 15, 16 






Phi losophy 2a 
Public Speaking 1, 2 



































HISTORY I, 2 or 5-6 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 1-2 
PHYSICAL TR. 1, 2 
French 3, 4 or 5, 6 OT 
German 3, 4 or 
Spanish 3, 4 
Biology 3-4 
Chemistry 1-2 
Education 1; 2 
English Compo 3, 4 
English Compo 5 
English Lit. 3, 4 
English Lit. 11-12 
Mathematics 3, 4 
Physics 1-2 
Psychology 1 
Public Speaking 3, 4 
Fourth Year 
ECONOMICS 9, 10 
ECONOMICS 12 or 14 
HISTORY 7, 8 
PHILOSOPHY 1 
Biology 11-12 
Church History 3, 4 
Education 5 
Education 9 
English Lit. 5, 6 
English Lit. 9-10 
English Lit. 11-12 
English Lit. 15, 16 




Philosopty 3, 4; 5, 6 
Philosophy 7-8 
Political Science 9-10 




































.Candidates for the Bachelor of Science degree take French; candidates for 
the Bachelor of Arts degree take Latin. 
ADMINISTRATION 
GRADES OF SCHOLARSHIP 
On the completion of a course the standing of a student is 
expressed, according to his proficiency, by one of five grades, 
designated respectively by the letters A, B, C, D, E and F. 
Grade E denotes failure which may be made up by re-examina-
tion. Grade F denotes failure such that the course must be 
repeated. 
Each student is required to do a grade of work that shall 
average C in the courses pursued in any one year, and in the 
event of his failure to do so, he is credited with only the courses 
in which his grade is C minus or better. 
A permanent record is kept of each student's work, and a 
report of the same is sent to his parents or guardian at the 
close of each semester. Through correspondence and confer-
ences, the co-operation of parents is sought in the endeavor to 
get the best possible results in the work of students. 
HONORS 
COMMENCEMENT PARTS 
Two commencement parts (or honors) are assigned to 
members of the graduating class : One to the young man attain-
ing the highest grade among the young men, the other to the 
young woman attaining the highest grade among the young 
women. Of these two, the one having the higher grade is 
assigned the Valedictory; the other, the Salutatory. 
GRADUATION WITH DISTINCTION 
Members of the graduating class, who have shown great 
proficiency in their entire course may be graduated with dis-
tinction if, in the opinion of the Faculty, their attainments war-
rant such honors. These distinctions are: Summa Gum Laude, 
Mag7la Gum Laude, and GU1ll Laude, and are given only for 
unusual excellence in all the subj ects pursued by the candidate. 
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DEPARTMENT HONORS 
Student may be graduated with special honors in depart-
ments of study in which they have shown exceptional pro-
ficiency, and in which they have done extra work as prescribed 
in the following rules: 
1. A candidate for Department Honors must have the endorse-
ment of the professor in charge of the department in which he expects 
to try for such honors, and must enroll as a candidate at the Dean's 
office not later than the last day before final examinations of the 
college year prior to that in which he expects to receive his degree. 
2. A student must have maintained a grade not lower than C 
in any course previously pursued after the First year and must 
maintain an average of B while he is pursuing his work as a candi-
date for Department Honors. 
3. A candidate shall be required to do an amount of work 
equivalent to three semester hours in the department in which he 
intends to try for honors in addition to the full number of semester 
hours prescribed for graduation of which at least twelve semester 
hours must be in the subject in which he is registered for Department 
Honors, and shall subm it to the Faculty a thesis on some subject 
within the field represented by his extra work. The thesis must be 




Cash prizes of Twenty Dollars and Fifteen Dollars are 
offered by Alvin Hunsicker, B.S., of New York City, and the 
Rev. J . W. Meminger, D.D., of Lancaster, Pa., respectively, 
both members of the class of 1884, for the best and second 
best orations delivered in the Junior Oratorical Contest for 
men on Friday evening of Commencement week. 
Cash prizes of Fifteen Dollars and Ten Dollars are 
awarded to the best and second best performer respectively 
in the Annual May Day P ageant given by women students. 
Competition is open to students who will have received the 
in truction embodied in Cour e 1, 2 in Expre ion. The award 
is made on Commencement Day. 
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THE HAVILAH l\lC CURDY-BE ETT ESSAY PRIZE 
A cash prize of Twenty Dollars is offered by Mrs. Havilah 
McCurdy-Bennett, A.M., '92, of Washington, D. C., for the 
best essay on an assigned subject. Competition is open to all 
First year students. The award is made at the annual 
commencement. 
THE PHJLIP H. FOGEL MEMORIAL PRIZE 
The Philip H. Fogel Memorial Prize of Twenty-five 
Dollars is awarded annually to the student who attains the 
highest excellence in the department of the English Bible, as 
shown by examination on completion of all prescribed work. 
The prize has been endowed by Mrs. Edwin J. Fogel in 
memory of her son Philip H. Fogel, Ph.D., of the Class of 1901. 
THE E. L. WAILES MEMORIAL PRIZE 
The E. L. Wailes Memorial Prize of Twenty Dollars is 
awarded annually to the student who attains the highest stand-
ing in the course in the English Bible prescribed for First year 
students. This prize has been established in memory of E. L. 
Wailes by his son, the Rev. George Handy Wailes, D.D., 
Professor of the English Bible in U rsinus College, 1908-1921. 
THE ROBERT TRUCKSESS PRIZE 
The Robert Trucksess Prize of Twenty-five Dollars in 
gold is awarded at each annual commencement to that member 
of the graduating class and of the History-Social Science Group 
who shall have done satisfactory work throughout the entire 
college course and who shall have shown the most exceptional 
ability in the major studies of his group. This prize is the 
gift of Robert Trucksess, Esq., of Norristown, Pennsylvania. 
THE PAISLEY PRIZES 
Two prizes of Twenty-five Dollar each for the best 
dissertations on an assigned topic in the Department of Phi-
losophy by members of the senior class, one open to men, the 
other open to women, are offered respectively by 1\1r. and l\lrs. 
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H. E. Paisley, of Philadelphia. These prizes are offered with 
a view to encouraging students in the thoughtful application of 
the principles of Christianity to problems of practical life. The 
awards are made at the annual commencement exercises. 
THE ELIZABETH ROCKEFELLER MCCAIN PRIZE 
A prize of Fifty Dollars has been endowed in perpetuity 
by George Nox McCain, Litt.D., of Philadelphia, as a memorial 
to his mother, Elizabeth Rockefeller McCain . This prize is 
awarded at each annual commencement to the student who at 
the end of the Second year shall have shown greatest ability in 
the knowledge and use of the English language as indicated by 
work in composition and literature. 
THE ROBERT AND HENRIETTA PATTERSON PRIZE 
The Robert and Henrietta Patterson Prize of Fifty Dol-
lars is awarded annually to that student who has throughout 
the four years attained a high scholastic record, maintained 
commendable deportment, and contributed in greatest degree 
to the strengthening of the ideals of the institution. This prize 
is the gift of Mr. John S. Bush, Wyncote, Pennsylvania. 
THE PRESIDENT'S AWARD 
A gold medal bearing the Athletic Emblem of U rsinus 
College is awarded at graduation to the student who through-
out his college course shall have won highest distinction in 
athletics. This medal is the gift of the President of the College. 
OPEN SCHOLARSHIPS 
The College offers five scholarships of Two Hundred and 
Fifty Dollars each, open to young men who may apply as candi-
dates from approved preparatory and first-grade high schools. 
Selection for these scholarships is based on the following: 
1. Qualities of personality, character and leadership. 
2. Scholarly ability and attainments. 3. Physical vigor as 
shown by interest and skill in outdoor sports, or in other ways. 
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DEGREES 
The College confers the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and 
Bachelor of Science on all students who have completed the 
academical exercises appointed for them by the Faculty, and, 
upon final examination, have been approved as candidates for 
these degrees. The institution confines itself exclusively to 
undergraduate work. Candidates for the degree of Master of 
Arts are referred to university graduate schools. 
On academic occasions the College may confer the honorary 
degrees of Doctor of Divinity, Doctor of Pedagogy, Doctor of 
Science, Doctor of Letters and Doctor of Laws on persons 
whose distinguished ability or service may have been deemed 
worthy of such recognition by the Faculty. 
ORGANIZATIONS 
The two literary societies, the ZWINGLIAN and the 
SCHAFF, each having held a place of honor and great usefulness 
in the College from the earliest days, have temporarily sus-
pended activity, their functions having been assumed by other 
organizations. 
The DEBATING CLUBS and the DRAMATIC CLUB foster 
interest and develop skill in their respective fields of expression. 
The YOUNG MEN's CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION, the YOUNG 
WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION, a STUDENT VOLUNTEER 
BAND and the BROTHERHOOD OF ST. PAUL represent active and 
helpful forms of religious life among the students. 
THE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATIONS, the Men's and Women's 
GLEE CLUBS, the COLLEGE BAND and the CHAPEL CHOIR pro-
vide a wide range of extra-classroom activities for the exercise 
of special talents and the development of latent abilities. 
The seven GROUPS of the college hold stated meetings. 
The groups are of the nature of literary and scientific clubs, and 
the meetings combine academical and social features. 
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PUBLICATIONS 
TH E URSIN US BULLETIN, of w hich the catalogue is a 
number, is the official publication of the College. It is issued 
quarterly and is distributed free of charge to the students and 
the public. 
THE URSIN US W EEKLY, published by the Alumni Asso-
ciation, is managed by a Board of Control representative of the 
alumni, the Faculty and the student body, and edited by a Staff 
chosen from among the students on a basis of merit. It is a 
four-page newspaper, invaluable as a record of life at U rsinus 
for students and alumni alike. It is issued on subscription at 
cost. 
THE RUBY, the Senior class book, is an annual printed on 
plate paper and elegantly bound. It is a pictorial volume pre-
senting an intimate view of the year's life, not only of the 
Class, but of the whole College. The book is sold at a price 
to cover cost. 
POST OFFICE AND SUPPLY STORE 
The College maintains a Post Office for the handling of all 
mail matter. Adjacent to the Post Office is a Supply Store, 
in which is kept on sale a full line of textbooks (new and 
second-hand), stationery, athletic goods, fruits and confections, 
souvenirs, novelties, and students' supplies. The profits of the 
Store are used in the support of the College Library. 
EXPENSES 
U rsinus College is a residential co llege. All students 
except those who reside in their own homes, occupy rooms pro-
vided by the College and take their meals in the college dining 
rooms. The expenses of the year are therefore comprehended in 
a single fee which covers class-room instruction, privileges of the 
library, the gymnasium and the infirmary, ordinary medical 
attention, care by the resident nurse, subscription to the 
U rsillus Weekly, admission to all athletic games on the home 
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grounds and to all numbers of the lecture and entertainment 
course, furnished room, including heat, light and attendance, 
and table board, exclusive of the Christmas and Easter recesses. 
This fee is from $625 to $665, depending on the location of 
the room occupied . The charge for a student attending college 
from his own home is $300. 
Each resident student supplies his own towels, two pairs 
of sheets for a single bed, mattress protector, a pair of pillow 
cases (19 x 34), a pair of blankets and a bedspread . 
Extra charges to cover the cost of materials in laboratory 
courses payable on or before November 14th, are as follows : 
Biology 3-4, 5-6 . . ..... $1 5 
Biology 7-8, 9-10..... . 20 
Biology 14. . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
Chemistry 1-2 ... ...... 15 
Chemistry 3-4. . . . . . . .. 15 
Chemistry 5-6 ....... . . $10 
Chemistry 7 -8 . . . . . . . . . 20 
Physics 1-2 .. . ... . . .. . 15 
Physics 3, 4 .. .. . . .. .. . 15 
Physics 5, 6. . . . . . . . . . . 15 
A charge of $10 is made in the last bill of the senior year 
to cover graduation expenses. 
A deposit of $10 is required of each student to defray any 
expenses incurred by injury to property. The unexpended 
balance is returned to the student when he leaves the institution. 
A student who is absent from college on account of sick-
ness or for any other reason, and retains his place in class, pays 
the fee in full during his absence except when the absence is 
continuous over a period exceeding two weeks, in which case 
a rebate is allowed resident students of $5 for each full week, 
on account of table board . No remittance is allowed on account 
of dismissal or withdrawal of a student from the institution 
during a semester. 
In case of sickness occurring at the institution the College 
maintains the right to enforce quarantine and to engage the 
services of a special attendant if necessary, but the College will 
not be responsible for the compensation of extra physicians, 
nurse or attendants, which compensation mu t be provided by 
the student or his parent or guardian. 
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FEES FOR INSTRUCTION IN MUSIC 
Private lessons per term of fifteen weeks: piano, once a 
week, $30; voice, once a week, $30. The charge for use of 
piano is $10 a year. 
PAYMENT OF BILLS 
A candidate for admission must pay $10 on account at the 
time he files his application in order to secure a place in the 
institution. A n enrolled student must pay $10 on or before 
April 25th of each year in order to secure a place for the 
ensuing year. In every case this payment is forfeited if the 
student fa ils to complete his registration. 
T he yearly charge to the student is payable in four install-
ments as follows : 
Resident 
Students 
At the opening of college .. . .. .. $156.25 
On or before November 14 .... . 156.25 
On or before January 30 . . ... . 156.25 







The bills may vary from the stated amounts in certain 
instances on account of location of rooms and laboratory 
charges. Bills are issued approximately thirty days in advance. 
Students whose accounts are still open will not receive credit 
for attendance upon classes after the dates of settlement 
announced above. 
Credits on account of scholarships or service under the 
Bureau of Self-Help are allowed on the November and March 
bills. 
Bills due the Supply Store or fees due any of the organiza-
tions in the College must be paid or their payment secured 
before the Saturday preceding the Commencement on which the 
student expects to receive his degree. 




The College offers a scholarship of Two Hundred and 
Fifty Dollars, provided by the Presser Foundation, to be used 
in assisting a student who desires to specialize in music. The 
scholarship may be divided between two students if in the · 
judgment of the President and the instructors in the Depart-
ment of Music, this seems advisable. 
PERMANENT SCHOLARSHIPS 
The College possesses forty-five permanent scholarships. 
The income of each scholarship is assigned annually to a student 
designated by the founder of the scholarship or by the College. 
The list of these scholarships is as follows: 
THE GEORGE WOLFF SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the Rev. 
George Wolff, D.D., of Myerstown, Pa., $1,000 
THE WILLIAM A. HELFFRICH SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the 
Rev. W. A. Hclffrich, D.D., of Fogelsville, Pa., 1,000 
THE NATHAN SPANGLER SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Mr. 
Nathan Spangler of York, Pa., 1,000 
THE ANNA M. BOMBERGER SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Mis! 
Anna M. Bomberger, with gifts amounting to $600, and com-
pleted by Mrs. H. S. Bomberger, both of Lancaster, Pa., 1,000 
THE ABRAHAM WAGNER SCHOLARSHIP, founded under the 
will of Mr. Abraham Wagner of the Robison Church, Berks 
County, Pa., 1,000 
THE CARSON SCHOLARSHIP, founded under the will of Cap-
tain John Carson of Newberg, Cumberland County, Pa., 1,000 
THE KELKER SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Mr. Rudolph F. 
Kelker of Harrisburg, Pa ., 1,000 
THE KEELEY SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Mr. Joseph Keeley 
of Spring City, Pa., 1,000 
THE JOHN B. FETTERS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, founded by 
Mrs. Rehecca B. Fetters of Uwchland, Chester County, Pa., in 
memory of her dereased son, who died after a week's attend-
ance at College in September, 1885, 1,000 
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THE JOHN BROWNBACK MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, founded 
by Mrs. Melinda M. Acker and Miss Mary M. Brownback 
of Uwchland, Chester County, Pa., in memory of their de-
ceased father, $1,000 
THE FRANKLIN W. KREMER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, 
founded by the Rev. F. W. Kremer, D.D., with gifts amount-
ing to $500, and completed by the Sunday-school of the First 
Reformed Church, of Lebanon, Pa., in grateful memory of his 
thirty-eight years' pastorate, by an endowment of $500, 1,000 
THE HENRY FRANCIS SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Mr. Henry 
Francis of Spring City, Pa ., $1,000 
THE CLEMENTINA R. STEWART SCHOLARSHIP, founded under 
the will of Miss Clementina R. Stewart of Myerstown, Pa., 1,000 
THE J. WILLIAM BIRELEY SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Mr. J. 
William Bireley of Frederick City, Md., 1,000 
THE JOHN B. ANn HORACE A. FETTERS SCHOLARSHIP, 
founded under the will of Miss Mary M. Brownback of 
Uwchland, Chester County, Pa., 1,000 
THE MARY M. BROWN BACK SCHOLARSHIP, founded under 
the will of Miss Mary M. Brownback of Uwchland, Chester 
County, Pa., 1,000 
THE FRANCES KREADY SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Miss 
Frances Kready of Lancaster, Pa., 2,000 
THE JOHN H. CONVERSE SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Mr. 
John H. Converse of Philadelphia, 1,000 
THE FREELAND G . HOBSON SCHOLARSHIP, founded under 
the will of Freeland G. Hobson, LL.D., '76, of Collegeville, 1,000 
THE STAUFFER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, founded in 
memory of Rebert U rsinus and John Donald Stauffer, deceased 
children of the pastor, Rev. J. J. Stauffer, by gifts amounting 
to $500 from the pastor and members of the Lykens Valley 
charge, and completed by a bequest of $500 under the will of 
Mrs. Elizabeth Ritzman of Gratz, Pa., 1.000 
THE SPRANKLE SCHOLARSHIP, founded under the will of 
Samuel Sprankle, deceased, of Altoona, Pa" 2,000 
THE FRANCIS MAGEE SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the late 
Francis Magee of Philadelphia, 1,000 
THE HI!IDELBERG SCHOLARSHIP, founded by a member of 
Heidelberg Reformed Church, York, Pa., 1,000 
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THE SAINT MARK'S SCHOLARSHIP, founded in 1918 by the 
members of Saint Mark's Reformed Church, Lebanon, Pa., 
in honor of their pastor, the Rev. I. Calvin Fisher, D.D., '89, 
and his wife, Eva S. Fisher, and in celebration of their 
twenty-fifth anniversary in the pastorate of Saint Mark's 
Church, $1,000 
THE BAHNER SCHOLARSHIP, founded in 1919 by the mem-
bers of Trinity Reformed Church, Waynesboro, Pa., in honor 
of the Rev. Franklin F. Bahner, D .D., '73, and his wife, Mary 
Ella Bahner, on their completion of forty-two years of devoted 
service in the pastorate of the Waynesboro charge, 1,000 
THE MARTIN B. NEFF SCHOLARSHIP, founded in memory 
of the late Martin B. Neff, of Alexandria, Pa., and in recogni-
tion of his life-long interest in Ursinus College, out of the 
funds of his estate, at the instance of his sister, Miss Annie 
Neff, 1,800 
THE PENNSYLVANIA FEMALE COLLEGE MEMORIAL SCHOLAR-
SHIP, founded by the Glenwood Association, a body of former 
students of the Pennsylvania Female College, in recognition 
of the earlier work done at Collegeville for the higher educa-
tion of women, 
THE WILLIAM URSIN US HELFFRICH SCHOLARSHIP, founded 
by Christ Reformed Church, Bath, Pa., on the twenty-fifth 
anniversary of the ministry of their pastor, 
THE JOSEPH H. HENDRICKS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, 
founded in memory of the Rev. Joseph H. Hendricks, D .D., 
for forty-three years (1862-1905) pastor of Trinity Church, 
Col1egeville, and for eighteen years (1887-1906) a Director of 
Ursinus Col1ege, by his friend, Jacob P. Buckwalter, of 
Macon, Georgia, 
THE SILAS H . RUSH SCHOLARSHIP, founded in memory of 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Silas H. Rush, by Mrs. E . R. 
Hoffman, of Philadelphia, 
THE J . B. SHONTZ MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the 
Congregation and Sunday-school of Saint John's Reformed 
Church, Chambersburg, Pa., in memory of their former pastor, 
the late Rev. J. B. Shontz, 
THE HILLTOWN SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the Hilltown 
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THE TRINITY BIBLE SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the 
Bible School of Trinity Reformed Church, Philadelphia, $2,000 
THE ASPDEN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Newton 
J. Aspden, of Trinity Reformed Church, Philadelphia, in 
memory of his beloved wife, Levinah Erb Aspden, 5,000 
THE TRUMBOWER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, founded by 
H. C. Trumbower, of Trinity Reformed Church, Phila-
delphia, in memory of his parents, Dr. Lewis T. and Annie B. 
Troxel Trumbower, 5,000 
THE PAISLEY SCHOLARSHIP, founded in honor of Mrs. 
Carrie Strassburger Paisley, of Trinity Reformed Church, 
Philadelphia, 2,000 
THE SCHWENKSVILLE COMMUNITY SCHOLARSHIP, founded 
by the citizens of Schwenksville, Pa., 2,000 
THE BETHANY TABERNACLE SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the 
congregation of Bethany Tabernacle Reformed Church, Phila-
delphia, the Rev. H. H. Hartman, '94, pastor, 2,000 
THE SAINT PAUL'S, LANCASTER, SCHOLARSHIP, founded by 
the congregation of Saint Paul's Reformed Church, Lancaster, 
Pa., the Rev. T. A. Alspach, D.D., '07, pastor, 2,000 
THE JAMES W. MEMINGER SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the 
congregation of Saint Paul's Reformed Church, Lancaster, 
Pa., in honor of the Rev. James W. Meminger, D.D., '84, 
former pastor, 1,000 
THE SAINT JOHN'S, ORWIGSBURG, SCHOLARSHIP, founded by 
the congregation of Saint John's Reformed Church, Orwigs-
burg, Pa., the Rev. D. R. Krebs, '02, pastor, 1,000 
THE MEYRAN SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Louis A. Meyran 
and his wife, Marie H. Meyran, of Grace Reformed Church, 
Pittsburgh, Pa., 2,000 
THE LEROY BOYER LAUBACH SCHOLARSHIP, founded in 
memory of LeRoy Boyer Laubach by his mother, Mrs. M. B. 
Laubach of Philadelphia, Pa., 2,000 
THE OMWAKE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, founded by W. T. 
Omwake, Esq., of Waynesboro, Pennsylvania, as a memorial 
to his parents, Henry and Eveline Beaver Omwake, 2,000 
THE ApPEL MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, founded under the 
will of the Rev. Richard S. Appel , D.D., as a memorial to hi s 
son, Robert . Appel, A.B., '01, deceased, 2,000 
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THE ANNIE NEFF SCHOLARSHIP, founded under the will of 
Miss Annie Neff of Alexandria, Huntingdon County, Pa., $1,500 
THE GRACE CHURCH SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Milton 
Warner and Wilson H. Lear of Grace Reformed Church, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 1,000 
BUREAU OF SELF-HELP 
This bureau, conducted under the management of officers 
of the College, provides opportunities in which students may 
meet part of their expenses by serving in working positions in 
the institution. These positions are standardized so as to 
represent an amount of work not likely to overtax the physical 
resources of the student nor to interfere with his studies. Posi-
tions under the Bureau of Self-Help, however, always must be 
regarded as taking precedence over any extra-curriculum stu-
dent activities. A standard position, as a waitership in the 
dining room, yields compensation amounting to One Hundred 
and Seventy-five Dollars for the year. About sixty positions, 
representing varying amounts and types of work, are open to 
students. 
MEDICAL SERVICE 
The regular fee paid by students entitles them to medical 
treatment without charge. The College Physician, whose aim 
is to maintain health as well as to treat disease, may be con-
sulted in his office on the campus during office hours, and he 
will regularly visit patients lodged in the infirmaries or con-
fined to their rooms. The Resident Nurse is in charge of the 
infirmaries, cares for the sick under the direction of the 
Physician, attends to minor ills and injuries, and lends her aid 
in maintaining physical health and efficiency among the students 
of the College. 
Each student is given a physical examination on entering 
college, and is advised a to ways and means of maintaining 
health and fitness for work. 
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BUILDINGS 
BOMBERGER MEMORIAL HALL, named for the first Presi-
dent of the College, is a large and imposing structure in the 
Romanesque style of architecture, built of Pennsylvania blue 
marble. In this building are the auditorium, recitation rooms, 
laboratories, music studios, day studies, and administration 
offices. The College is indebted for the building to the gen-
erosity of the late Robert Patterson of Philadelphia, a dis-
tinguished benefactor of the College, and to gifts from numerous 
other friends. The CLARK MEMORIAL ORGAN, erected in 1916 
as the gift of Mrs. Charles Heber Clark, of Conshohocken, Pa., 
occupies a position in the front of the chapel in Bomberger 
Hall. The organ is a memorial to the late Charles Heber 
Clark, LL.D. 
The ALUMNI MEMORIAL LIBRARY is a building of Chest-
nut Hill stone in Colonial style and planned in accordance with 
the latest ideas of library administration. The space on the 
main floor is unbroken, constituting one large hall surrounded 
with book shelves, and equipped for reading and study. In the 
wings adjoining are seminar rooms, workrooms, the office of 
the librarian, a faculty room, and a museum. In the space 
between the wings in the rear is a fireproof stack room planned 
for three tiers of stacks, having a capacity of 60,000 volumes. 
There are large, well-lighted downstairs compartments con-
taining fireproof vaults, workrooms, lavatories, and ample space 
for storage. This building erected by the Alumni and non-
graduate former students is a tribute to their fellows who 
served their country in the Great War and a memorial to those 
who gave their lives in the service. On the walls of a beautiful 
marble vestibule are appropriate inscriptions. 
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FREELAND HALL, the original building of Freeland 
Seminary, DERR HALL and STINE HALL constitute a group of 
buildings for domestic purposes. The buildings are of stone 
having a light sand fin ish four stories in height with a fifth story 
of dormer rooms. On the two lower floors are the dining 
rooms, four in number, the kitchen, storage rooms, and the 
office of the dietitian . The upper floors are fitted up for the 
residence of men students. The rooms are of varying size, 
designed for one or two occupants, a number being arranged 
en suite. Ample lavatory, bath and toilet facilities are provided 
on each floor . 
THE BRODBECK and CURTIS DORMITORIES FOR MEN 
are new buildings of exactly the same size and design. They 
are in English Colonial style and are built of Chestnut Hill 
stone. Each building has four floors, the downstairs floor 
being devoted partly to storage. The rooms are spacious, well-
lighted and easy of access by means of fireproof stairways. 
These buildings embody the latest and best ideas with reference 
to student residence. They bear the names of esteemed con-
temporary benefactors of the College-Andrew R . Brodbeck 
and Cyrus H . K. Curtis. 
THE THOMPSON-GAY GYMNASIUM is a new building 
occupying a convenient position adjoining Patterson Field. It 
is built of native brownstone, structural steel and concrete. 
It contains a playing-floor, two locker rooms, two shower rooms, 
a gallery for spectators, coaches' offices, storage rooms, a fireproof 
furnace room, and living quarters for employes. At one end 
of the main floor is a completely equipped theatrical stage. 
Portable seating constitutes part of the equipment of the build-
ing. The seating capacity when used as a theater is one thou-
sand. This building is a memorial to Robert W. Thompson, 
'12, and George H. Gay, '13, noted Ursinus athletes, both of 
whom died in their senior year in College. 
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THE URSIN US COLLEGE ATHLETIC CLUB is located on 
the north side of Main Street about a ten minutes' walk west 
of the campus. This was originally the home of the distin-
guished Muhlenberg family of Colonial days. The building 
occupies a commanding site embracing ten acres of grounds. It 
has been equipped for its present use and provides comfortable 
accommodations for twenty-five men. 
OLEVIAN HALL, a large old-fashioned dwelling on the 
west campus, is one of the residences for young women. This 
building has all the appointments of a complete home. The 
rooms are large, well furnished and comfortable. 
SHREINER HALL, fronting on Main Street and facing the 
college campus, is a residence hall for young women. This is a 
three-story brick building arranged for the accommodation of 
twenty-nine students. On the first Roar are a reception room 
and the office of the Dean of Women. 
TRINITY COTTAGE is a residence for young women located 
in Sixth Avenue, having eighteen rooms. This building, with 
the grounds on which it is located, represents a joint benefaction 
to the college by Henry M. Housekeeper, an elder in Trinity 
Reformed Church, Philadelphia, and the late Abram G. 
Grater, who was an elder in Trinity Reformed Church, 
Norristown, Pa. 
The MAPLES, a three story building located on Main 
Street, opposite the east campus, a residence hall for women, has 
a capacity for thirty students. 
GLENWOOD, a building located near the historic site of the 
one-time Pennsylvania Female College, is leased by the College 
and used as additional residence quarters for young women 
students. 
LYNNEWOOD and FIRCROFI' are private residence halls for 
students located off campus but convenient to the College. 
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SPRANKLE HALL, on the east campus fronting Fifth 
Avenue, is a large residence, three stories in height, with 
porches and veranda, providing apartments for officers and 
employes of the institution. 
SUPERHOUSE, the attractive residence on Main Street oppo-
site the college grounds bequeathed to the College by the late 
Henry W. Super, D.D., LL.D., Vice-President and Professor 
of Mathematics, 1870-1891, and Acting President, 1892-1893, 
and constituting a fitting memorial of his long and valued 
services to the institution, is the home of the President. 
THE EGER GATEWAY, a beautiful piece of work in Chest-
nut Hill and Indiana stone masonry and hand-wrought iron, 
was erected in 1925 by George P. Eger, of Reading, Penn-
sylvania, father of a member of the graduating class, in appre-
ciation of the work of the College. It constitutes the entrance 
to the avenue leading to Freeland Hall. 
A central heat and water plant furnishes steam heat for 
the principal buildings, and distributes excellent water from 
artesian wells to all the buildings on the premises. 
LABORATORIES 
THE BIOLOGY LABORATORY is on the first floor of Bom-
berger Memorial Hall, and has a north and west exposure. 
The room is 30 x 40 feet in size, is well lighted and thoroughly 
fitted with tables, desks, cabinets, lockers, aquaria, etc. The 
laboratory equipment consists of modern compound microscopes 
including a demonstration binocular, dissecting microscopes, 
camera lucida, microtomes, projection lantern, water baths, 
incubator, and other apparatus, and such glassware and reagents 
as are needed in the study of general morphology, histology 
and cytology of plants and animals. Additional equipment 
is provided from year to year. Each student is provided with 
all the instruments, glassware and reagents needed. 
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A considerable collection of zoological and botanical 
material, including the private collection of the late Professor 
P. Calvin Mensch, bequeathed to the College, is used for 
museum and illustration purposes. The recent gift of Henry 
Croskey Allen, M.D., of Norristown, Pa., adds valuable dem-
onstration material. This consists of a full size human manikin, 
a complete set of lantern slides on human anatomy, a large 
number of histological and embryological microscopic slides, and 
a set of neurological wall-charts. 
A special laboratory for anatomy and physiology has been 
fitted up in one of the downstairs rooms of Bomberger Hall. 
THE PHYSICS LABORATORY is on the second floor of 
Bomberger Hall. Modern improvements have recently been 
introduced and large additions made to the equipment, so that 
excellent facilities are provided for experimental work in 
Physics. The apparatus is of modern design, and has been 
selected with great care from the best European and American 
makers. 
THE CHEMISTRY LABORATORY occupies the large down-
stairs compartment of Bomberger Hall. The laboratory is well 
lighted and is provided with artificial ventilation by means of 
powerful exhaust fans. It contains all the necessary apparatus 
for experimental work in general, analytical, organic and physi-
ological chemistry. Each table is furnished with such appliances 
as are necessary for gas generation and measurement, distilla-
tion and the performance of all experiments pertaining to the 
courses offered. A separate room for gravimetric measure-
ment affords facilities for the most accurate work in quantitative 
analysis. 
THE COLLEGE LIBRARY 
The College Library contains about twenty thousand 
volumes, selected mainly for the purpose of study, reference 
and thoughtful reading. The Alumni Memorial Library 
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Building is open every week-day from 8.15 a. m. to 6 p. m., 
Sundays 2 to 4 p. m., and on appointed evenings during the 
week. Each student is permitted to take out two volumes at a 
time. Special arrangements have been made which enable:: 
students to obtain books from Philadelphia libraries. 
The reading room is supplied with foreign and Am~rican 
periodicals. The shelves contain several thousand volumes for 
ready reference, encyclopedias, dictionaries, and other books for 
particular use. The following newspapers and periodicals 
appear on the files during the course of the year: 
N EwsPAPERs.-The United States Daily, The New York 
Times, The Public Ledger, The Philadelphia Record, The 
Allentown Morning Call, The Manchester Guardian, 
Reformed Church Messenger, Reformed Church Record, Chris-
tian World, The Christian Century and the local papers. 
PERIODICALS.-The Atlantic Monthly, Scribner's Maga-
zine, The Century Magazine, Harper's Magazine, The Book-
man, The World's Work, The Contemporary Review, The 
Fortnightly Review, The Nineteenth Century and After, The 
North American Review, The Outlook, The Nation, The New 
Republic, The Survey, The Review of Reviews, Current 
History, The Forum, The Yale Review, The Hibbert Journal, 
The International Journal of Ethics, The Journal of Religion, 
Review of the Churches, The Mi sionary Review, The Out-
look of Missions, Die Abendschule, Das Deutsche Echo, 
Le Petit Journal, Asia, The Geographic Magazine, The 
Scientific American, The Scientific Monthly, Science, Scientia, 
Forest Leaves, The American Naturalist, The Farm Journal, 
Political Science Quarterly, Philosophical Review, Mind, The 
American Journal of Psychology, The Psychological Review, 
The Psychological Bulletin, The Journal of Philosophy, The 
London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and 
Journal of Science, The Classical Review, School and Society, 
The School Review, School Life, Pennsylvania School Journal, 
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The Journal of the National Educational Association, Mathe-
matics Teacher, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, Physical 
Review, The Modern Language Journal, General Physiology, 
Mental Hygiene, Social Hygiene, Hygeia, American Journal 
of Public Health, Inter-America, Annals of the American 
Academy, Commerce Monthly, Federal Reserve Bulletin, The 
Journal of Business, Bureau of Standards Journal of Re-
search, Foreign Affairs, Foreign Policy Association Informa-
tion Service, and a number of other periodicals. 
LISTS OF STUDENTS 
Abbreviations are used to designate residence balls as follows: F. H ., Free· 
land Hall; D. H., Del r Hall; S. H., Stine Hall; A. c., Athletic Club; Sh. H., 
Sbreiner Hall; O. H. , Olevian Hall; T. C., Trinity Cottage; Mp., Tbe Maples; 
G., Glenwood; B. D. , Brodbeck Dormitory; C. D., Curtis Dormitory. 
THE CLASSICS GROUP 
KENNETH NEAL ALEXANDER ......•• Chester . .. ................. F. H. 
Chester High School 
GLADYS MAE BARNES ..•....... .•.• York ... . .... ....... ....... T. C. 
York High School 
MALCOLM ELVIN BARR ..... • ..... • Mahanoy City .... ....... . . D. H. 
Mahanoy City High School 
LOIs BARRIER BECK .•............. • Blain . . .. . .... . . ....... . .. Sh. H. 
Littlestown High School 
PAUL FORD BERKENSTOCK ...... ... • Spring City . . . ..... ... ... .. F. H. 
Spring City High School 
BARTON LERoy BURKHART ... . .... . East Earl, R. D . ............ F. H. 
Terre Hill High School 
RUTH CONSTANCE CARPENTER ..... . 1l1ientowll ................ Sh. H . 
Allentown High School 
ANNA MAY CONNOR .........•... • N. Wildwood, N. J . ... ... . . .. Mp. 
Wildwood High School 
CLARENCE CLAIR CUNARD ... ..... . . Pitman, N. J . .............. F. H. 
Pitman High School 
WILLIAM HENRY DENNEY, JR ...• .. GlenoldC1l . . . ...... . .. Gymnasium 
Glen-Nor High School 
GEORGE WILLIAM ENGLE ......•. .• Ma/lQlloy City ............. . S. H. 
Mahanoy City High School 
JOHN PAUL ENGLISH .............. Royersford ............ Royersford 
Royersford High School 
ROBERT ELLSWORTH EpPEHIMER .... . Philadelphia ............... D. H. 
Brown Preparatory School 
JACOB SHEETZ FOOSE .. ............ york ..................... . D. H. 
'Vm. Penn Senior High School 
JOHN EDWIN Fox ................. Bernville, R. D . ............. D. H . 
Penn Township High School 
CHARLES EDWIN FRANKE .......... . Fox Chase ................ . S. H. 
Cheltenham High School 
JOHN REAGLE GULICK . .. .... .... . . Bangor .................... F. H. 
Lafayette College 
MAYNARD ROBERT HUNTER ........ . Paoli ...................... B. D. 
Berwyn High School 
JAMES EDWARD KLINGAMAN, JR ..... Dover ..................... F. H . 
'''est York High chool 
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GILBERT RANEY KUGLER ... .. ..... Plliladelphia ............... F. H. 
Northeast High School 
PAUL FRANK LEFEVER ............ . AsMand, N. J . ..... .... ..... B. D. 
Lancaster High School 
HARVEY MELVIN LYTLE ........... Sassamansville ............. S. H. 
Boyertown High School 
JOSEPH NELSON PEDRICK .......... . Monroeville, N. J • .......... S. H. 
Woodstown High School 
HELEN JUNE REBER .............• • Allentown .................... G. 
Allentown High School 
JOHN HENRY SANDO .............. . Hanover .. . . ... ... ...... . .. C. D. 
State Forest School 
WILLIAM CHARLES SCHWAB ........ Philadelphia . . ... .... ...... F. H. 
Central Evening High School 
Roy BERTRAM SMITH ............. . N orwood .... ........ Gymnasium 
Glen-Nor High School 
FREEM~N HOCKMAN SWARTZ . ..... . Norristown . .. ........ Norristown 
Brown Preparatory School 
JACOB RODGER WEAVER ......... ... Terre Hill .. ....... . .. ... . .. S. H. 
Terre Hill High School 
ROBERT GRIMACY WELLER ........ . Pottstown .............. Pottstown 
Pottstown High School 
EVELYN ZIMMERMAN WETZEL .... . Allentown .. ..... .......... 0. H. 
Allentown High School 
ELAM GERHART WIEST .. . ......... Denver, R. D . ...... .... .... . S. H. 
Denver High School 
JOHN MARSHALL WITMER ........ . LOT/caster, R.D . ............. S. H. 
Franklin and Marshall Academy 
CALVIN DANIEL YOST, JR ....... . . . Collegeville .......... Collegeville 
Collegeville High School 
THE MATHEMATICS GROUP 
STEWART ROLANDUS BAKER . ........ York ...... .. . ............. D. H. 
York High School 
STEPHEN JEROME BARANOSKI ....... South River, N. J . . . . . ..... .. S. H. 
South River High School 
JANE UNRUH BOWLER .. . . ........ . Haddonfield, N. J . . ........ .... G. 
Haddonfield High School 
ROBERT LUTHER BOyER ... . .......• Elizabethville .............. B. D. 
West Philadelphia High School 
ANNA BEATRICJ! BUNN . .. .... .... • Pottstown, R .D. . ..... Collegeville 
North Coventry High School 
ELIZABETH FISHJ!R COOMBS ......... Wildwood Gables, N. J . ..... T. C. 
Wildwood High School 
LJ!MUJ!L VANLJ!NNJ!P DAVIES . .. . . . . Matawan, N. J • ............ D. H. 
Matawan High School 
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Ross BUNTING DAVIS, JR ........... Philadelphia ............... C. D. 
Friends Central High School 
FOSTER LEROY DENNIS ............. West Milton .... . ..... . ..... B. D. 
Milton High School 
BLANCHE ELLA FEHR ............. . Landingville .............. Sh. H. 
Reading High School 
JOHN WILLIAM FERTIG ........... . Sheridan . .... . .... .. ...... D. H. 
Lebanon High School 
ISABEL RISLER HOGELAND ......... . Southampto11 ............... Sh. H. 
Lower Moreland High School 
EMILY ISABEL HOUCK ............ . Reading ... .... . .. .. ..... .. 0. H. 
Reading High School for Girls 
HELEN LoNG JACKSON ...... . . ....• Collegeville, R.D. . . . . Collegeville 
Collegeville High School 
HARRY HAAS JOHNSON ... .. ...... . Northumberland .. ....... . . B. H. 
Northumberland High School 
RUTH IDA JOHNSON . ............. . Northumberland ............ T. C. 
Northumberland High School 
NORMAN WEISEL KRATZ ........•.. Chalfont ................... F. H. 
Temple College 
RUTH MARKLEY LANDES ........... Yerkes ................... Yerkes 
Collegeville High School 
CLAIRE JOANNA MACNAMEE ....... . Norwood .................. Sh. H. 
Philadelphia High School for Girls 
ROBERT DANIEL MILLER ....... . ... Camden, N. J • ... . .......... C. D. 
Camden High School 
IVA KATHRYN MISSiMER •.•....••• • Pottstown ..... .... . ... . .... 0 . H. 
Pottstown High School 
STEVE JOSEPH MORDES ....... ... .. . South River, N. J . .......... S. H. 
South River High School 
EVA BROWNBACK PiERSON .......... Conshoho cken ............. Sh. H. 
Conshohocken High School 
ZEILIA HERMAN IE PROPES .......... Norristown ........... Norristown 
Norristown High School 
LOVEDAY JANE RADCLIFFE . ...... • •. Philadelphia ............. Fircroft 
Frankford High School 
WILLIAM RUSSELL ROBBINS .....•.. Woodstown, N. J . ........... C. D. 
Woodstown High School 
ELEANOR NORMA ROEDER . . .. ...... Philadelphia . .. . ..... Collegevi11e 
Frankford High School 
EMILY MAE ROTH .. ...... ...... . . Spring Ctiy . .......... Spring City 
Spring City High School 
MARY GORDON RULE ............. . Freehold, N. J . ............. 0. H . 
Manasquan High School 
NELLIE OLIVE SARGEANT .......... . Martins Creek .............. Mp. 
Easton High School 
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WALTER BENJAMIN SCHEIRER ... . . . Mahanoy City ............. . S. H. 
Mahanoy City High School 
ADA VELMA SCHOENLY . ... ........ East Greenville . .. East Greenville 
East Greenville High School 
DOROTHY ELIZABETH SEITZ .• . ...... Reading .................. Sh. H. 
Mt. Penn High School 
GRACE ANNABEL STETLER ......... . 1l11etltown, R.D . ............ 0. H. 
Whitehall High School 
MARION JANE STYER .............. Norristowtl, R.D . ...... Norristown 
Ambler High School 
ELEANOR MAE TOMLINSON .... . ... . Philadelphia ............... O. H. 
Lansdowne High School 
DAVID OSCAR TRAUGER . ...... . .. .. Bedmi1lster ................ C. D. 
Doylestown High School 
PA UI. RAYMOND WAGNER ... ....... Tamaqua .................. D. H. 
Tamaqua High School 
RUFUS RAY WILLIAMS ............ Williamstown .............. F. H. 
Williamstown High School 
JANICE MARIE WILT .............. york .... . . .. .. ...... . Lynnewood 
York High School 
CATHARINE ELIZABETH WITMAN .... Llanerch .................. Sh. H. 
West Philadelphia High School for Girls 
THE CHEMISTRY-BIOLOGY GROUP 
ALFONSO JOSEPH BALCH ............ Philadelphia ............... D. H. 
Paulsboro High School 
ROBERT LAKE BATEMAN ........... Port Norris, N. J . .. ......... C. D. 
Port Norris High School 
DAVID JOSEPH BLOCK .............. Brooklytl, N. Y . ............ B. D. 
Collegeville High School 
JOSEPH WILLIAM BROOKES ......... Gloucester H eiglits, N. J . ... S. H. 
Gloucester City High School 
JAMES HAROLD BROWN ............• Readitlg ..... .. .... .. ... . .. B. D. 
Reading High School 
WALTER IRWIN BUCHERT ......... . Pottstown, R.D . ......... Pottstown 
Pottstown High School 
WILMER FLETCHER BURNS ........ . Gloucester City, N. J .. ....... B. D. 
Gloucester City High School 
TAMES STEPHENSON CARR ......... . Doyiesto'tlJ1l, R.D . ..... Doylestown 
Brown Preparatory School 
JOHN BOYD COATES, JR ............. Glenside ................... C. D. 
Abington High School 
ADELAIDE DUNCAN CONOVER ...... . ElIglishtown, N. J . .......... T. C. 
Freehold High School 
FRED STOUT CONOVER .............. Englishtown, N. J . ......... D. H. 
Freehold High School 
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EVELYN MATTHEWS COOK ........ • Farmingdale, N. 1 ....... .. . T. C. 
Freehold High School 
ORMAN LYLE COOK . ... . ... . ..... Philadelphia . . . ..... ... . ... D. H. 
Frankford High School 
KENNETH SHEPPARD COOMBS . ...... Wildwood Gables, N. 1 .... .. B. D. 
Perkiomen Preparatory School 
SCOTT VEASEY COVERT ............. Camde7l, N. 1 ... . . . .. . . .... S. H. 
Camden High School 
THOMAS HENRY DEMBINSKI. ...... . Sollth River, N. 1 .... .. .. . . .. S. H. 
Rutgers University 
CHARLES SPIEGEL DOTTERER, JR .... Quakertow71 . .. ........ .. . . B. D. 
Quakertown High School 
RUSSELL MAURICE Fox ........... . St. Clair ... .. .. ·· ··· ··· · ·· . B. D. 
Montclair Academy, Montclair, N. J. 
LEON FREyMAN ................... Norristown . . . . .... . . . orristown 
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy 
IRA TRANSUE FRITZ . . ..... .. .. . .. . Bangor . . ... . . . ..... ...... . D. H. 
Bangor High School 
HORACE ELMER GODSHALL ......... • Royersford .. . .... .. .. . . ... . C. D. 
Royersford High School 
MARGUERITE VINING GOLDTHWAITE.Harrisbllrg . . . .. ... .. . .. . . . Sh. H . 
John Harris High School 
MABEL VIRGINIA GOOD ............ Ri'Verto7l, N. 1 .. .. . ... Collegeville 
Palymra High School 
MELVIN ALBERT GREER ........... . Gle71 Ridge, N. J . . .. • . ... . . . B . D. 
Spring City High School 
JESSE GEORGE HAFER ..... . ....... . Boyertown ..... .... . .. . . .. . C. D. 
Reading High School 
ROBERT GERALD HENNESSy . . ....... Doylestown . . . .... .. ....... B. D. 
Doylestown High School 
PERCY LAMPREY HIPPLE, JR ....... . /lmbler ...... .. ... .... . ... . C. D. 
University of Pennsylvania 
MERL RAYMOND JAMISON .. . . . .. . . /I llellwood . .... . ...... . .... C. D. 
Milton High School 
MARGARET ALLEGRA JOHNSON . . .... Upper Darby ... .... . ······ .T. C. 
Upper Darby High School 
RUSSELL KELLOW ................• Bangor . ......... . ...... . . . C. D. 
Bangor High School 
CATIIARINE MAY KEPLINGER ....... Philadelphia .. ....... . .... 0. H . 
West Philadelphia High School 
HAROLD GRIFFIN KERPER ..... . . . . . Chestllllt Hill ........ ····· . F. H. 
Springfield IIigh School 
TIIOMAS TAYLOR KOCHENDERFER .. . 1l rcola . . . . . . ..... . ....... Arcola 
Central High School 
MARIAN ALICE KOliN . . ......... . . If"illiamsport .. . ............ Mp. 
\Villiamsport High chool 
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EDWARD CHARLES KOTTCAMP, JR ... . Philadelphia ............... B. D. 
Temple University High School 
RHONA ENID LAWRENCE ........... Pennington, N. 1 . ... ...... Fircroft 
Hopewell High School 
IRWIN SNYDER LEINBACH ......... . Reading .... ... ........ . ... C. D. 
Reading High School 
CLARENCE SWINEHART LIVINGOOD ... Elverson .............. .... D. H. 
Caernarvou High School 
NICKOLO LUCiA ... .... ........ ...• york .. ...... ... ... .. .. .... D. H. 
York High School 
GEORGE RUSSEL McBATH .......... Watsontown ........... . ... . C. D. 
Watsontown High School 
PAUL ALVIN MATTiS ...... ...... .. Royersford ..... ...... ..... . C. D. 
Royersford High School 
ABNER OLIVER MILLER ........... . Red Hill ............... Red Hill 
East Greenville High School 
ROBERT CLAMER MILLER ........ . . Collegeville .......... Collegeville 
Collegeville High School 
JAMES LEONARD MILNER .......... . Pliiladelpliia .. ......... ... A. C. 
Wesleyan University 
JOAN PERA MIRZA . . ......... ... .. Collegeville . .......... Superhouse 
Collegeville High School 
ARTHUR DANIEL MOLL ............ Womelsdorf ... ...... ...... D. H. 
Womelsdorf High School 
EARL ANTHONY MOORE ........... . Bowmansdale .............. C. D. 
New Cumberland High School 
JOHN CARSON MOST ........•...•• . Pliiladelpliia ............... B. D. 
Frankford High School 
FRED MUELLER, JR ...... .... ...... Collegeville .......... Collegeville 
Collegeville High School 
ELMER RAYMOND PLACE .......... . Fairview flillage ........ Fairview 
Collegeville High School 
ROBERT CARL ROTH .............. . Spring City .. ..... ... . Spring City 
Spring City High School 
HARRY KELLER ROYER ......•..... • Stevt1ls .................... B. D. 
Denver High School 
DANIEL SASSI. .................... Yorklown, R.D., N. J . ...... F. H. 
Woodstown High School 
HOWARD PAUL SCHINK ........... . Duquesne ... . .......... .... B. D. 
Slippery Rock State Normal School 
JAMES MAHLON SCHLEGEL ......... Tamaqua .................. B. D. 
Tamaqua High School 
WILLIAM EDWARD SCHOELLER ...... Freeland ................... S. n. 
Freeland High School 
MORTIMER EARL SCHWARTZ ...... . Soulli River, N. J . ......... D. H. 
South River High School 
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HOWARD WILMER SLOTfER ..•..•.• • East Greenville ... . East Greenville 
East Greenville High School 
SAMUEL SMITH .... .•.•• • •.•••••• • Pottstown . ... ... . . . . . .. Pottstown 
Pottstown High School 
CARL RICHARD SNYDER ........... . Lancaster . . .. ... . . . .... . . .. S. H. 
Millersville State Normal School 
ROLAND ROGER SPANGLER ....... .. . York . .. ... ... .... . .. . . .... B. D. 
York High School 
PETER VANRENSSELAER STEELE ..•. • Pottstown ... ... .. .... .. Pottstown 
Johns Hopkins University 
DANIEL HAROLD STEPHENSON ....• .• Haddonfield, N. 1 .. . .. . . . ... C. D. 
Collingswood High School 
HENRY BARRELL STROCK .•...•.•. . Bedford . . ... . . . .... . . . . .. . C. D. 
Bedford High School 
WILLIAM CLIFFORD THOROUGHGOOD.Sharoll Hill . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. B. D. 
Chester High School 
WILLIAM GEORGE ULMER, JR ..... . Philadelphia ... . . ... ....... B. D. 
Northeast High School 
DAVID WEINRAUB . .......... . .. . . New Brunswick, N. 1 . ... ... F. H. 
New Brunswick High School 
VLADIMIR MICHAEL WISLOCKY ..... . Emaus ....... .. .. . ..... . .. . C. D. 
Emaus High School 
JOE THOMAS WOLFEL . ...... . . . ... A lIentown .. ..... .. .. . .... . B. D. 
Greenbrier Military School 
RAYMOND SEILER WOLFGANG ..•..• • AsMand . . . .. . .... .. . . .. . .. F. H. 
Ashland High School 
THE HISTORY-SOCIAL SCIENCE GROUP 
HENRY HIESTER ALDEN ............ Warretl, Ohio .... ...... ... A. C. 
Warren High School 
PAUL SPERLING ANDERS ........... Gilber/sville .. . .... . Gilbertsville 
Pottstown High School 
RAYE HIESTAND ASH ........ .. .... Parker Ford . . .. . ........ Fircroft 
Spring City High School 
JANET MARJORIE BARNES ... . . . .... Eas/oll ..... . . . ..... . .... Fircroft 
Easton High School 
ELWOOD FRANKLIN BAVER .......... Polls/own, R.D . . . . ...... . .. D . H. 
Pottstown High School 
WILLIAM STOCKS BEDDALL ... .. ... N orris/ow 1I ..... . .... . orristown 
Norristown High School 
WALTER FUNK BELTZ ......... .. .. T elford, R .D . ... . .... . .. . Telford 
Schwenksville High School 
FLORENCE ODELL BENJAMIN .. ... .. CIJts/er .. .............. . . Fircroft 
Chester High School 
NELSON MARKLEY BORTZ ..... . .... Collegeville . . .... . ... ColJegevilJe 
Collegeville High School 
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LEO ALBERT BRESSLER ....•.•.•..•. H egi1ls . . .......... . ....... F. H. 
Hegins High School 
ABBIE REEVES CARTER .. . ....•...• C01lshohockeTI . . ............... G 
Conshohocken High School 
RUTH SIGMAN CHRISMAN .......... Elverso1l, R.D. . ...... . .. Fircroft 
Pottstown High School 
JOE ANTHONY CITTA .............. Toms River, N. 1 . .......... D. H. 
Toms River High School 
GEORGE ALFRED CLARK ........... • Cape May Ct. HOllse, N. 1 . .. C. D. 
Middle Township High School 
MARY BENNETT COBB ............ Haddo1lfield, N. 1 . ..... . . ..... . G 
Haddonfield High School 
MARY ANNE CRAWFORD . .......... Clift01l Heights .. . .. . Collegeville 
Upper Darby High School 
MELVA DELPHINE DANEHOWER ..... Norristow1l .............. Fircroft 
Norristown High School 
HARRIETTE BLANCHE DRYSDALE ..... Chester . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... Mp. 
Chester High School 
FRANK LOUIS DUGHI. ............ . Somerville N. 1 . .. . . . ....... B. D. 
St. Benedict Preparatory School, Newark, N. J. 
ALVIN REEVES FEATHERER ... . ..... . Pe1l1zsgrove, N. 1 . .... . . . .. . . S. H. 
Pennsgrove High School 
WILLIAM CARLISLE FERGUSON ..... . Philadelphia .... .. ......... S. H. 
West Philadelphia High School for Boys 
HOWELL MAURICE FORGy .......... Philadelphia ..... . ..... .. .. S. H. 
West Philadelphia High School 
ROBERTA HARRISON FRANTZ . •.. • ... Chester .... . ... ... ... Lynnewood 
Chester High School 
GENE ROSSWELL FRy ............. . Milto1l ........ ... . .. ...... . F. H. 
Milton High School 
ELSA WORTH GARRETT . . ..... . .... Collegeville .... ...... Collegeville 
Collegeville High School 
AUSTIN ALBERT GAVIN, JR . .. .. . .. . Schwe1lksville .... .. Schwenksville 
Schwenksville High School 
DOROTHY LAVINIA GEISER .. . .. . . .. Philadelphia . ... .. . .. Collegeville 
Germantown High School 
MAY LOUISE GRIM .. . .... . . ...... Perkasie . . .............. Fircroft 
Perkasie High School 
JOHN STAUFFER HARTMAN . .. . .. ... LittlestoW1l .... . .......... C. D. 
ortheast High School, Philadelphia 
RANDOLPH GEOFFREY HELFFRICH .. . 8ath .... . .......... . .. . ... A. C. 
Bethlehem High School 
WARREN KEENER HESS . . . . .. .. .. . . Readi1lg .. . ..... ... ..... .. . C. D. 
Reading High School for Boys 
AUSTIN CADWALLADER HILL ....... Milloll ........... .. ....... D. H. 
Milton High chool 
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HOWARD BEAN HORROCKS ..... .. ..• Coli egevill e, R.D. . ... Collegeville 
Perkiomen Prep3rato ry School 
RUEBEN EVERETI HUNTER .... . .. . . Spring City . ....... . ... .... B. D. 
Spring City High School 
KATHRYN VIRGINIA INMAN ... . .. . . Cape May Court House, N. J. 
Middle Township High School Lynnewood 
ELSIE MARGARET KERTH . . . .. ....•• Chester ....... . ...... Lynnewood 
Chester High School 
BEATRICE MARY KLEIN .. . .. ...• • • Ra/ms .................... Rahns 
Collegeville High School 
WILUAM HARLAN KLINE . . ....... Gladwyne ...... . .......... D. H. 
Lower Merion High Schoo l 
EDWIN HOLLY KRALL ..... . ....... • Philadelphia .... . .... Gymnasium 
South Philadelphia High School 
HERBERT EPHRAIM KRATZ ... . .... . Chalfont ... . . . . . ........... F. H. 
Doylestown High School 
GEORGE KRAUSS ... . . . .. .. . . . ..••• Quakertown ........... . ... C. D. 
Quakertown High School 
VIRGINIA GERTRUDE KRESSLER . .. .. . Easton ... . .............. . Fircroft 
Easton High Schoo l 
MAXWELL EMILE KUEBLER ... . . . .. Mi71Cl"sville ........ . ...... F. H . 
Keystone State ormal Schoo l 
JOHN LINWOOD LATSHAW .. . ...... . Royersford ........... Royersford 
Royersford High School 
JOHN BETHKE LENTZ .... . . .. . . .. . Collegeville .......... Collegeville 
Mercersburg Academy 
BEATRICE CATHERINE LESSER .. ... . . Freeland .... . ............ Sh. H . 
Freeland High School 
J OSEPH MACCARROLL ..... . .. . .. •. • Philadelphia ......... .. . ... S. H. 
West Philadelphia High School 
R OBERT SILAS MANLEy ......... .. . Catasauqua ................ B . D . 
Catasauqua High School 
HAROLD FRANKLIN MARTIN ....... . Milton ..................... F. H. 
Milton High School 
THEODORE ROOSEVELT MOORE ...... • Brookli1le .................. F. H. 
West Philadelphia High School 
MARY HELEN OBERLIN . .. ........ . Birdsboro . . ..... ......... Fircroft 
Birdsboro High School 
ALLEN LEE PEIFFER ....•......... . Myerstow1I, R.D ........... . B. D. 
Bethel High School 
JAMES HERBERT PiERSON ... . .... ... Lansdow1Ie ............... B . D. 
Friends Central High School 
AMY ELIZABETH PRESTON ........ . Eagleville ...... ....... Eagleville 
ol"l"istowl1 High School 
JMIIlS BOWEN RICHARD. JR ....... . Royersford ........... Royersford 
\ Vesleyan College 
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RUTH DlEMAND RIEGEL ........... Reading .... . ......... Superhouse 
Reading High School 
FRANCIS JOSEPH RIORDAN .......... High Bridge, N. J . ......... B. D. 
High Bridge High School 
JOHN WILLIAM RIORDAN ........... High Bridge, N. J . .. ....... B. D. 
High Bridge High School 
FRANK JOSEPH ROHRBAUGH ..... .. . North Lima, Ohio .. ........ . B. D. 
North Lima High School 
MARY ELIZABETH ROORBACH ....... Cape May Court House, N. J. 
Dickinson College Collegeville 
EMMETT JOSEPH ROTH ............ . Hanover .............. . ... B. D. 
Hanover High School 
WILLIAM GUSTAVUS SAALMAN, JR .. Egg Harbor City, R.D., N. J .. C. D. 
Hammonton High School 
JOSEPH DANIEL SAYLOR ............ Sci/we Ilk Jvill e, R.D .. . Sch wenksvi lle 
Collegeville High School 
DAN ARTHUR SCHLEGEL. .......... Tamaqua .................. B. D. 
Tamaqua High School 
EDGAR HOTTENSTEIN SCHNURE ..... . Milton, R.D . ......... ...... F. H. 
Milton High School 
GOSTA ALBERT SCHUYLER .......... Helmetta, N. J . ............ F. H. 
Newark College of Engineering 
ALBERT BENJAMIN SCIRICA ... ..... Norristown ................ D. H. 
Norristown High School 
CARRIE EVA SEIPLE .......... ..... Chestnut Hill ............ Fircroft 
Germantown High School 
MARGARET SHAW SPENCE .. .. ...... Norristown ........... Norristown 
NorristowD High School 
JACOB DONALD STERNER . .... ....... Collegeville ....... ... Collegeville 
Perkiomen Preparatory School 
HAROLD EARL SULLIVAN ........... Hanover ........ ........... B. D. 
Hanover High School 
WILLIAM REESE SUPER ........... . Saint Clair ............... B. D. 
Bucknell University 
ALBERT STOLER THOMPSON ........ Tamaqua ................. D. H. 
Tamaqua High School 
JAMES ERWIN TUCKER .......... . . Doylestown ................ F. H. 
Doylestown High School 
ANNA MINERVA UHRICH .......... Myerstown ............... Sh. H. 
Myerstown High School 
DORIS ELEANOR WAGNER .......... Mahanoy City ............ Sh. H. 
Mahanoy City High School 
CECYL ELEANOR WALTERS ......... Trappe .................. Trappe 
Collegeville High School 
ARTHUR HORACE WERNER ........ . Hammonton, N. J . .......... S. H. 
Hammonton High School 
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PHILIP WILLAUER ............. . •. . Schwenksville ..... . Schwenksville 
Schwenksville High School 
RUTH ALlCE WILT .......... . .... . Phoenixville ......... Phoenixv ille 
Phoenixville High School 
JAMES ABERNATHY WITT ...... . . . Jeanette, R.D . ...... ........ C. D. 
Bloomsburg High School 
THE ENGLISH GROUP 
IRENE MAE ACKERMAN ... . .• . .••• . Easton ........ .... ....... .. .. O. 
Wilson High School 
BARBARA JOYCE BAER ... ... . . .. . • • North Wales ........... ·· .T. C. 
North Wales High School 
DOROTHY SARAH BECK ........ ... . • York ........ . .............. Mp. 
York High School 
CAROLYN WILSON BICKELL ....... . Philadelphia .............. Sh. H. 
Philadelphia High Schcol for Girls 
MARY JANE BIERBOWER .. . . . .. .. . . Camp Hill . . ........ . Superhouse 
Camp Hill High School 
ESTHER CATHERINE BILLETT .... . .. Schwenksville, R.D .. Schwenksville 
Collegeville High School 
ELMINA Ross BRANT ............ . . Norristown, R. D .... .. Norristown 
Norristown High School 
FRANK G. BUCKLEY, JR .......... . Philadelphia ............... S. H. 
Taylor University 
ALICE EASTBURN CASSEL ........... N orristown ................... G. 
Norristown High School 
CATHERINE ANN CLARKE ..... . ... . Philadelphia ................ Mp. 
West Philadelphia High School 
HOBART GERALD CLAyTON ........ . Sea Girt, N. J . ............ C. D. 
Friends Central High School 
MARY MEDA CONETY .... . .... .. .. . Atlantic City, N. J . ........ Sh. H. 
Atlantic City High School 
VIVIAN ELDA DAVIES ............ . Portlaud ............. Lynnewood 
Portland High School 
MARGARET ADA DEMAREST ........ . Philadelphia ....... . ...... Sh. H. 
Germantown High School 
HELEN ZIMMERMAN DETWILER .... . Norristow1l ..... . .. . .. orristown 
Irving College 
EVE1.YN MAE DIEHL ............. Souderto1l ...... . ..... Collegeville 
Souderton High School 
MELVIN HAMPTON DILLIN ........ . Philadelphia ............... B. D. 
Brown Preparatory chool 
DONALD WILSON DULANEy ........ Lehighton ................... II. 
Lehighton High School 
ISABEL JANE ELLIS ................ PottstOW1I, R.D. . .............. G. 
Pottstown High School 
100 U rsinus College 
LILLIAN BLANCHE ENGLE ... ..... . Mahanoy City ................ C. 
Mahanoy City High School 
CAROLYN SOUDER EVERINGHAM . .. . . Paulsboro, N. J . ............... G. 
Paul boro Hi gh chool 
VIOLET VALERIA FERTIG ........... . PiJomixville, R .D . .... . Lynnewood 
Phoenixville High School 
EVELYN MAE GRANDER ............ S c1lwenksville .... . . Schwenksville 
Schwenksville High School 
ELIZABETH TOWNSEND GREAGER ... . Buck Run ..... ....... ....... . O. 
Minersville High Schoo l 
VIOLET GERTRUDE GUYDISH .. . .... . M aiJanoy City ........ Collegeville 
Mahanoy Township High School 
KATHARINE HAND .... ........... . Audubon, N. J . . ..... . Coll egeville 
Collingswood High School 
EVELYN RUTH HE RICKS ........ .. Pottstown ............ Lynnewood 
Pottstown High School 
ARLETTE MAE HETLER ...... .. .... N escopeck .... .......... . .... Mp. 
escopeck High School 
MARY ELIZABETH HILLES . ....... . Norristown ........... Norristown 
Swarthmore College 
JANE ELIZABETH HOLMAN ........ . Hatboro .................. Sh. H. 
Hatboro High School 
FRANKLIN JUDSON HOOVER ....... . Phi/adelf)hia . . ............. C. D. 
Northeast High School 
HOWARD T. M. HOUSER .. . . . .. . .. . Cle1lside .................. C. D. 
Germantown High School 
ARDYS SLAYTON HOUSTON ........ . Berwyn ............. Collegeville 
Tredyffrin-E:t Lto\\ n High School 
ELIZABETH HULDAH HOWELL ..... . East Bangor .. ............ Sh. H. 
Bangor High School 
ALBERTA FRANCES JACOBS .. . .. .. .. . Norristown ..... ............. Mp. 
Norristown High School 
JOHN JULO .. ............ . .. . ... .. Coaldale ................... B. D. 
Coaldale High School 
VIOLA KENNEDy ..... .. . ... .... . . . Lansdowne .. .. . ..... .. .... T. C. 
Upper Darby High chool 
MARION ANNA KEPLER ... . ....... . SciJwenksville ...... Schwenksville 
Schwenksville High School 
JANE MARIE KOHLER . . ........... . Eureka ................. . .. .. . G. 
Doy lestown High School 
EVELYN VIOLA LAKE ......... . ... . Pitman, N. 1 .... ............. Mp. 
Pitman High School 
GRACE LAMON ................... . Cynwyd ...................... O. 
Lower Merion High School 
ANN LANDLESS .... ............... Wildwood Cabin, N. J. 
Wildwood High School Collegeville 
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RUTH EST"LLE LAWALL .. ...... .. . Easto1l, R.D . .. . ............ T. C. 
Oak Grove Seminary, Vassalboro, Maine 
CAROL F. LIPMAN .... .. ......... . Drexel Hill ... . ...... Collegeville 
Upper Darby High School 
HARRIET ZADA LITTLEFIELD ..... .. . . Hammont01l, N. J . .......... . G. 
Hammonton High Schoo l 
HYMEN GORDUNE MALEWlTZ ..... . . Tre7lto1l, N. J . ........ ..... . F. H . 
Trenton High School 
MARIE ELIZABETH MARKLEy ...... . Mt. Airy, Phila . ............ Mp. 
Sellersville High School 
HARRY ANDREW MAURER .......... Millers'Ville ................. E. D. 
Minersv ille High School 
MIRIAM EMMA MEHR ............ . Swarthmore ......... Collegeville 
Swarthmore High School 
ELEANOR KENNEDY MENGEL ...... . Reading . .. ..... ...... SlIperhollse 
Reading Senior High School 
ADA DARE MILLER ............... . Bridgeton, N. J., R.D . ...... T . C. 
Bridgeton High School 
MARGARET ELIZABETH MILLER . . . . Waynesboro .......... SlIperhollse 
Waynesboro High School 
ANNA CAMPBELL MURRAy ........ . Camde1l, N. J . .............. T. C. 
Wm. Penn High School 
D. HORTON ACE ........... .... . . Ballgor .. .. . ... ............ F. II. 
Bangor High School 
LUE'I-rA MECKLEY AGLE ......... . Den'Ver . . ......... ..... ..... Mp. 
Denver High School 
RICHARD SEYLER NEWCOMER ....... . Sclmecks'Ville .............. A. C. 
Slatington High School 
REGINA SUE ICKEL ............. . Philadelphia .............. Sh. H. 
Lankenau School for Girls 
GERALDINE ESTHER OHL ........... Trappe ........ ..... .... . Trappe 
Collegevi lie High School 
DONALD ALBERT OTTINGER ....... . Spri7lg City . . .... ......... D. H. 
Spring City High Schoo! 
SADIE ALLISO PEASE .............. Trappe .................. Trappe 
Rea ver College 
REBECCA WILLS PRICE ............ . N orris/owll .................... O. 
orristown High School 
EDITH MAY REIBER ................ York, R.D . ................. T. C. 
York High School 
EVEl.YN IRE E REIMEL .... . . ... . . . Ballgor ................... h. II. 
E'Isl Stroll(\~bllrg State ;-"ormal chool 
~It\RGUERITE ARAH REIMERT ...... . i ll/elltowlI ................... Ip. 
Allentown High School 
M \RG\RET AN A RETZLER ......... II' orr;stow/I ........... Norristown 
Norristown High chool 
102 U rsinus College 
isABEL MARIE RICKLEY ............ Ocean City, N. 1 ............. Mp. 
Ocean City High School 
JOSEPHINE VANBuSKIRK RIDDELL .... Haddonfield, N. 1 ............. G. 
Haddonfield High chool 
CLARA PAXSON RILEY .......•...... Chester .................. Fircroft 
Chester High School 
FLORENCE ELIZABETH ROBERTS .....• Upper Darby ................. G. 
Haverford High School 
FRANCES MARGARET ROBERTS ...... . Llanerch .................... Mp. 
West Philadelphia High School 
GEORGE RALPH ROSEN ......•.....• Reading ................... B. D. 
Reading High School 
FRANCES WARNER SCH EIDER ..... . Philadelphia .................. O. 
Germantown High School 
SARA CHAMBERLIN SHAFTO ........ Farmi11gdale, N. 1 .......... T. C. 
Freehold High School 
ELISABETH KATHRYN SHAUB ...... . Shilli11gton ........... Collegeville 
Shillington High School 
MARGARET ELIZABETH SHERRATT ... GleTlolden ........... Collegeville 
Glen- or High School 
MARY AUGUSTA SMITH ........... . Wyomissi11g .................. 0. 
Wyomissing High School 
HILDA MARY STANLEy ............ Williamsport ........ Collegeville 
Williamsport High School 
GLADYS EMMA STENGER ......... . Philadelphia ......... Collegeville 
Friends Select School 
EDWARD EARLE STIBITZ ........... . Dayton, Ohio ............... C. D. 
tivers High School 
EMMA MARGARET STOCKER ........ . Flicksville ................ Sh. H. 
Bangor High School 
JEANETTE MARION STRAUSS ........ Womelsdorf .................. G. 
Keystone State Normal School 
LOIS WILHELMINA STRICKLER ..... . PCTlTlsgrovc, N. 1 . ..... Collegeville 
Pennsgrove High School 
MARGARET RODERTA SWARTZ ....... York ................ Lynnewood 
York High School 
BARBARA MARY TAYLOR ..........• COTls/JOhocken ........ Collegeville 
Lansford High School 
MARY ELIZABETH TAyLOR ......... Carlisle ..................... Mp. 
West Philadelphia High School 
PAULINE THOMPSON .............. . Tamaqua .................... Mp. 
Hood College 
JANE GOULDIE TOMLINSO .......• . East Falls, PlJiiadeiphia ...... 0. 
Frankford High chool 
BEATRICE FLORENCE TRATTNER ..... York ................. Lynncwood 
York High School 
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MARJORIE MILLIE TRAYES ........ • Mt. Bethel ................... O. 
East Stroudsburg State Teachers College 
ANN A JESSIE TURNER .......... .. Coatesville .... . ...... Lynnewood 
Unionv ille High School 
ELEANOR CARSON USINGER .... .... . Pitman, N. J. . .............. Mp. 
Pitman High School 
JESSIE WEAVER ..... . ....... . . .. . . Schwenksville, R.D .. . Schwenksville 
Adelphi Col1ege, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
LENORE ALWORTH WEGLAGE .. .. . . Dayton, Ohio ... ...... Lynnewood 
Steele High School 
MARY MARGARET WEISS ...... . ... . SeLlersvilie ............. . ..... G. 
Sellersville High School 
GRACE WiLLIAMS . . ... . ......... . • Lansdale ................. .... G. 
Lansdale High School 
MERLE LESLIE WiLLIAMSON ....... . Allentown ................... Mp. 
Allentown High School 
ELIZABETH STUART W iLSON .... ... . Norristown ......... .. Norristown 
Sydney Academy, Sydney, Nova Scotia 
ELIZABETH MARIE YAHRAES ...... . Easton .. . .. ...... .. ..... Fircroft 
Easton High School 
ELIZABETH JOSEPHINE yEATES ..... . York ........... . ........... Mp. 
York High School 
IREN E MAE ZIMMERMAN .......... . Shoemakersville ............... G. 
Perry Township High School, Shoemakersvil1e 
THE MODER[ LA GUAGES GROUP 
VERNA ETTINGER BECHTEL ........ . Pho en ixville ......... Phoenixville 
Coll egeville High School 
RUTH SOBEY BEDDOW ............. Fra ckville ......... ...... . Fircro{t 
Frackville High School 
PAULINE TORWELL BREiSCH ....... . Tamaqua ...... ............... c. 
Tamaqua High School 
EVELYN MAE BROWN ..... .. ...... • A II C1ItOWIl • . •..••.•.•• Lynnewood 
Allentown High School 
BERNICE REA BUCHANAN ......... . Philadelphia .............. Sh. H. 
Okeechobee High chool, Okeechobee, Florida 
THELMA KATHRYN COOPER ........ Williams/owlI ............... Mp. 
Wdliamstown High School 
FLORE CE ELEANOR CORNELL ...... Doylestowll ................... O. 
Doylestown High School 
HELEN ELIZABETH DEALY .... . .... . Philadelphia ... .............. C. 
Philadelphia ormal School 
IRE E MARIE 0100. ATO ....... ... . Bywood ................... Sh. II. 
Upper Darby High School 
MARGUERITE IREN!! 0100 ATO .. .. . Bywood ............. Collegeville 
Upper Darby lIi~h School 
104 U [sinus College 
MIRIAM ELIZABETH FISSEL ......... Thomasville ............. Fircroft 
• York High chool 
SARAH MILDRED FREED .. . ........ . Ric!liandto'l.(.'1l ............. Sh. H. 
Quakertown High chool 
ANNA DOROTHY FUNK ........... . Phoenixville .... ..... Phoenixville 
Phoenixville High chool 
MARY GERTRUDE GARRETT ........ .TI ellam .................... T. C. 
York Coll egiate In sti tute 
EVELYN MAY GLAZIER ......... . . . Glel1side ................. Sh. H. 
Abington High School 
RUTH GERTRUDE Goss ............ . Philadelf"hia .............. Sh. H. 
Germantown High School 
HELE JEANETTE GREEN ...... .. .. Chester . . ........... . ... .... Mp. 
Chester High School 
PAULI E ELIZABETH GROVE .. ..... . Pennsburg ............. Pennsburg 
Pennsburg High School 
MILDRED BLAIR HAIIN ... ....... .. Eastoll ........ . . .. ......... Mp. 
Wilson Hig h chool 
ELLA SUSAN HAINES ............. . 1l1lel1towl1, R.D . .......... . ... G. 
Allentown High School 
ELIZABETH GRISTOCK HEI NLy ...... York ...... . ............... T. C. 
York High School 
ALICE FRANCES HODGES ........... . Slati1lgtoll .................... O. 
Slatington High School 
IDA VAN ATTA JAGGARD .......... . Pitman, N. J . ............... Mp. 
Pitman High School 
GRACE ELIZABETH KE NDIG ........ . Coatesville, R .D. . ... .. ...... Mp. 
Coatesville High chool 
DOROTHY MAY KLI GAMAN ....... Dover ..................... T. C. 
York High chool 
HARRIET FREDRICA KOHLER ........ Rich/mldtow1l ........ ... . Sh. H. 
Quakertown High School 
MARIE ELIZABETH KREBS ......... . Ki1ltnersville .................. 0. 
Easton High School 
GERTRUDE EMMA LAWTON ......... Chester ...................... G. 
Chester High School 
EDNA REINFORD ME G ........... Schw{'Ilksvill,' ...... Schwenksville 
Schwenksville High choo l 
CAROLYN EMMA OZIAS . . ......... . Sollth Pi1lelafld, N. 1 ....... .. Mp. 
Vineland High chool 
JANE AR \BELLA PRICE ............. Palmyra, N. J. . .............. ,. 
Palmyra IIigh School 
LOIS ELIZABETH QUI ............ . A/a/wfloy City ........... Fircroft 
Mahanoy Cit} High 'c hool 
MARY EI_IZABETII REIDER ......... Pottsto'Wll ..... ............... G. 
Pottstown High chuol 
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MARJORIE RrITENHOUSE .. ... . .... . Pallisboro, N. J ...... . Collegeville 
Paulsboro High School 
HELEN EVELYN RYLAND ..........• R arrisburg ............ . ... T. C. 
John Harris High School 
DOROTHY ELMIRA SANDERSON ..... . Philadelphia ...... . ........ T. C. 
West Philadelphia High School 
KATHERINE LOUISE SANDERSON .... . Philadelphia ....... .. .... Fircroft 
West Philadelphia High School 
MARIAN SARTORIUS .... . ... ... ... . R eadi7lg ........... ....... Sh. H. 
Syracuse University 
PAUL ELMER SCHMOyER ... ..... ... Alle7ltow7I . ... .. ....... ... Rahns 
Allentown Preparatory Schoo l 
RH EA SNYDER SELL .............. • R eadi7lg .... .. ................. G. 
Reading High School for Girls 
ETHEL AMANDA SHELLENBERGER ... . La7lsdale ........... .... ... Sh. H. 
Lansdale High School 
FLORENCE LEONA SHOOP .......... . Tower City .................. o. 
Tower City High School 
ELVIRA HANSELL SHUPERT ........• C07lshohocke71 ...... Conshohocken 
Conshohocken High School 
EVA MARGARET SMITH ........... . . S ellersville ...... ......... Sh. H. 
Sellersville High School 
MARION RUTH SMITH .. .. ........ . Pe7l7lsburg . .... ..... .. . Pennsburg 
Pennsburg High School 
MARY ELIZABETH STAMM ........ . PottstOW1l . . ............ . . Fircroft 
Pottstown High choo l 
ETHEL MAY STRAUSS .. ... ......... Readi7lg ...... .. .... ......... . G. 
Reading High School for Girls 
MARGARET LOUISE STREVIG .. ..... .. York ............. .... ...... Mp. 
York High School 
VIOLA BESSIE SWEIGART .... ... .... . Sinki7lg Spri7lg, R.D . ....... Sh. H. 
Mohnton High School 
REBECCA MAY SWOPE ............ Myers/oW1l, R.D . . . ........ Sh. H. 
Albright ollege 
ANNA BARBARA THOMAS . ...... .. . Slati7lg/071 ................. Sh. H. 
Slatington High School 
KATIIARINE BISBEE TOWER ........ Collegeville .......... Collegeville 
Collegeville High School 
ROSA ANNA TROUT ............... . Royersford . ........... Royersford 
Royersford High School 
MURIEL WAyMAN .............. .. Trc1I/07l, N. J ...... ......... T. C. 
Trenton High School 
IGNATIUS M. 'VEIRINGER ........ . . Philadelphia ............... B. D. 
Brown Preparatory chool 
l\lARION E. 'Vll.sON ............... Coa/esville .................. Mp . 
oatesville High chool 
106 U [sinus College 
HELEN WISMER ................... Coliege'Vilie .......... Collegeville 
Collegeville High School 
RUTH HOFF WISMER ............. College'Vilie ......... Collegeville 
Collegeville High School 
SARA JANE YEAKEL. .......... . .. . Perkasie ................... T . C . 
Perkasie High School 
THE BUSI ESS ADMI ISTRATIO GROUP 
GEORGE HENRY ALLE , 2D . . .. . ... Philadelphia ............... A. C. 
Brown Preparatory School 
JAMES 'VVILBUR ApPLEGATE ........ Milltown, N. 1 . .......... . .. F. H. 
South River High School 
JOHN RUSSELL BENNER .....• . .•. . . Souderton ................. B. D. 
Souderton High School 
VVILLIAM ANDREW BENNER ....... . Soudertou .................. A . C. 
Souderton High chool 
KERMIT STEELE BLACK ........... . Bordentown, N. 1 . .......... A. C . 
Bordentown High School 
MILES RHEA BOWER .............. . Royersford ............ Royersford 
Royersford High School 
WILLIAM JOHN BUCHANAN ........ Philadelphia . . ... . ......... B. D. 
West Philadelphia High School 
MARIAN E BUCKE ...... . ......... Nutley, N. 1 . ......... Collegeville 
Nutley High School 
THERON JACKSON CALKIN .......... Princeton, N. 1 . ...... . ...... B. D. 
Princeton High School 
ALLAN CLAGHORN ............... . Narberth .................. B. D. 
Lower Merion High Schoo l 
JOHN WENTWORTH CLAWSON, JR .. . Coliege'Ville .......... Collegeville 
Collegeville High chool 
RAYMOND GLEN COBLE . ........... Woodbury, N. 1 . . .......... A. C. 
Wenonah Military Academy 
HOWARD FRANKLIN CREVELI G .... . High Bridge, N. J . ......... B. D. 
University of Dubuque, Dubuque, Iowa 
J AMES EDWIN CRYSTLE ........... . Chester, R.D. . ............. C. D. 
Chester High School 
ROBERT JACOBS DEININGER ........ . Phoenix'Vil/e ........ . Phoenixville 
Phoenixville Iligh School 
l EVIN RUSSELL DETWILER ........ . North GIC1lside ............ . C. D. 
Abington High School 
JONATHAN WILLlf\M DEIBERT . ..... Gilbert .................... D. II. 
KresgeviJle High School 
JAMES 'WATT DONALDSON ......... . PMladelphia ............... A. C. 
Germantown High chool 
BLAIR WALTER EGGE ............. • Frack'Ville .... .. . .. ..... . .. C. D 
York High School 
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CLlNTO CLAIR FELTON .......... · Royer sford, R.D. . ..... Roye rsford 
Pott town High School 
WARREN YERGER FRANCiS ... .. .... Collegeville .......... Collegeville 
Collegeville High School 
JOHN CHARLES GESTON ............ Paulsboro, N. 1 ..... . . ... ... D. H. 
Paulsboro High School 
JOHN ANDREW HAMMER, JR ...... . Philadelphia ... ... . ........ D. H. 
W est Philadelphia High School 
DAVID MOODY HARRiSON .......... . Ebensburg ................ B. D. 
Franklin and Marshall Academy 
ALBERT CHARLES HELLWiG ........ Willow Grove .... ......... B . D. 
Abington High School 
JAMES JOHN HERRON ...... . .. . : ... Gl enside .................. C. D. 
Abington High School 
RUSSELL BUCHMILLER HERSHEY ... . Lancaster .................. C. D . 
Stony Brook Preparatory School, Stony Brook, . Y. 
RALPH JACOB HIRT .............. . Parker Ford .. ..... .. . ···· .D. H. 
Spring City High Schoo l 
AUGUST JOli N HORN ............. . Pen Argyl .............. ·· .F. H . 
Pen Argyl High chool 
MARION COLVIN HUTCHINSON ..... . Philadelphia ........ ...... Sh. H . 
West Philadelphia High School 
MERRITf JAMES JEFFERS ........... Gree71w ich, N. Y ........... A. C. 
Troy Conference Academy, Poultney, Vt. 
TOIvo KARI'PINEN ................ Toms River, N. 1 . ........ .. F. H. 
Toms River High School 
WILLIAM EDWIN KiCHLINE .. .... . AlIentown ................. B. D. 
Allentown High School 
JOliN RUSSELL LESHER . ...... . .... . Collegeville, R.D . ... Collegeville 
Norristown High School 
WILLIAM GEORGE MCGARVEy ..... . Philadelphia ............... B. D. 
Germantown High School 
HARDING ETHELBERT McKEE ....... Allentown ................. C. D. 
Allentown High School 
JOHN PARKER MASSEy ..........• . Drexel IIiil . .... . ..... . ... S. H. 
Upper Darby High School 
llARl,ES DAVID MATTERN ..•.•..• . 1(1 est Point ................ C. D. 
Lansdale High School 
ROBERT "VILLIAM MECKLY .....•. .. West Millon .............. . B. D. 
Milton High School 
CIIARLES OUGHTRED METCALF ..... • Lisboll, R.D., N. II . . .. . .... F. H. 
Goddard Seminary, Barre, Vt. 
HARRY AMME MILLER .....•• .•••. Glassboro, N. 1 ............ D. n. 
Friends Central lltgh School 
GORDON BYRUM MINK . ..... ..... . Darby ..................... A. C. 
Allentown Preparatory School 
108 U rsinus College 
ABNER PETER MITCHELL .......... Riverside, Conn . . .......... D. H. 
Connecticut Agricultural College 
DOROTHY ELIZABETH MULDREW .... .Jenkintown ... . ........ ... . ... G. 
Germantown High School 
A. LLOYD MyERS ....... . ••. . ... . . Mont I1lto ................. D. H . 
Greencastle High School 
R OLAND WAGNER EWHARD ....... . Mahanoy City ............. . C. D . 
Mahanoy City High Schoo l 
STANLEY OMWAKE ....... . .. .... .. Collegeville .......... Superhouse 
Mercersburg Academy 
SHERWOOD DUBRELLE PETERS ...... . Slatington . ......... . ....... B. D . 
Slatington High School 
JAMES CURRAN POFF .. .. ....... .. . york ............. ... .. ... . D. H . 
York High School 
HORACE LERoy POLEy .. .. .. ...... . Limerick .............. .... . B. D. 
Collegeville High School 
HENRY LOFLAND pyLE ........... . . Darby ..................... C. D . 
Darby High School 
CHARLES BLAIR R AMBO ..... ...... . Norristown ..... .. ......... C. D. 
University of Pennsylvania 
CHARLES VERNUE ROBERTS .... .. .. . Sharon Hill ............... . B. D. 
Upper Darby High School 
LEE ELWOOD ROED ER ... .......... . East Greenville .. . East Greenville 
East Greenville High Schoo l 
THOMAS Co RAD SATTERTHWAIT, JR.Lansdowne ................. C. D. 
Friends Central High School 
DAVID HARTRANFT SCHANTZ ....... Norristown .. . ........ orristown 
Pennington Preparatory School 
WILLIAM B. SCHNEITMAN ......... Elizabethtown ... . ......... F. H. 
E lizabethtown College 
HENRY JAM ES SHAFFER ........... . l1llentown . ............. . .. B. D. 
Allentown High School 
DANIEL FRANCIS SHEEHEY ......... Harrisburg ......... ....... D. H. 
Harrisburg Catholic High School 
LLOYD LABARRE SHEPHERD ......... Drexel Il ill ............... C. D. 
Friends' Central School 
EUGENE GRALIAM SIMMERS ........ Fort Washillgtoll ..... . ..... C. D. 
Abington High School 
ARNOLD FAIR SMITH ............. Kittanlling ................. A. C. 
Kittanning High School 
PAUL LEROY S, YDER .............. Norristown ........... orristown 
Franklin and Marshall College 
CHARLES ROBERT SOEDER .......... Philadelphia ............... C. D. 
Friends' Central chool 
WALTER ASHENFELTER SPA GLER ... Philadelphia ............... F. H. 
Frankford High School 
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JACOB CHARLES STACKS .. . •• ..• ••• • York ..... .. .. ... .. ........ C. D. 
York High School 
WILBUR DAVID STOUFFER . . ••••• • • • Mifflinto w n . ........... . ... C. D. 
Mifflintown High School 
ROBERT RUSSELL STRINE . •• .• •••• . • Milton ..... ..... .. .. . ...... A. C. 
Milton High School 
THOMAS LIPTON SWANGER . ••• • • • • • Moore ..................... B. D. 
Ridley Park High School 
CURTIS CHRISTOPHER SWOPE •• . ••• • My erstow n, R.D . . ...... . ... B. D . 
Bethel High School 
PARMLEY WILLIAM URCH •• . • • •••• • Saint Clair .. . ............. B. D. 
Saint Clair High School 
ELMER THOMAS WATSON •••• • •• •• • Darby ... ...... . . . ......... A. C. 
West Chester State Normal School 
THOMSON BEECHER WEIDENSAUL .. Allenwood . . ........... .. .. C. D . 
Milton High School 
JOHN FAULKNER WILKINSON ... . .. • Philadelphia .......... . .... A. C. 
Central High School 
ARTHUR HENRY YOUNG . . .• . ••.•. .• N orthampton . ....... ....... A. C. 
Ithaca School of Physical Education 
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STUDE TS IN MUSIC 
Pursuing College Cour~es in Music 
JAMES WILBUR ApPLEGATE ........ Mil/town, N. J . ............ F. H. 
STEWART ROLA DUS BAKER ........ york ..................... . 0. H. 
VERNA E'rflNGER BECHTEL ......... Phoenixville ......... Phoenixvi lie 
MARY JANE BIERBOWER ........... Camp Hill ............ Superhouse 
WILLIAM JOHN BUCHANAN .... .... Philadelphia ...... . ........ B. D. 
Jo ATHAN WILLIAM DEIBERT ...... Gilbert . ................... D. H. 
MARGARET ADA DEMAREST ......... Philadelphia .............. Sh. H. 
BLAIR WALTER EGGE .............. Frackville ................. C. D. 
WILLIAM CARLISLE FERGUSON .... . . Philadelphia ............... C. D. 
HELEN JEANETTE GREEN .......... Chester .................. . .. Mp. 
JOHN A DREW HAMMER, JR ....... Philadelphia .............. D. H. 
MARION ANNA KEPLER . . ... . . . ..• . Schwenksville ...... Schwenksville 
BEATRICE MARY KLEIN .........•• • Ralms .. ... . .............. Rahns 
GILBERT RANEY KUGLER .......•.. Philadelphia ............... F. H. 
ADA DARE MILLER ............... Bridgeton, N. J ., R.D . ...... T. C. 
GERALDINE ESTHER OHL ...... . ••.. Trappe . . ................ Trappe 
SHERWOOD DUBRELLE PETERS ...... Slatington ................. B. D. 
HELEN EVELYN RyLAND ........... Harrisburg ................ T. C. 
NELLIE OLIVE SARGEANT ........... Martin's Creek ............. . Mp. 
WALTER BENJAMIN SCHEIRER ..... . Mahanoy City ............. . S. H. 
ALBERT STOLER THOMPSON ........ Tamaqua .......... ....... D. H. 
DAVID OSCAR TRAUGER .. . ......... Bedminster ................ C. D. 
ROSA ANNA TROUT .............. Royersford ............ Royer ford 
DORIS ELEANOR WAGNER ......... . Mahanoy City .... ..... ... . Sh. II. 
MURIEL WAyMAN ................ Trenton, N. J . ..... ...... " . T. C. 
ROBERT GRIMACY WELLER . ........ Pollstown .............. Pottstown 
Receiving Private Instruction Only 
RAYE HIESTAND ASH ......•...... . Parker Ford .. . ..... ... . . Fircroft 
VERNA ETTINGER BECHTEL .......• . PhoC1lixville ......... Phoenixville 
JOHN BOYD COATES, JR .... ...... .. Glenside .. .......... ...... C. D. 
MARY MEDA CONETY .....•....... Atlantic City, N. J . ........ Sh. H. 
SCOTT VEASEY COVERT ..... .. ..... Camde1l, N. J . .............. S. rI. 
MARGARET ADA DEMARE T ......... Philadelphia .............. Sh. rr. 
EVI RUSSELL DETWILER ......... orth GletlSide ............ C. D. 
ROBERTA HARRISON FRA TZ ....... Chester .............. L),l1l1cwood 
EDWARD FRETZ ................... Collegeville .......... Colle~e\'iJle 
EVELYN MAY GLAZIER ........... Glenside .................. h . II. 
HEI.EN JEANETTE GREEN ........ .. Cluster .................... fp . 
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MARION ANNA KEPLER . .. ..... . .. . Schwe1lksville .... . . Schwenksville 
VIRGINIA GERTRUDE KRESSLER . .... . Easton . .... .. ..... . .... . Fircroft 
ANN LANDLESS . . ••............•.. Wildwood Gables, N. J. 
Co ll egeville 
JOSEPH MACCARROLL ............. . Philadelphia ......... . . .. .. S. H. 
ADA DARE MILLER ..... ... .... . .. . Bridgeto1l, N. J., R.D . . . .. .. T. C. 
GERALDINE ESTHER OHL . ... . .... . . Trappe . . .. .............. Trappe 
STANLEY OMWAKE .. .............. Collegeville . ......... SlIperhollse 
LOIS ELIZABETH QUlN .. ......... . Maha1loy City ...... . ... . Fircroft 
WILLIAM GUSTAVlUS SAALMAN, JR . . Egg Harbor City, N. J., R.D .. C. D. 
ELLIE OLIVE SARGEANT . . ..... ... . Martin's Creek .............. . Mp. 
PAUL ELMER SCHMOyER .......... . Allentown ................ Rahns 
FRANCES WARNER SCHNEIDER ..... . Philadelphia ... . . . ........ .. .. 0. 
ALBERT STOLER THOMPSON ..... . .. Tamaqua ................. D. H. 
ROSA ANNA TROUT .....•....... . • Royersford .. .......... Royersford 
MURIEL WAyMAN .. .. ... . ...... .• Trenton, N. J . ............. T . C . 
JOHN FAULKNER WILKINSON .... ... Philadelphia ............... A. C. 
DORIS ELEANOR WAGNER ......... . Mahanoy City ............ Sh. H. 
DOROTHY WITMER ................ Trappe .................. Trappe 
DIRECTORY OF STUDENTS 
The italic letters set opposite the name indicate the group or department to which 
tbe student belongs: C/., Classics group; M., Mathematics group; C-B., Chemistry-Biology 
group ; H-S., History-Social Science group; E., English group; M-L., Modern Languages 
group; B. A., Business Administration group; kb,., Music Department; Pre.Med., Pre· 
Medical Student. 
The final letter A indicates that tbe student is a candidate for the degree of Bachelor 
of Arts; the fina l letter S indicates that tbe student is a candidate for the degree of Bachelor 
of Science. 
FOURTH YEAR Littlefield, H. Z., E .. . ......... . ... A 
Ackerman, 1. M ., E .............. .. 8 Luci a, N., C-B., Pre-Med ...... .... . S 
Barr, M. E., CI ................... A Ly tle, H. M ., Ct . ..... ..... . ....... A 
Beltz, W. F., H-S ................. A M cKee, H. E., B-II . ... . .. : ..... .. .. S 
Benner, W. A., B.II ............... 8 Markley, M. E ., E . ..... . .... . ..... A 
Bowler, J. U., M ................. A Mink, G. B., B. II . .......... . . . ... . S 
Brown, J . H., C-B ................. A l ewcomer, R. S., E . . ........... . . . S 
Buchert, W. I., C-B ............... A r ewhard, R W., B .II .... . . ... .... S 
Carter, A. R, I1-S ................ 8 Oberlin, M . H., !I-S ... .. .. . ... . ... A 
Cobb, M . B., H-S ................. A P off, J. C., B .II ........... .. ..... . A 
Cook, N. L., C-B .................. A Poley, H. L., B. 11 ......... .. ..... . A 
Dealy, H. E., M-L .. ............... 8 Reber, H. J., CI ................... A 
Ellis, 1. J., E ...................... 8 Riddell, J. V., E . ............ . ..... A 
Featherer, A. R, II -S ... . . . . ....... 8 Robbin s, W. R, M . ................ S 
Fehr, B. E., M .................... A Roth, E. J ., !I-S ................... S 
Fergu on, W . C., I1 -S., MIl ......... 8 Roth, R. C., C-B ..... . .. .. ......... S 
Fox, R M., C-B ...... ... ........ . Rule, M. G., M ................... A 
Franke, C. E., C/ ............... . . A Saalman, W. G., Jr., !I-S ...... . ... A 
Godshall, H . E., C-B . ..... .. ...... 8 Sargeant, N. 0., M., j\llu ....... .. ... S 
Greager, E. T., E ... ........... ... A Scheirer, W . B., M., MIl ........... A 
Grim, M. L., H -S .................. A Schink, H. P., C-B ................. S 
Harrison, D . M., B.II .............. S Schmoyer, P. E., M -L . ..... . ... . ... A 
Hartman, J . S., 1/-S ............... A Se itz, D. E., M .................... A 
Helffrich, R G., H -S .. ... ..... . .... S Shoop, F. L., 1I1-L ............. . ... A 
Hilles, M. E., E .......... . ..... . .. S hupert, E. H., M-L. .... . ..... . ... A 
Hipple, P. L., Jr., C-B ............. 8 Snyder, C. R , C -B . ............... S 
Houck, E. I., M ................... A pangler, W. A ., B. A ............. A 
Howell, E. H ., E .................. A Steele, P . V., C-8 ............... . .. S 
Jeffers, M. J., B.II ........ ....... . Stocker, E. M., E .......•.......... A 
Kohler, J . M., E . .................. A trauss, J . M., E .................. A 
Kressler, V. G., fJ-S .. ............. A Swanger, T. L., B. rI ............... S 
Landes, R M., M ................. A Sweigart, V. B., M -L .............. A 
Leinbach, 1. S., C-B ............ .. .. A wope, R M., M -I-. .. .......... ... A 
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Thompson, P., E .................. A 
Trayes, M. M., E ....... . ......... A 
Urch, P. W., B. A ....... . ......... S 
Weiss, M. M., E ....... .. ......... A 
Weller, R G., Cl., Mu .. ........... A 
Wilson, E. S., E . .................. A 
Wismer, H., M-L .................. A 
Fritz, I. T., C-B ............... ···A 
Fry, G. R, H-S ................. ··S 
Garrett, E. W., H-S .............. ·A 
Gavin, A . A, Jr., H-S ..... ........ S 
Goss, R G., M-L ............... .. ·S 
I-Iaines, E. S., M-L ... . .. ... ..... ··A 
Hodges, A. F., M -L . ............... A 
Jackson, H. L., M . ................. S 
THIRD YEAR 
Johnson, M. A., C-B ............... A 
Kellow, R, C-B ... ............ ·· ··S 
Alden, H. H., H-S ................. A 
Ash, R H., H-S ....... . ........... A 
Balch, A J., C-B .................. S 
Barnes, G. M., CI. ................ A 
Barnes, J. M., H-S ... ... . ......... A 
Beck, D. S., E . .................... A 
Beck, L. B., CI. ................ ... A 
Benjamin, F. 0., H-S .............. A 
Berkenstock, P. F., C/ .............. A 
Black, K. S., B. A ............ . ..... S 
Bortz, N. M., H-S . . ... ...... ... .... S 
Bower, M. R, B. A ................ S 
Boyer, R L., M ........ ... ........ A 
Breisch, P. T., M-L. .............. S 
Brookes, J. W., C-B ............... A 
Brown, E. M., M-L ............... A 
Buckley, F. G., Jr., E .............. S 
Burns, W. F., Jr., C-B., Pre-Med .... S 
Calkin, T. J., B. A .... ......... .... S 
Carr, J. S., C-B . ................... S 
Cassel, A. E., E ................... A 
Citta, J. A, T-/-S ................... S 
Cook, E. M., C-B .................. A 
Crystle, J. E., B. A ..... ....... ... . S 
Davies, L. V., M .. ............... S 
Denney, W. H., Jr., C/ ............ A 
Detwiler, H. Z., E ................. S 
Donaldson, J. W., B. A ............. S 
Engle, G. W., CI. .... ........ .. ... A 
English, J. P., CI. ................. A 
Eppehimer, R. E., C/ . ..... ....... . . A 
Francis, W. Y., B. ll ............... A 
Klein, B. M ., H-S., Mu ............ A 
Kochenderfer, T. T., C-B ........ . S 
Kratz, N. W ., M ................. ·S 
Krauss, G., H-S ............... ·· ··S 
Krebs, M. E., M-L ................ ·S 
Lake, E. V., E . ... .. ........ ... ··· A 
Lefever, P. F., Cl. .. ............... A 
MacNamee, C. J., M ............. ··A 
McGarvey, W. G., B. A ............ S 
Martin, H. F., H-S ...... . ...... ····S 
Mattern, C. D., B. A .............. ··S 
Mattis, P. A., C-B .... .. . . .. .... . ·· S 
Meng, E. R, M-L .. ... ...... . ... ··A 
Metcalf, C. 0., B. A . .............. S 
Miller, A. 0., C-B ............ ···· S 
Miller, A. D., E., MIl ......... . ... ·A 
Milner, J. L., C-B . ....... ...... . ... S 
Mirza, J. P ., C-B .......... ········ S 
Missimer, I. K., M ... .. ...... ·····A 
Murray, A. C., E ............ ·····A 
agle, L. M., E ............... ···· A 
Ohl, G. E., E., MII .... ... ....... ··· A 
Pea e, S. A., E ..... .. ...... ··· ···A 
Pedrick, J. ., CI. .......... ······A 
Peters, S. D., B.A., 1I111 ............ S 
Pierson, J. H., II-S ..... .. .. · · ····· 
Place, E. R., C-B . ....... . .......... S 
Preston, A. E., ll-S ........... · .... A 
Pyle, H. L., B. A .............. ·····S 
Rambo, C. B., B. A ............... · S 
Rickley, I. M., E ........... ······· 
Riley, C. P., E ............. ·······A 
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Riordan, J. W., JI-S ............... A SECOND YEAR 
Rohrbaugh, F. J., JI-S ............. S Alexander, K. N., C/ .... .......... A 
ROOl'bach, M. E., 11-S .............. A Allen, G. H., 2d, B.Il .............. S 
anderson, K. L., M-L ............ A Baer, B. J., E ..................... A 
ando, J. H., Ct ............ . .. . ... A Bateman, R L., C-B .......... . . .. . S 
aylor, J. D., II-S .............. . .. A Baver, E . F., H-S .. . .. . ...... . .. .. . S 
chnure, E. H., fJ-S ............ . .. A Benner, J. R, B. 11 . ........ .. . .. ... S 
Schoe ll er, W. E ., C-B ... .. ........ . S Brant, E. R., E . ............ . . ... ... S 
Shafto, S. C., E ...... . .. .......... A Carpenter, R C., C/ ............... A 
She ll enberger, E . A, M-L .. . ... . .. A Clarke, C. A, E . .. ... ... . .... .. ... A 
Slotter, H. W., C-B ..... ........... S Clark, G. A, H-S .... .. .... . . .. .... S 
Smith, E. M., M-L ........... . ..... A Coble, R G., B. Il ........ .... .. ... S 
Smith, M. R, M-L . . ........ . . .. .. A Conety, M. M., E . . ..... .. ......... A 
Smith, M. A, E . . ... ............. . S Connor, A. M., Cl .. . ..... . .... . ... A 
Conover, A . D., C-B ............... S 
Conover, F. S., C-B . . .......... . ... S 
Coombs, E. F., M . . . ..... .. . . .. .... S 
Creveling, H. F., B.Il . .... . ........ S 
Deininger, R J., B. 11 . ............. S 
Dembinski, T. H., C-B ............. S 
Dennis, F. L., M . ......... .. ..... .. S 
DiDonato, I. M., M-L ............. S 
Dillin, M. H., E ................ .. . S 
Dotterer, C. S., C-B .. .............. S 
Drysdale, H. B., H-S . ....... .. .... . S 
Dughi, F. L., H-S .......... . ...... A 
Dulaney, D. W., E ..... . ....... . .. S 
Spence, M. S., II-S ..... . ...... . .. A 
tacks, J. C., B.Il ...... ......•.•.. S 
Stetler, G. A., M . .......... .. ..... A 
Strine, R. R., B. Il .. .. ............• S 
Sullivan, H. E., II-S .......... . .. . . A 
Swartz, F. H., C/ ................. . A 
Thomas, A. B., M-L ............. .. A 
Tomlin on, E. M., M ...... ........ A 
Tower, K. B., M-L ................ A 
Trout, R A., M-L., MII ... ....... .. A 
Watson, E. T., B.Il .. ..... . ...... . S 
~'ayma n, M., 1I1-L., MII .... ...... .. S 
Weaver, J., E ................... .. A Egge, B. W., B.Il., MII ........ .... S 
Weidensaul, T. B., B.Il .. ....• .••• • S Felton, C. C., B.Il . ............... S 
Werner, A. 1-1., J/ -S ............... S Fertig, J. W., M .................. A 
Wetzel, E. Z., C/ .................. A Fertig, V. V., M . .................. A 
vViest, E. G., Ct ................... A Fissel, M. E., M-L. .............. A 
Wilkinson, J. F., B. rI .............. S Fox, J. E., C/ ..................... A 
Willauer, P., J/-S ................ . A Freed, S. M., M-L. ..... . .......... A 
Wilt, J. M ., M .................... A Funk, D. A, M-L ................. A 
Witman, C. E., 111 . ................. S Garrett, M. G., M-L ... .. .......... A 
\Vitmer, J. M., C/ .............. ... A Grander, E. M., E .......... ... .... S 
Yahraes, E. M., E ................ A Green, H. J., M-L., MII ............ A 
Yeates, E. J., E ............... . ... A Greer, M. A., C-B ....... .... ...... S 
Yost, C. D., Jr., C/ ..... . . ... ...... A Guydish, V. G., E ................. A 
Young, A. 1-1., B.Il ........ ........ S Hafer, J. G., C-B . ................. A 
Zimmerman, I. M., E .............. A Hahn, M., M-L ........ .. .. .. .... A 
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Heinly, E. G., M-L. .... ...... .. .. ·A 
Hellwig, A. C., B. A ............... S 
Hess, W. K., H-S .... .............. S 
Hetler, A. M., E .................. A 
Hirt, R. J., B. A .................. S 
Hoover, F. J., E ................... S 
Horn, A. J., B.A ................. S 
Houser, H. T. M., E ............... A 
Hunter, R. E., H-S ................ S 
Hunter, M. R., CI ................. A 
Hutchinson, M. C., B. A ........... S 
Jacobs, A F., E ............. . .... · S 
Jaggard, I. V., M-L. . ....... ... . .. A 
Johnson, R. I., M .... .. .... .... ... A 
Karppinen, T., B. A ... .. .......... S 
Kendig, G. E., M-L .. .. .... ...... . S 
Keplinger, C. M., C-B ............ S 
Kerper, H. G., C-B .. ... .... ... .. . . S 
Klingaman, D. M., M-L ........... A 
Kohler, H. F., M -L ................ A 
Kohn, M. A, C-B ................. S 
Krall, E. H., T/-S .................. S 
Kuebler, M. E., H-S ............... S 
Lamon, G., E ..... . ............... S 
Latshaw, J. L., T/-S ................ A 
LaWall, R. E., E .................. A 
Lawton, G. E., M-L .... .. ......... A 
Lentz, J. B., I1-S .................. A 
Lesher, J. R., B. A . .. .... .. ....... S 
McBath, G. R., C-B ................ S 
Malewitz, 11. G., E . ............... A 
Maurer, 11. A., E .................. S 
Meekly, R. W., B. A ............... S 
Miller, R. C., C-B ................. S 
Mitchell, A. P., B. 11 .............. S 
Moore, E. A., C-B ................. S 
Moore, T. R., T/-S ................. S 
Muldrew, D. E., B. rI ........ . ..... A 
Myel'S, A. L., B. A . .... ... ... ..... . 
ace, D. 11., E ........ ............ A 
Omwake, ., B. I I ................. S 
Ozias, C. E., M-L .................. S 
Pierson, E. B., M ................ ·A 
Price, R. W., E .............. .. · · ·A 
Quin, L. E., M-L ................ ··A 
Reiber, E. M., E . . .......... .. ··· A 
Reimert, M. S., E .. ........... · · ·· A 
Roberts, F. E., E .. . . .. ....... ··· ·· S 
Roberts, F. M., E ........ .... ... ·· A 
Roeder, L. E., B. A ................. S 
Rosen, G. R., E . ................... A 
Royer, H . K., C-B .... ........ · ···· S 
Ryland, H. E., M-L., MIt ........... S 
Sanderson, D. E., M-L .... ........ A 
Sartorius, M., M-L .... .... ....... ·A 
Sassi, D., C-B ............... ·· · ··· S 
Satterthwait, T. C., Jr., B. A . ...... S 
Schlegel, J. M., C-B . ............ · · S 
Schneider, F. W., E . .......... ..... S 
Schuyler, G. A, H -S .............. S 
Sell, R. S., M -L . .............. . .. A 
Smith, R. B., Cl ............... .. · · A 
Stephenson, D. H., C-B ......... .. · A 
Sterner, J . D., H-S ............... ·A 
Stouffer, W. D., B. A .............. S 
Strauss, E. M., M-L .............. ·A 
Strevig, M. L., M-L .. . ....... . . ···A 
Styer, M. J ., M .............. .. · .. ·S 
Taylor, B. M., E . ........ .. .. .... . A 
Taylor, M. E., E . ................. A 
Thompson, A. S., H-S., MIt ... ...... A 
Trauger, D.O., .il1., Mit .......... · S 
U singer, E. C., E .. .. ....... ....... A 
Weiringer, I. M., M-L ...... ....... S 
Williams, G ., E .................. ·A 
Williamson, M. L., E . ............. A 
Wilson, M. E., .iI[-L .............. · 
Wilt, R. A., I1-S ............. ·····A 
'Wislocky, V. M., C-B .......... ···· 
vVitt, J. A., H-S . . .... .. .. .. ······· 
Yeakel, S. J., M-L ................. S 
FIRST YEAR 
Anders, P. S., T/-S .......... ...... . 
Applegate, J. W., B . .I ., Mu ......... S 
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Baker, S. R , M., Mu ............... A Go ld thw aite, M. V., C-B .......... A 
Baranoski, S. J ., M . . .......... . .. S Good, M. V., C-B .. . ..... ... ....... S 
Bechte l, V. E., M-L., MIl ....... .... A Grove, P. E., M-L. ................ A 
Beddall, W. S., Ji-S .... . . . .... . . .. S Gulick, ]. R, Ct . .. . .. .. ........ . . S 
Beddow, R S., M-L. . ....... ... . . . A Hammer, ]. A., Jr., B.Il., MIt .. .... S 
Bickell, C. W., E .................. S Hand, K., E .... .. ......... . ...... A 
Bierbower, M. J ., E., MIl ... ..... ... S Hennessy, R G., C-B . .............. S 
Bill ett, E. C., E . ... ....... .... .... A Henricks, E. R, E . ................ A 
Block, D. J., C-B . .. ... .. ........ .. . S Herron, ]. J., B.Il ............... . . S 
Bressler, L. A., Ji -S .. ....... . ...... A Hershey, R. B., B.Il .. ........ ... .. S 
Buchanan, B. R , M-L ............. A Hill, A. C., /1-S . .. ... . ............ S 
Buchanan, W. ]., B. Il ., Mil .. .. .... S Hogeland, I. R, M ................ S 
Bucke, M., B. II ., MIl .. . .. .. . . . . ... A Holman, J . E., E ...... .... .. ...... A 
Bunn, A. B., M .. ... . ....... .. .. .. A Horrocks, H . B., H -S . ............. S 
Burkhart, B. L., Ct ...... .......... A Houston, A . S., E ... .. ... .... ... .. S 
Chrism an, R S., l/ -S ..... ......... A Inman, K. V., Ji-S ....... .......... A 
CI aghorn, A., B. A ....... . ......... S Jamison, M. R, C-B . . ........ ..... S 
Clawson, J. W., Jr., B.Il . .. .... . .. . S Johnson, H . H., M .... . ....... .... S 
Clayton, II. G., E .................. S Julo, J ., E ....... .... ....... ...... A 
Coates, J. B., Jr., C-B ........... . .. S Kennedy, V., E .................... S 
Coombs, K. S., C-B ........ ........ S Kepler, M. A., E., MII .. .... .... ... A 
Cooper, T. K., M-L. ...... ........ A Kerth, E. M ., l/-S . ................. S 
Corne ll , F. E., 1I1-L. .............. A Kichline, W. E., B. Il . ............. S 
Cove rt, S. V., C-B . ... . ... .. ..... .. S Klin e, W. H., Ji-S .. . .. ... .... ..... S 
C rawford, M. A., l/-S ... . ......... A Klingama n, J . E., Jr., C/ ........... A 
Cunard, C. C., Cl .. .. .. .... ....... A Kottcamp, E. C., C-B ... .. . .... .... S 
Danehower, M. D., ll-S ............ S Kratz, H. E., l/-S ................. A 
Davies, V. E., E .... ............... A Kugler, G. R, Ct., MIl ....... ...... A 
Davi, R 13., Jr., M ........ ........ S Land less, A., E . ...... .. .. .. .. . . ... A 
Deibert, J. W., B.A., MII ........... S Lawrence, R E., C-B ............. . S 
Demarest, M. A ., E., 1I111 .......... . A Lesser, B. C., l/ -S . .... .. .......... A 
Detwiler, N. R, B. II . ... .. ........ S Lipman, C. F., E . ...... .... . ..... . A 
DiDonato, M. I., M-L ............. A Livingood, C. S., C-B ... .. ....... .. S 
Diehl, E. M., E .. ......... . ....... S MacCarroll, J., l/-S ..... . ..... ..... S 
Engle, L. B., E ................ .. .. S Manley, R S., l/-S .... ... ..... .... A 
Everingham, C. S., E .............. A Massey, J . P., B.Il ... .... ... ...... S 
Foose, J. S., ct ................... A Mehr, M. E., E ... . .......... ... .. A 
Frantz, R H., l/-S ................. S Mengel, E. K., E ................. . A 
Freyman, L., C-B., Prc-ll,ft:d. Miller, II. A., B.Il . .... .. ......... . S 
Geiser, D. L., l/-S ................ A Miller, M. E., E .. . . . .... .. ....... A 
Ge~ton, J. C., B . . 1 ........ . ..... .. . S Miller, RD., M . .............. .. .. S 
Glazier, E. M., M-L ............... A Moll, A. D., C-B ........ .......... S 
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Mord es, S. J.. M . .......... ... ..... S Simmers, E . G., B .• l .. .... . ........ S 
Most, J. C., C-B . . ........... .. .... S Smith, S., C-B ........ . ........... S 
Mueller, F., J r., C-B .. . . .. ....... .. S Snyder, P . L., B. A ................. S 
Nickel, R. S., E .. ........ .. ... ..... S Soeder, C. R., B. ,/ ................ S 
Ottinger, D. A., E ........ ......... S Spangler, R . R., C-B . . ............. S 
Peiffer, A. L., II-S .... ... ... . .... . . S Stamm, M. E., M -L . . . .... . ....... A 
Price, J. A., M-L . ..... ... .. .. ..... A Stanley, H. M ., E ................. A 
Propes, Z. H., M ..... .. ........... S Stenger, G. E ., E . ....... .. ........ A 
Radcliffe, L. J., M . .. .............. A Stibitz, E. E ., E .................. A 
Reider, M. E., M-L. .......... .. ... A Strickler, L. "V., E ................. A 
Reimel, E. 1., E . ........ .. ......... S Strock, H. B., C-B ...... . .......... S 
Retzler, M. A., E . ................. A Super, W. R. , If -S ................. S 
Richards, J. B., Jr., II-S ............ S Swartz, M. R., E .. . ............... A 
Riegel, R. D ., /1-S ... ... . . ......... S Swope, C. C., B. ,/ ................ S 
Riordan, F . J., /1 -S .. .. ...... ... ... S Thoroughgood, W. C., C-B ......... S 
Rittenhou se, M ., M -L . ............. A Tomlinson, J. G., E ............... A 
Roberts, C. V., B. II . .... . ..... . ... S Trattner, B. F., E ............. . ... A 
Roeder, E. N., M .................. S Tucker, J. E., /1-S ................ S 
Roth, E. M., M ... . ................ S Turner, A. J.. E ................... S 
Schantz, D. H ., B. II . .............. S 
Schlegel, D. A., f/ -S ...... . .... ... . S 
Schncitman, W . B., B.II ............ S 
Schocnly, A. V., M .. .... .. . .. . .... S 
Schwab, W. C., C/ . ...... . ......... A 
Schwartz, M . E., C-B .............. S 
Scirica, A. B., II-S .......... . ...... A 
Seiple, C. E., II -S .................. S 
Shaffer, II. J., B. II . ... . . ..... . .... S 
Shaub, E. K., E ....... . ... . ....... A 
Sheehey, D. F., B. :1 . . .... . .. . ..... S 
U hrich, A. M., If -S .............. . A 
U lmer, W. G., J 1'., C-B ............ S 
Wagner, D. E., II -S., MIl .......... A 
\V agner, P. R., M . ................. S 
VI'a llers, C. E., /1 -S ................ A 
VI'ea ver, J. R., Cf .. ............... A 
W eglage, L. A., E ................. S 
\Veinr aub, D., C-B .............. ·. S 
VI'i lJi ams, R. R. , M ................ A 
\Vismer, R. H., JIf-L ............... A 
Shepherd, L. L., B. II ....... . ....... S Wolfel, J. T., C-B ........... ······ 
Sherra lt, M. E ., E ... . ..... . ....... A Wolfgang, R. S., C-B., Prc-MrJ. 
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GE ERAL SUMMARY, 1928-29 
STUDENTS IN THE COLLEGE 
The Classics Group .................. 34 
The Mathematics Group ............. 41 
The Chemistry-Biology Group ........ 70 
The History-Social Science Group..... 81 
The English Group .................. 100 
The Modern Languages Group ....... 59 
The Business Administration Group .. , 75 
-- 460 
Students in Music ........................ 55 
-- 515 
Deduct for N ames Repeated ................... 53 
Total ................................... 462 
PRIZES, HONORS AND DEGREES 
Awarded in 1927-1928 
PRIZES 
JUNIOR ORATORICAL PRIZES FOR MEN-Charl es Edward Keller, R obert 
Carl Roth. 
THE HAVILAH McCURDy-BENNETf PRIZE-Violet Gertrude Geydish. 
THE PHILIP H. FOGEL PRIZE-Mary Gordon Rule. 
THE E. L. WAILES PRIZE-Ruth Estelle LaWall. 
THE ROBERT TRUCKSESS PRIZE-Alvin Lincoln Loux. 
THE PAISLEY PRIZE FOR MEN-Charles Edmund String. 
THE PAISLEY PRIZE FOR WOMEN-No award. 
THE PRIZE IN PAGEANTRy-Helen Wismer. 
THE PRESIDENT'S AWARD-Willard Mohr Moyer. 
OPEN SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS: 
J. Wilbur Applegate, Milltown, . J. 
Leo A. Bressler, Hegins, Pa. 
W. Harlan Kline, Gladwyne, Pa. 
J . Parker Massey, Drexel Hill, Pa. 
HONORS 
DEPARTMENT HONORS 
EDUCATION-Vivian Louise Waltman. 
ENGLISH-Ruth Elizabeth Solt. 
FRENCH-Melba Elizabeth Farnsler. 
GERMAN-LaRue Carolyn W ertman. 
HISTORy-Agnes Charlotte Lorenz, Ruth Elizabeth Moye r, Mildred 
Theresa Stibitz. 
MATIlEMATIcs---Anna Mabel Frit ch, Cora E. J. Gulick, Sarah Baldwin 
Hoffer. 
PSYCIlOLOGy-Eleanor Elizabeth Cornwell. 
CRADUATIO HONORS 
VALEDICTORy-Willard Mohr Moyer. 
ALUTATORy-COra E. J. Gulick. 
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DEGREES 
DOCTOR OF LAWS (Honorary)-James Francis Cooke, Albert Edwin 
Keigwin, Henry T. Spangler, Ruby R. Vale .• 
DOCTOR OF DIVINITY (Honorary)-Rev. Albert Sheppard Bromer, Rev. 
Welcome Sherman Kerschner, Rev. Asher Raymond Kepler.· 
DOCTOR OF PEDAGOGY (Honorary)-Charles Benjamin Heinly. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, Magna Cum Laude-Charles Edmund String, Cora 
E. J. Gulick, Rebecca Reinhart Engle. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, Mag1la Cum Laude-Willard Mohr Moyer. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, Cum Laude-Melba Elizabeth Farnsler, Anna 
Mabel Fritsch, Aurelia Adelaide English, Alvin Lincoln 
Loux, Mildred Theresa Stibitz, E. Elizabeth Cornwell. 
BACHELOR OF ARTs-Stanley Weigner Bauman, Helen Elizabeth Beck, 
Dorothy Elizabeth Berger, Mary Charlotte Berger, Paul Ells-
worth Felton, Joel Brown Francis, Rena Claire Frank, Horace 
Cassel Gottshalk, Evelyn Cassel Hamm, Elizabeth Rachel 
Harter, Reginald H. Helffrich, Sarah Baldwin Hoffer, Mary 
Kassab, George Howard Koons, Harriet Elizabeth Layman, 
Agnes Charlotte Lorenz, Helen Mae Lucas, Miriam Virginia 
Ludwig, Russel Mayer, Ruth Elizabeth Moyer, Lois Esther 
Nickel, Arthur Reeder Ohl, Harold Alan Peterson, Anna 
Marie Richards, Gertrude S. Rothenberger, Mary Lenhart 
Sartorius, Herman Michael Schreiner, Ruth Elizabeth Solt, 
Huston Keifer Spangler, Earl Scott Tomlinson, Emma Powell 
Tower, Ruth Adele Von Steuben, Vivian Louise Waltman, 
Robert Grimacy Weller·, LaRue Carolyn Wertman, Harold 
Luther Wiand. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE-Jane Elsmore Anderson, Joseph Anthony 
Armento, Parker Daniel Baker, Herbert William Barron, 
Harry Alan Bigley, William Earl Bracken, Gladys Lain 
Burr, James Wilbur Clayton, Frederick M. Cornelius, Charles 
Henry Engle, Arthur Clayton Faust, Alice Entricken Fetters, 
Charles Wilbur Fitzkee, Howard Calvin Fritsch, Jr., Lloyd 
Augustu Hoagey, Reyno lds J. Joll, Paul Stanley Krasley, 
Albert Lauber Lackman, Theodore Clark LaClair, Charles 
Arthur May, Herman F. Meckstroth, Floyd Dare Mulford, 
Margaret Haigh Ozias, Gladys Hill Park, Ray Israel Schell, 
William H. M. Schmuck, Jacob Leon Stoneback, Karl Archie 
Thompson, Robert Herbert Weiss, Shepherd Luther Witman. 
'Conferred on Founders' Day, February 14, 1929. 
ALUMNI ORGANIZATIONS 
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
Graduates of the College and all persons admitted to a degree 
higher than the first in the institution are eligible to active member-
ship. Non-graduate former students may become associate members. 
The Association is entitled to a representation of five members 
in the Board of Directors. These members are nominated by the 
Association and serve five years. 
OFFICERS FOR 1928-1929 
President-NoRMAN E. MCCLURE, PH.D., '15, Collegeville, Pa. 
Vice-President-FLORENCE A. BROOKS, '12, Palmyra, N. J. 
Secretary and Treasurer-REv. CALVIN D. YOST, D.D., '91, College-
ville, Pa. 
llistorian-REv. CARL G. PETRI, '00, Skippack, Pa. 
URSINUS ALUMNI ASSOCIATlO OF HARRISBURG 
Preside1/t-EDWIN M. HERSHEY, ESQ., '00, Harrisburg, Pa. 
Vice-President-BERTRAM M. LIGHT, '20, Hummelstown, Pa. 
Secretary a1/d Treamrer-WILLIAM M. RIFE, '98, Carlisle, Pa. 
URSINUS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF YORK 
Presidellt-CHARLES H. RUTSCHKY, '19, York, Pa. 
Secretary-MRS. CATHERINE HEI DEL EWHAM, '21, York, Pa. 
TreaSltrer-SAMuEL S. LOUCKS, ESQ., '10, Red Lion, Pa. 
TIlE OHIO-URSI US ALUM [ASSOCIATIO 
Presidellt-Office temporarily vacant 
rice-Presidellt-REv. GEORGE P. KEHL, '21, Indianapolis, Ind. 
Secretary a/ld Treamrer-REv. CHARLES 1. LAU, '09, Clyde, Ohio 
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URSIN US ALUM I ASSOCIATION OF LEBANON 
President-REv. PIERCE E. SWOPE, Sem., '10, Lebanon, Pa. 
Vice-President-LILLlAN ISENBERG BAHNEY, '23, Myerstown, Pa. 
Secretary and Treasurer-ELSIE L. BICKEL, '18, Lebanon, Pa. 
URSI US ALUM I ASSOCIATIO OF PHILADELPHIA 
President-RALPH LINWOOD JOHNSON, Sc.D., '97, Upper Darby, Pa. 
Vice-Preside71t-HENRY G. MAEDER, PH.D., '10, Philadelphia 
Secretary and Treasurer-MAYNE R. LONGSTRETH, ESQ., '89, Phila-
delphia. 
URSINUS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK 
President-Office temporarily vacant. 
Vice-President-LARY B. SMALL, '14, New York. 
Secretary-FRANK S. FRY, '07, Staten Island, N. Y. 
URSINUS ALUMNI ASSOCIATIO OF READI G 
President-HARRY A. ALTE DERFER, '22, Reading, Pa. 
Vice-Presidel1t-DANA F. GRIFFIN, '19, Reading, Pa. 
Secretary-BERTHA SHIPE MILLER, '05, Reading, Pa. 
Treasurer-E. KARL HOUCK, M.D., '23, Reading, Pa. 
THE ALUMNI ATHLETIC CLUB 
Presidel1t-HERBERT HOWELLS, '23, Co\Iegeville, Pa. 
Vice-President-EuGENE MICHAEL, '24, Philadelphia. 
Secretary-MICHAEL BILLETT, '24, Schwenksville, Pa. 
Treasurer-HENRY W. MATHIEU, '11, Trappe, Pa. 
THE URSINUS WOMAN'S CLUB 
Preside1lt-MRs. MARY SHADE PRICE, '04, Norristown, Pa. 
Vice-President-FLORENCE A. BROOKS, '12, Palmyra, .]. 
Secretary-MRS. LOUIS CORNISH, Collegeville, Pa. 
Treasurer-MRS. GEORGE L. OMWAKE, Collegeville, Pa. 
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